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TO THE HONOUR ABLfe

'Charles Frederich^^'d^^

feurveyot-General of his .Majesty’s

Ordnance, ^c. &’c. &^c.

Honourable Sir,

The fubjcdt of the (heets ^VhIch I here

beg leave tb lay before You, is of fb

much confequence to mankind, as juftly tb

fclaim the regard and fandion of the Great.

Geometry is, not only a moft accurate, but a

very extenfive fcience, whofe application and

great utility, as well in the arts of peace as of

War, are well known to You.

But though this work, if the manner iri

Which it is executed be correfpondent to the

importance of the fubjed, may not Wane

fafficient merit to render it worthy of the

approbation of a Gentleman, who, amidfl a

multiplicity of'publick employments, pre-

ferves aii lindiminini’d ardor for the feienres

A 2 and
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IV DEDICATION.
and a knowledge of the works of art and

nature
j
yet I have, Sir, ftill farther motivcs^

for this addrefs : Your great influence and

zeal to promote the good of an inflltution

under which 1 am placed ; and the favours

that I have received at your hands, make me
carneft to embrace this opportunity of teftify-

ing publickly, that I ath,

.

Honourable Sir,

With great refped.

Your much obliged,

add mofl obedient

humble fervant.

Royal Academy,
March 3, 1760.

Thomas Simpfon.
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I P R ,E F A C

^ y/T i/e/gn in writing upon the fubjeSi of Geo^

J.wJi was to open an eafy v)oy for young

beginners to arrive at a proficiency in that

ufejul feience \ without either being obliged to go tbro^

a number of unneceffary propojitions^ or having re-

tourfe to the ungeometrical methods of demonfira-

tion, that abound in mofi modern compejitions of this

nature-

the difijiculty of the undertaking, t was not unap-

prifed of and objeSlions occurred that were not eafy

ta be removed : Neverthelefs, I have grounds to hope,

from the reception my firft attempt has met with, that

my endeavours have not been entirely unfuceefsful. No
pains have,indeedfieenfpared to render thework ufeful

:

And Iflatter myfelf that the fpirit and rigour ofde~

monftration, fo ejfential to the fubje£l, are alfo tolera-

bly well preferved j though Ihave not beenfo intent to

guard againjl the attack <f Criticks, at to lofe fight

of my main defign of furmfhing a plain, eafy infli-

» tution for learners t Tet I have firong hopes, that

there will not be found in thefe jheets, any inaccura-

cies, or overjigbts, that are abfolutely unpardonable.

fT0 expeSt a faultlefs piece is impojfible : And I well

know, that the moft elaborate and befi- approved fyf-

tems of Geometry extant, are not without many imperfec-

tions. But, were the fmalleft imperfeElion to be a real

fault, my ambition would rather be, to Jhew fame de-

gree of judgment, by avoiding a multitude of fucb

faults, than by expofing and magnifying the flaws of

other writers. It is more eafy to fee a fault, than to

avoid one : And thofe men who are the mcjl fanguine
tfi difthiguijh tbemfelves at the txpence of others, are

A 3 generally
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vi preface:
generally olferved toJland in need ofgreater indulgenr.

ciesy than even the perfons whom they unmercifully,

attatk. But^J jhall put an end to this (Ugrejfion by.

pointing out oik objebiion, that may be brought againjl

this work ; which is, that in demonjlrations' admitting

of feveral cafes, the mojl eafy ones are fmetimes omit^

ted i and that the converfe of fame proportions is

not at all demonjlrated. But this, I conceivcy

hefound a real advantage to the learner j without

which
y it would have been impojfible to have comprifei

the Elements in the compafs’ they now take up. Be-^

Jtdesy the greateft part of the demonjlrations omitted

beingfuch as may be inferredfrom thofe given, by means

of Axioms only ; they may, therefore, he eafily fup-^

plied by any reader, Jhould they happen to become ne-

^bich } have fc'arce ever fettnd to be the cafe.

But, even allowing this to be a defebl, it is abun-

dantly compenfated by the' extenjive application given

in yke three lajl febiibns ; which is infinitely fncre

ufeful, in itfelf, and more necejfary to the forming an

able Geometrician, than any thing of the kind we
have been fpeaking of. ^

' *
’

In this, fecond, edition (which it, in a manner, a

new work) many confiderabie alterations and additions

have been made. The order of fame of the firjt pro-

pofitions is changed: And fomc difficult propofitions in •

the fecond book are rendered more plain. In the

fourth book feveral new Theorems on proportions are.

added. The folid Geometry is now connebled with

the plane, and is demonjlrated with the fame accuracy.

The menfuration of Superficies and Solids is alfo more >

explicitly handled', and the demonfiration of the fe-

•peral rules is here ejlablifhed on a better foundation,

than even in authors who have wrote profejfedy on.

the fubjeS. The Maxima and Minima, a d :be con-

JlrubHen of Geometrical Problems, are likewife ceffi-

dtrably extended and improved. And, at the e-id,
" '

‘
‘ Note's
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P R E F A C E.

Notes geometrical and critical^ very ufeful to in^rovi

\bejudgment of young ftudents^ are now added.

Ba/, whilft 1 am talking of improvements an4
matters of criticifm., I am- called upon to anfwer to a
charge, which, fhould it appear to deferve credit,

woidd indeed leave me but little room to pafs myfelf

Upon the world for a judge in thefe matters. As tha

gentleman by whom I fiand accufed, is known to tbt

world by his holding one of the mo/l confiderable ma^
thematical pojls in the kingdom \ Ifhall, in order to do

fll due honour to the manner and importance of bi^

writing, give you his own words.

“ ‘There has lately been publifhed a hook wider tbf

title of Elements of Plane Geometry, dejtgned for.

“ the ufe of fchools, which is an incorrebl copy of tbo>

“ frjl. eight febfions of this work, lent the pretended

author on a particular occafion, and printed in at

“ fpurious manner, without my knowledge or cenfenty.

“ an ablion too fcandalous for any man of honour to

be guilty of. The Editor imagined, Ifuppofe, that
** the changing feme propofitions, and mangling the.

demonfrations of others, was a fufficient difguife

to make it pafs for bis own performance •, but bow
‘f far this will juftify fmh a piece of pracy, mt0 he

left to thejudgment of the publick. ,

.

Were I io attempt to deferibe the ideas exated in

my mind by the Angular moUefty of this inrportcmt

andfolemn appeal to the publick, . /fhould be at a lofs

for fit words to exprefs them, without tranfgreffing the\

bounds of decency. But I hope that 1 have net de-'

ferved fo ill of the publick, to be thought capable of
abling fo very humh'e a part, as that of copying from
this author, and of mangling his demonjlrations, in

ord& to make them pafs for my own .—That a manu-

feript of his (containing between 20 and 30 of the
‘

* principal
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PREFACE.
principal Theorems in Geometry^ extreme'y ill digefled)

came into wry handsy is indeed true ; but it was not
j
li

lent me, but forced upon we, by bimjelf (the very ^
firji night after my removal to Woolwich) in virtue

of an article in the original rules and injlrublions for

the Academy ; whereby it is ordered, that the fecond

mafter jhall teach Geometry under the direblion of the

frfi tnajler. But this well-intended article, which

has been made fuhfervient to the purpofes of ignorant

tyranny^ and daring calumny, has jtnee, in confe^uence

of a publick examination, been annulled by an exprefs

order of the Mafier -General of the Ordnance.—/ could

mention fome particulars., fupported by good authority^

that occurred in the courfe of that examination, which

ivould but ill agree with the importance he affumes

in bis confident accufation •, but I do net think it worth

while : This Gentleman has, himfelf, by his different

publications, fo well convinced the world of his ahili~

ties, as to render any farther comment on that head

intirely unnecejjary and ineffelluat.

ERRATA.
Page 19. 1 . 4. for n, read *•

; p. 47. 1 . 13. for CAE, r. DAE

;

{

>.48. 1. 31. r. femi'diameten
; p. 58. for Corollary 2. r Corol.

ary
; p. 59, 1 . iz. Ate the cn;nma; p. 70. 1 . i5.forDE, r. DF ;

1. 31. for greater, r. greater than; p.j 1. 1. laft, for PT, r. Q[T :

p. 101,1.6. fbrjr, r. x; p. no. in the quotation for 19, r. 18;.

p. IZ4* 1* 8 . Ate KF ; p. 127. 1. 4. dett the whole parentheiist ,

and in the quotation *, r. 27. 4. p. 135. 1 . 25. after BD, r. as

well as AD
;
p. 140. 1 . 14. for GFA, r. GEB

; p. 1 54. heg. of
1. 16. forCE, r.CD; p. 174. 1 . 23 forOHI, r. OHK; 1 . 34.
r. annulus

; p. 187. 1. 21. r. fruttum’s height
;

p, 221. 1. 20.

for AG, r. AF ; p. 226. 1 . prec. laft, for exceeds, r. is lefs

than; p. 248. 1. 12. for lefs, r. greater; p. 267. 1. 27. dele

00/
; p. 271. F 32. for which Sic. r. when taken lefs.

A D V E R-
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ADVERTISEMENT.

A S in every work of this nature, defigned to

contain whatever may be moft requifite to

the forming of a regular and complete fyftem of
Geometry, a number of propofitions muft neceflarily

have a place, whofe chief ufe and application lie in

the higher branches of the Mathemacicks *, and
there being many perfons, particularly young gen-

tlemen in publick fchools, who want to learn fo

much Geometry only, as is neceflary to give them
a proper introdudlion into the pradical and moft
common applications thereof; fuch as Menfura-
tion, Trigonometry, Navigation, Fortification, Per-

Ijjeftive, For thefe reafons, I thought that it

might be of fervice, to point out to fuch Readers,

what propofitions in thefe Elements may be omit-

ted, as leaft ufeful to them *, without either hurt-

ing the connexion, or taking away from the evi-

dence of the other demonfirations. The numbers
of thefe propofitions, in the Several books, are as

follow.

In Book L the 6, 17, 19, 21, 22, 23, and
29th.

In Book II. the 4, 5, 10, ii, I2, 13th, and the

ad Corol. to the 9th.

In Book III. the 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 15, 18, 19, 20,

25, 26, 27, and 28th.

In Book IV. the 4, 5, 6, 9, 1 1, 13, 16; 17, 20,

21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29th.

In
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28 ,and 3 ift.

In Book VI. the two or three firft propofi- ^
tlons only, need be read ; except by thofe who i|

are concerned in furveying and dividing of lands j

Co whom the whole book will be highly ufeful.

Alfo, with regard to the feventh book, if Per-

fpeSHve be the only application in view (which t

have known frequently to be the cafe) the ift,

id, 4th, and 1 2th propofitions may fuffice. But
if a more genetal idea of the properties of in-

terfcdling planes Ihould be required, fuch as is ne-

ceflary in the dodrine of folids and fphetic geo-

metry; then all the propofitions, to the i2th, ought

to be taken.

The lyth, 19th, 20th, 21ft, 22d, and 23d pro-

pofitions of this feventh book Ihould alfo be read

by thofe who would be able to firld the content and

proportion of folid bodies ; as Ihould, Jikewife, the

whole eighth book ; except, perhaps, the firft and

ninth propofitions, together with the three firft

lemmas ; which may be thought too plain, by
thofe who are not very felicitous about geometrical

rigour* to need a demonftration;

A-.t
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The following BOOKS are all written b

Mr. Thomas Simpson, F. R. S. and printed

for J. Nourse.

l.T^SSAYS ON SEVERAL CURIOOS AND USEFUL
Subjects, in speculative and mixed

Mathematicks ; in which the moft difficult Pro-

blems of the firft and fecond Books of Newton’s Prina'pia

arc explained ; in 410.

II. Mathematical Dissertations on a variety

of Phyiical and Analytical Subjedls, in 410.

III. Mi8celi,aneo<us Tracts on fome curious and

very intercfting ^iibjefts in Mechanics, Phyfical-Aftro-

noiny, and Speculative Mathematicks, in 4to, 1757.

IV. The Doctrine of Annuities and Rever-
sions, deduced from general and evident Principles!

with ufeful Tables, {hewing the Values of fmglc and

joint Lives, fcfc. in 8vo.

V. A Treatise of Algebra; wherein the fun-

damental Principles are fully and clearly demonftrated,

and applied to the Solution of a great Variety of Pro-

blems, and to a Number of other Itfeful liinquiries.

2d Edition, in Svo.

VI. The Doctrine and Application of Flux-
ions ;

containing (befides what is common on the Subje£tJ

a Number of new Improvements in the Theory, and the

Solution of a Variety of new and very interefting Problems

in different Branches of the Mathematicks. 2 Vols. 6vo.

VII. Trigonometry, Plain and Spherical,
with the Confirudlioo and Application of Logarithms,

in 8vo.

VIIL Select Exercises for Young Proficients in

the Mathematicks ; containing, befides a choice Collec-

tion of Problems, both algebraical and geometrical, the

whole Theory of Gunnery; a very accurate and fuccin<5b

Demanftration of the firif Principles of Fluxions ; and a

Set of Tables for the Valuation of Annuities and Rever-

{iuns, more comprehenfive than any extant. 8vo.
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a; ... ...,. Li : -..n^j-SriLiU: A .kJ -
*. • • r ^ t r'

'

'•{ 1 •//;.) . f V.,-v . .

B O'^ -i( ^ li '
•': "-

.

bEFINIXIONS.
t.^^EOMETRY is that fcicnce, by which

^ y^e compare fuch' quasmicB together u
jhave extenfion. •'

’

E»tenjidp is diftir^uifitd into length, hre^th^ and

ithicknefs.
j

' ~
.

' j

2. A Line is that, v/hkh has length ^without

breadth. v!

termsy lounds^ vr txiremes of a Line, art

points, i
'

' ' f

3. A Surface is that, which
has length and breadth, only, as

C . . . ^

^he bounds of a Surface are lints, .... . . -

•
: - B 4- A.
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Elements of Geometry*
/

4^ A Solid is that, which has length,

breadth, and thicknefs, as D.

^he hounds of a Solid are furfaces.

. :

‘1

/ /
1

i

D
1 /

7 ^

5. A Right (or ftrait) line is that, which lies even-

ly between its extremes, or which every-where tends

we fame way, as AB. - A——————B

. 6. A Plane-furface is that, which is cvery-where

perfe&ly flat and even, or which touches, in every

part, any right-line ‘attended between points any-

where taken in that furface.

7. An Angle is the inclination,

or opening of two right-lines meet-

ing in a point, as D.

,
-8. When, one right-line . ,

DC, (landing upoti another -

AB, makes the angles on
' both Tides equal, thofe an-

gles are called right-an-

gles i and that line CD is ^
;
wid to be perpendicular to a
the other AB on which it

infills.

9. An Acute-angle is that, which
is lefs than a right-angle, as £.

10. An Obtufe-angle is that,

which is greater than a right-

angle, as F. '. V

I r. The
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the Piffle

a. 'the diftance of two points, is the^ Right-
line reaching from the one to the bther^^ i

12. 'The diftance of a point from a line, is a
Right-line drawn from that point, perpendicular to,

and terminating in, the line given.

13. Parallel (or equi-

diilant) right-lines AB,
CD are fuch, which be-

ing in the fame plane-,

iurface, if infinitely pro-

duced,would never meetk

14. A tigure is a bounded (pace, and is ei^er
a fuiface, or a folid.

15.

A right-lined plane Figure is that, formed
in a plane-Iurface, Whofc terms, or bounds, arc
right-lines.

16.

All plane Figures bounded by three right-
lines, are called Triangles.

17.

Ah equilateral Triangle
is that whofe bounds or Tides are

all equal, as A.

18.

An ifofcelcs Triangle is, when
two lides are equal, as B.

B 2 19. A
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ElefHenh of Geometry,

: I9. A fcalene Tritng^ is, w!ien

all the three Tides are unequal^ as

C.

2O, A right-aigled Triangle is

that, which has One right-angle,

as ACB } whereof the fide AB
oppoiite to the right-angle, b catl-

ra Hypothenuft.

21; An obtufe-angled Triangle is that, which

has one obtufe angle.

22.

An acute-angled Triangle is that, which has

all its angles acute.

23.

Every plane Figure bounded by four right-

lines, is caifed a Quadrangle, or Quadrilateral. .

24.

Any Quadrangle, whofe

oppofite Gdes are parallel, is

calkd a Parallelogram, as D.

25.

A Parallelogram, whofe an-

gles are all right-oaes, is calkd a

Re^ngle, as £.

26.

'A Square is a parallelogram

whole lides are all equal, and its an-

gles all right-ones, as F.

27.

A Rhombus is a parallelo-

:

gram whofe Gdes are all equal, I;>ut

its angles not right, as. G, *;

28. All
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f Book' the Birft,

!* 28., All other four-fi^cd figures^ b?fidcs thefe,

f
are called Trapeziums.

29. A right-line jotrring any two oppofite angles

,

of a four-fided figure, is called a Diagonal. ^

30. That fide AB upon

which any parallelogram

•ACEB, or triangle ACB
is fuppoled to Hand, is

called the bafe ; and the

perpendicular CD falling thereon from the oppofite

angle C, is called the altitude of the parallelogram,

or triangle.

31. All plane figures contained under more than

four fides, are called Polygons i whereof thofe hav-

ing five fides, are called Pentagons i thofe having

fix fides. Hexagons j and fo on.

32. A Regular Polygon is one whofe angles, as

well as fides, are all equal.

33.

A Circle is a plane

figure, bounded by one

curve-line APCD, called

its circumference, every-

where equally diftant from a

point E within the circle,

called the center thereof.

34.

The Radius of a circle, is the diftance of the

center from the circumference, or a right-line E

A

drawn from the center, to the circumference.

B 3
.

' AXI-
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Elements of Geometry^

AXIOMS, or Self-evident Truth?.

1. Things, equal to one and the f^me thing, are

alfo equal to each other.

2. Every whqle is greater than its part.

3. Every whole is equal to all its parts taken

together.

4. .If to equal things, equal things be added, the

wholes will be equal.

5. If from equal things, equal things be taken

away, the remainders will be equal.

6. If to, or from unequal things, equal things

be added, or taken away, the fums, or remainders,

will have the fame difference, as the unequal things

firft propofed,

7. All rightrangles are equal to one another.

8.

More than one right-line cannot be drawn
from one given point A to aq- » n
other given point B. ^

-
'

9.

If two points

D, F, in a right-

lineMN, are pohted

at unequal diflances

DC, FE, from an-

other right-line AB in the fame plane-furfacej thofe

two lines, being infinitely produced, on the fide of
^he leaft diftance EF, will meet each other.

10- If
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r.Book the Firji,

JO. IF two

right-lines CA,
CB, making an

angle C, be re-

/p^ively equal

to two other

F

FE, making an angle F, and the angles which they

make C, and F be likewife equal ; the right-lines

AB, DE joining their extremes will be equal, and
the two triangles ACB, DFE equal in all re-

Ipeds.

If this fliould not appear fufficiently evident for

an axiom •, conceive the triangle DFE to be remov-

ed, and fo applied to the triangle ABC, that the

point F may coincide with C, and the fide FD fall

upon the fide CA then, becaufe FD is fuppofed

equal to CA, the point D will alfo fall upon A.
And, the angle F being equal to the angle C, the

fide FE will fall upon CB •, and confequently the

point £ upon the point B, ^caufe FE is fuppofed

equal to CB. Therefore, feeing all the bounds of

the two triangles coincide, it is manifefi, that not

only the bafes AB, D£, but the angles oppofite to

the equal fidcs, are alfo equaL

When ^ all the four lines CA, CB, FD, FE are

equal ; the triangle DFE, being contrariwife applied

to ACD fo that FE may coincide with CA, will,

alfoy agree with the triangle ACB (as is manifefi;

from the realbning above) : and fo, the angle E (as

D did before) now coinciding with the angleA, the

two angles £ and D mull neceifarily be eqbai to

each other, in this cafe, where the triangle DFE
is an ifofcclcs one.

B4 POSTU-

y"
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X.

Ekffients of Geometry,

POSTULATES, or PETITIONS.

I. That, from any given point, to any other

given point, a right-line may be dr^wn.
\ \

'
2. That, a right-line may be produced, or cpn^

timied out^ at pl^ure-
•

r
.

3. That, from any point as a center, with ^
radius e^al to any ri^ht-tine ailigncd, a circle may
be defcribed.

4. That, a right- line may be drawn perpendi*

cular to another, at any point agigned
-,
and that

it is alfo poiTible for to make a right-line, or 4'

right-lined Angle, equal to any right-line, or rights

lined angle afligned. Or to the half thereof.

.44. >

This fourth Poftulate is 'addid, morefor the fake ef
inakifig the proper references, tbah though bhfoluti-

lieceffity : Jince, what is here barely affumed as poffi-.

hie, is effeSied, and actually demonjtrated, in the begin-r

sting of the Fifth Book, itUirely independent of every

thing but Axioms and the other Pojlulates, above laid

down. It may alfo be proper to note here, that,

though thefe Poftulates are not always quoted, it will

he eafy to perceive where, and in what fenfe, they are

to be.uhderfiood.
.

Notes and Observations, with theJigniJka-.

tiom
'f'

Signs ufed in this TraSt.

A Proposition is, when fomething is, either,

propofed to be done, or to be dcmonftratcd, and is

either a Problem, or a Theorem.
A Problem is, when fomething is propofed tgt

be done.
• - - A Theo-
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'a TttfiORkM foihcth^fig ii propofedi to

be deti1onft|-4ttdi

A Lbmma’Is, when ibme premife is demonftrat*

ed, in otder to rendet the thing in h^tnd the tnord

iafy. '
'

^

A CoAoIlarV iSj ft confequent truth, gained

from fome preceding truth, or demonfiration.

A Scholium is, when remarks and obfervation*

m^dc upon fomething going before.

‘The Siom«,
' t

The fign 2*:, denotes that the quantities betwixt

which it ftahds, are equal.
’ The flgn c*-, denotes that the quantity preceding

it, is greatet than that which comes ftf\%r it.

The fign ti, denotes that the quantity preced-

ing it. Is lefs than that which comes after it.

The fign -i-, denotes that the quantity which it

precedes, is to be added.

The fign—, denotes that the quantity which it

precedes, is to be taken away or futnrafted.

A figure, or number, prefixed to any quantity,

Ihews how often that quantity is to be taken, or rer

peated; as 5A ftiews, that the quantity repreftnted

by A, is to be taken 5 times.
‘

When feveral angles are

formed about the fame point

(as at B), each particular angle

is deferibed by three letters,

whereof the middle one Ihews

the angular point, and the

other two, the lines that form the angle : thusCBD
or DBC fignifies th? angle formed by the lines Cfi

i^nd DB, •

When,
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IQ Elements of Geometry,

When, in any denionftracion, you meet with fe-

veral Quantities joined the one to the other conti-

nually by the mark of equality (=), the conclulion

drawn from thence, is always gathered from the tirfl;

and laft of them j which arc equal to each other, by
virtue of the firft axiom. Thus ifA= B= C =lD,
then will the Hrft (A) and the laft (D) be equal to

each other.

Alfb, when in the quotations you meet with two
numbers, the firft (hews the propofition, and the

fccond the book. Mercorer, Ax. denotes axiom

;

Poft. poftulatum j Dcf. definition ; Hyp. hypothc-

fis. Note alfo, that, when-ever the word Une Oc-

curs, without the addition of either rights or curved,

a right-line is always underftood : and that, when
a line is faid to be drawn to, or from an angle, the

angular point is meant.

THEOREM I.

line (AB) ftanding upon another line (CD) makes

with it two angles (ABC, ABD) which, taken to-

gether, are equal to two right-angles.

If the angles ABC, ABD
are equal, it is plain they

* Def. 8. make two right-angles •
j if

unequal, let BE be perpen-
k Poft. 4. dicular to CD N dividing

the greater of them (ABC) C
into the parts EBC, EBA i

then the former part EBC being a right-angle %
4l>d the remaining part EBA together with the

whole lefler angle ABD, equal to another right-

* Ax. 3. angle EBD % the whole, of both the propofed

angles, taken together, muft necclTarily be equal

* Ax. 4. to two right-angles *.

COROL-
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IIBook the Tirfl,

COROLLARY.
Hence all the angles at the fanne point (B) on the

fame fide of a right-line,(CD) arc equal to two
right-angles *. -

THEOREM II.

If one line (AB) muting two ethers (BC, BD)
in the fame point (B), makes two angles with

(hem (ABC, ABD) which together are equal to two
right-angles \ thefe lines (BC, BD) willjorm one con-

tinued right-line, .

For, if pfjjibley let BH,
and not BU, be the con-

tinuation of the right-line

CB : then the angles ABC
and ABH being = two
right-angles* = ABC and C JR D • i. i.

ABD ' i if from theie equal quantities, ABC, com- * Hyp,
man to both, be taken away, there yvijl remain ,

= ABD *
j which is impojftble n \

THEOREM III.

^be oppojite angles (DEB, AEC), made by two
lines (DC, BA) interfering each other

^
are equal.

For DEB DEA = twq
right-angles* = AEC '-f- DEA j

whence, by taking away DEA,
common, there remains DEB
?= AEC

I'.

JHEO-
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II Elements of Geometry.

THEOREM IV.

' ^voo right^ims (AB, CD) perpenUcular tc me and
the Jam right-line (EF), are 'parallel to each other.

If you fay, they are not parallel \ then let them,

when produced <>ut, meet m fotne point, as G.

^ , In LA, pro-"

duced (if necef-

fary) let there

bct^cnEH=
• Poft. 4. EG and let

» Poft. I. the right-line FH be drawn The trianglesEHF
and EGF, having EH = EG, the a^igle HEF'=

Def.8. GEF*, and EF common, are therefore equal in all

“ Ax. 10. relpefts®: and fo, the angle EFH bcii^ EFG
' Hyp. (EFD) = a right-angle% HFDG (as welTas HEG)
' 2. I. muft be one continued right-line’: which is ins-
' Ax. 8. pcjible^. Therefore AB and CD are parallels.

SCHOLIUM.
In this theorem, the pojjibility of parallel lines

“ (or fuch, which being infinitely produced, in the

fame plane, can never meet) is demonftrated : for

EF may be drawn perpendicular to Afi ‘
; and CFD,

again, perpendicular to EF ‘
; which laft, it is de-

monftrated, will be parallel to AB.
* r

THEOREM V.

"Perpendiculars (EF, GH) to me (AB) of two pa-

.
^rallel lines (AB4 CD) terminated hy thofe lines^ are

equal to each other •, and alfa perpenMcular to the ether

of the two parallels (CD).

For, AB andCD being parallel to each other,

« Ax. 9. GH can neither be greater, nor lefs than EF ' j

and Dcf. and therefore muft be equal to EF. If you fay,
’ 3 " that EF is not perpendicular to CD ; then let FM

‘ Poft. 4. be perpendicular to EF meetingGH produced (if

‘ nc-
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ncceflary) in M : fo (hall

FM be parallel to AB *

;

and confequcnily GM =a

EF * = GH i which is im~

foffible *. Therefore EF is

perpendicular to CD. And,
by the fame argument,GH
is perpendicular to CD.

COROLLARY.
Hence, through the fame point F, more than

one parallel cannot be drawn to the fame line given

AB.
SCHOLIUM.

From the preceding propofition, the confiftence

of the twenty-fifth definition, or the poflibility, that

all the properties aferibed to a

reftan^e, can fubfilt together in

the fame figure, will appear,

together with the method of
conftru&ion. For, at any two
points C, D in a ri^t-Une RS,
two perpendiculars CG, DH R C X) S
may be erc&ed^j' and a perpendicular to one of r Pofl. 4.

thefe, at any point E, meeting the other in F,

may be drawn. The f^ure CEFD thus conftruded

will be a redlai^e : for CE and DF are parallel *; 4. i.

as are alfo CD and EF *
: therefore the a^e F (as

well as C, D, and E) is a right-angle *. IfC£ be * 5- 1.

made= CD, then will the redlangle CEDE have aU
its fides equ^ ^ Which anfwers to the definition Of • 5. i. and

a fquarc. Ax. 1,

THEOREM VI.

.
Right-lines (AB, EF) parallel to the fame right-

lint (CD) are parallel to each other.

For
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Voi let the line HIG ^

^

be perpendicular to CD

:

then, that line being alfo e —
^ perpendicular to both AB _

5. 1. and EF % thcfe laft arc ^ i l

^ 4. I. parallel to each other ^

THEOREM VII.

A line (AB) interfiling two parallel lines (SR#

QP) makes the alt&nate angles (SDC, PCD) equal to

each other.

Let CF and DE be per-

* 5. I. pcndicular to QP, and SR *•, §
then thcfe lines FC and DE

^ 4. I. arc likewife parallelsS and

fo the triangles CFD and Q
CDE, having the fide CF .

= DE% FD = CE% and
^

* Ax 7. the angle F = E they will alfd have the angle

>«Ax‘io. FDC = ECD\
COROLLARY I.

Hence, a line interfering two parallel lines#

makes the angles (BDR, BCP) on the fame fide,

‘3. I. equal to each other : for BDR (= CDS*) = BCP‘«
“
7 - '• COROLLARY II.

Hence, alfo, a line falling upon two parallel lines,

makes the fum of the two internal angles (SDC +
QCD) on the fame fide of it, equal to two rights

angles : for the angle SDC being = PCD# and

' 1. I. PCD 4- QCD = two right-angles* i thence is

Ax. 4. SDC -F QCD = alfo to two right-angles >"•

THEOREM VIII.

If a line {hW) interfiling two other lines (PQ ,

RS), makes the alternate angles (DCP, CDS) equal

to each other \ then are tbofi two lines pardleU

For#
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poflible, let

feme other line DT, and

f not DS, be parallel to

PQ“ *, then muft QDT
= DCP » = CDS «*

;

which is impqffihle',

COROLLARY. •

Hence, if a line falling on two others, makes
the angles (BDR, BCP) above them, on the fame
fide, equal to each other; then thofe two lines

are parallels : becaufe SDC = BDR

TH E O R EM IX.

If one fide (AB) of a triangle (ABC) be produced^
the external angle (CBD) will be equal to both the in-

ternal oppofite angles (A, C) taken together.

For, let BE be pa-
rallel to AC •; then
will the angle C =
CBE *, and the angle
A = DBE " ; there-

fore C + A = CBE
4-DBE‘= CBD^

COROLLARY. ’

Hence the external angle of a triangle is greater
than either of the internal, oppofite angles.

THEOREM X.
*Tbe three angles of any plane triangle (ABC) taken

together, are equal to two right-angles.

For, ifAB be produced to C/v
D, then C+ A = CBD% to / \
which equal quantities let the / \
angle CBA be added, then / \
1“'^+a+cba=cbd ir- V-B-+ CBA‘= two nght-angles *. "

COROL-

Sch. to

4- «•

7. I.

Hyp.
Ax. 2 .

3. I.

Sch. to

4. I.

7. I.

Cor. to

7. I.

Ax. 4.

Ax. 3.

9. a.

Ax. 4.

I. I.
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COROLLARIES,
t. If two angles in one triangle, be equal to twd

angles in another triangle, the remaining angles will

* Ax. 5. alw be equal

i. If one angle in one triangle, be equal one an.*

gle in another, the fums of the remaining angles

will be equal'. ,

'
“

.

*

j, If one angle of a frianglfc be fight, the other

two taken together, will be equal to a ri^t-angie<

4. The two lea^ angles, .of every triangle, are

acute.
‘ '

THEOREM XI.

^be foUr imvarJ attglef of a quadrangle (ABC1>)
taken togethery are equal to four right-e^gkit

Let the diagonal AC be

drawn ; then the three angles

of the triangle ABC being

10. i. = two right-angles'*, and

thofe of the triangle ACD
equal alfo to two right-an-

gles it follows that the funi A. Ji

of :d! the angles ofboth trian-

gles, which make the four angles Of the quadtanglcj
• Ax. 4. mull be equal w four right-nt^his V

COROLLARY I.

Hence, if three of the angles be right-ones, the

fourth will allb be a right-angle.

COROLLARY IL

Moreover, if two of the four angles, be equal to

two right-angles, the remaioing two< together will

likewife be equal to two righc^ngka.
S C H O-
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^ SCHOLIUM;
ff from any ^int P, Within a polygon ABCDE,

•
the angles, fo as to divide the

whole intb a]s. niany trianeles.
APB, BPC, CPD, DPE, EPA*
js the polygon has fides j thO „
lutn of all the angles of thefe
triangles (which together make
up, orcompofe the anglps ofthe
iwlygorti over and above thofe a- —'W
about the point P) will be equal to twice as mafvnght-angles as the polygon has fidfes (by lo i )JS “bout th^yrnt P
Ofte

““ *,bo triangles excck thofi

U ^ n right-angles; it
fe mamfeft that all the angles of The boJyo^nUken togetto.will be equal to twit* as
•ngles, wannng four, as the polygon has fidra.

® '

THEOREM XII.

lie (ABU; are equal to each other.

Fpr.letthelineCbbifcft, '

tit divide the angle ACB in-
to two equal parts ACD,
BCD» and meet AB in D

:

the triangles AGD,
BCD, having AC=BC%
CD common, and the an^ A

*7

r Def. 1 8.

A*=B“i
~ will alfo have the angles Hyp.

COROLLARY I.

‘

r’
which bifefts the vertical anelc

COROL-
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i
12. I

k Ax. 2.

;
Cor,

9

Hence

Ek^nenti of Geometry*

COROLLARY II.

Hence it appears alfo» that every equilateral trU

jingle is likewiie equiangular. v

I.

THEOREM XIII.

hi atiy triangle (ABC) the greatefi /ide fuitends

ibe greatejl angle.

\ *

Let AB be greater thanAC

}

in which let there be taken

ad = AC ; drawing CD.
The triangle ADC being

ifoTceles, the angles ACD and

'ADC are therefore equal ‘
; whence ACB, which

exceeds the former of them, muft alfo exceed the

latter ADC and confequently, much more exceed

B, which is lefs than ADC

COROLLARY.
Hence, in any triangle, the fide that fubtends

the greateft angle, is the greatell; becaufe ACB can-

'fiot be greater than B, unlels AB is greater than

13. 1. AC ".

THEOREM XIV.

If the threefiies (AB, AC, CB) of one trittngk^

he equal to the threefidts (DE, DF, anther

triangle^ each to each refpe^ivefy ; then the angles ep-.

fofed to the equal Jtdes will alfo be equah
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tht angle ACG is alfo = AGC, and BCG* n.
= BGC®i and confequently ACB = AGB ' = » AX.40C

,
DFE: therefore the triangles ABC, DEF arc equal 5

^ in all rcfpccls •.

f-

f.

SCHOLIUM.
The demonftration of the laft theorem, in ob^

tufe-anglcd triangles, may admit of another cafe

}

which, however, is not neceflary : becaufe, if the
triangle AGB ^equal to DEF) be conceived to be
formed on the loogeft fide of ABC ; then, all the, r«>r x
Mgles CAB, CBA, GAB, GBA being acute % the to i<u.
line CG will, always, fall within the figure ACBQ Ax. *.
as in the prefent cafe.

THEOREM XV.
trumgks (ABC, DEF) mutually ejuirngH'*

hofoe two correfpondingJides (AB, DE) equal t$

e»cb etbett the other correfponding fdcs will alfo be
equal.

Ifyou fay

BC is great-

er than EF

;

from BC let

a part BG
be taken = —
EF*, andlet^ •*'

• Poll. 4;AG be drawn. The triangles ABG, DEF having
AB= DE, BG — EF, and B =: E (by hypothefis), *

will alio have BAG = D ‘
; butD = BAC^i there-

,

fore BAG = BAC *
j which is impojfihle,

'

2,

COROLLARY.
Hence, equiai^ular triangles, having any two

corre^nding fidea equal, arc equal to each other *. * Ax.io.i.

C 2 THEO-
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THEOREM XVI.

If two right-angled triangles (ABC, DEF) hav-

ing equal bypothenufes (AC, DF), have two other 4

fides (BC, EF) likewife equals the remaining Jides

(AB, DE) will be equals and the two triangles equal '

^

in all refpeSs.

In AB produced,

take BG = ED,
and let GC be

drawn : then, the
• '

triangles BCG and ^
DEF, having BG

y Hyp. = ED, BC = EF% and the angle CBG = E*,
• Ax. 7. alfo have the angle G = D, and CG = DF *

• Ax. 10.^ j . y,hence, the triangle ACG being ifofceles,

fc 12. I. the angle G, or D, will be = A •*
; and confequently

c Cor. I. F alfo = ACB '
: therefore the triangles ABC and

to 10. 1. DEF, being mutually equiangular, and havingAC
a 15. I. = DF, they are equal in all refpefts’'.

THEOREM XVII.

If two triangles (ABC, DEF) having two fides

(AC, BC) of the one equal to two fides (DF, EF)

of the othery refpe£iivelyt have alfo the angles (A, D)
fubtended by two of the equal fides (BC, EF) equal to

each other *, and if the angles (B, E) fubtendea by the

other equal fidesy be eithery both acute or both obtufe i

then will the two triangles be equal in all refpeSls.

Let CG and FH be perpendicular to AB and

• Ax. 7. DE : then, the angle AGC being = DHF %
I A =
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A = D, and the fide AC = DF % CG will alfo be

»

= FH *
j whence, CB being = FE \ the angles

»

GBC and HEF are likewife equal and fo, the‘* triangles ABC and DEF, being mutually equi-

jS • angular and having the fides AC and DF equal, ‘

P / are equal in all refpefts *.

The demonftration is the fame, when both the
angles are obtuie, as in the triangles A3C, D^F

:

for, if Qb (= CB = FE) = F^, the angles GbQ.
and H/F being equal (ax before), the angles AiC
and DtfF will likewife be equal ^ t

THEOREM XVIII.
If two angles (A, H) of a triangle (ABC) be

equal, thefides (BC, AC) fubtending them will like-

wife be equal.

Let CD bifeft the angle
ACB, and meet AB in D

:

then the triangles ACD,
BCD l^ing equiangular \
and having CD common to
both, they will alfo have
AC = BC‘,

THEOREM XIX.
Any two fides (AC, BC) of a triangle (ABC)

taken together, are greater than the thirdfide (AB).

In BC produced, let -rj

there be taken CD = CA,
^

and letAD bedrawn. The
angles D and DAC arc
equal “i therefore BAD,

. which exceeds the latter %
muft alfo exceed the for-

mer D ; and confequently

BD (or BC
-J- AC) muft exceed AB %

C 3 THEO-

21
Hyp.

15. 1.

16. 1.

Cor. I.

to 10.

I. {.and
Ax.5.1.

Cor. I.'

to 10.

15. I.

iz. 1;

Ax. z.

Cor. to

13. 1.
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theorem XX.

of all tht right-lines (PA, PB, VC) falling from

a given point (P) upon an infinite right-line (RS), that

(PA) is the leajl which is perpendicular to it\ and,

of the reft, that (PB) wbicp is the neareft the per-<

pendicular is left than atrj/ 'other (PC) at a greater

diftance.

For BAP being a right-

-f Hyp. angle', ABP will be a-

» Cor. +. cute and therefore AP
toio.t. BP^

* Again, when PB and

PC are both on the fame

fide of the perpendicular
• Cor. to PA; then is CBP c" right-angle * c" BCP % and

9‘ *• confequently PC c“ PB.

If PB be on the contrary fide of the perpendicu-

- lar to PC i from AC, let AB be taken =AB •, then

J Ax. lo. the two lines PB, PB will be alfo equal *
; and there-

fore pc, which exceeds the one (by the preceding

cafe) will alfo exceed the other.

THEOREM XXI.

Of two triangles (ABC, DEF) having two ftdes

(AB, BC) of the one, equal to two ftdes (DE, EF)

of the other, each to each refpeliively, the baft of that

(ABC) will be thejgreateft, which is fubtended under

the greateft angle.

Let the angle ABG = E, BG= EF (c= BC) alfo

let AG <md CG be drawn, upon the laft of which,

I produced,
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produced, let fall the perpendiculars BH and AI *.

Siflcc BG=BC and, confcqucntly, GH=HC%
•• it is evident, that GI (whether the point I be confi-

* dered as falling between G and K, or between G
and H) will be lefs than Cl *

j and therefore AG,

^ or its equal DF % alfo leis than AC

THEOREM XXII.

Of tw $ria>iigks (ABC, DEF), having cm anglt

(hAC) in the one equal to one angle (EDF) in the

atber, and the fides (BC, EF) oppofed to them alfo

equalt that (ABC) will have the greateft bafe, where-

of the oppojite angle (ACB) differs the leaji from a
right-angle.

Let BG and EH be perpendicular to AC and

DF, in which produced, take HK = HE, GI =
GB, and BM = EH; alfo let MN be prallel to

GA, meeting AB, produced if ncccffary, ui N j an^

let Cl and& be drawn.

The angle ICG bei^= BCG *, and the latter of
thefe greater than EF^* (or KFH'), thence is

ICB c" KFE ; and confequendy BI c~ EK* j whence
allb BG (iBI) cr EH (fEK) or its equal BM and

therefore BA cr BN, becaufe AG and MN being

parallels, both the points M and N will lidl on the

fame lide of AG. But BN (as the triangles NBM, i

DEH are equiangular, and have BM = EH 0 is

= DE* : therefore BA is alfo greater than DE. <

C4 THEO-

9%
• a* I.

Ax. 2.

* Ax. lo.
* 20 . 1 .

Hyp.
Ax. lo.

21 . 1 .

Hyp. and

7 - «•

15. I.
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’ THEOREM XXIII. .

Ift of two triangles (ABC, ABD) ftanding upon

thefame bafe (AB), the one be wholly included within

,
the other

^
the two Jides (AD, BD) of the included one^

. taken together^ will be lefs^ and the angle (D) con-,

tained by them greater^ refpeSlivelyt than the twofides
(AC, BC), and the contained angle (C) of the other;*.

Case I. If the vertex of the contami friat^h

he in one fide of the other i

Then, AD is lefs than AC -f-

CD *'

i whence, by adding BD
corpmon, AD -j-’BD will alfo

be lefs than AC -4- CD -4* BD *» ^
or than its equal AC -4* BC —

J
Cor. 9. 1 . But the angle ADB is cr ApB'.

19- !•

> Ax. 6.

^ Ax. 3 .

Case U. If the vertex be within the other triangle

:

Let AD be produced to

meet BC in E : then (by the G
preceding cafe) the fum ofAD
andBD is lels than the fum of

AEand BE', which lall fum,

and confequently the former,

is, again, lefs than the fum of

AC and BC. Moreover, the

Mglc ADB c" BED cr C. A B

THEOREM XXIV.

7he appefite fides (AB,'DC) of at^ parallelogram

(ABCD) are equal,, as are alfo the oppofite angles

(B, D) i and the diagonal (AC) divides the parallelo-

gratn into two equal parts.
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For, AB, DC, and AD, BC
Ibeing parallels % the angle

BAC is = DCA“, and BCA
;;; DAC *

i therefore the equi-

angular triangles ABC, ALJC
.r having AC common, are equal •

|n all rclpefts

COROLLARY.
Hence, if one angle (B^ of a parallelogram be a

right-angle, all the other three will be right ones

:

for p, being = B, is a right-angle j and BCD is

== B, and DAB = D, ^ ‘Theor. F.

THEOREM XXV.
Every quadrilateral (ABCD) wboft oppofite Jides

are equals is a parallelogram. (Sec the preceding

fcheme.)

Let the diagonal AC be drawn ; then the trian-

gles ABC, ADC being mutually equilateral ', they

will alfo be mutually equiangular*; confequently

AB will be parallel to DC, and AD to BC *.

THEOREM XXVI.
*Tbe lines (AD, BC) joining tbe correfponding ex'-

tremes of two equals and parallel lines (AB, DC)
are themfelves equal and parallel.

Let the diagonal BD be drawn. Becaufe AB
and DC are parallel », the angle ABD is =CDB’^
therefore, BA being =
pC* and BD common,
^he remaining fides and
angles will likcwife be
relpedively equal and

consequently AD parallel to BC *

THEC>

as

Def.24.

7. 1.

Cor. I.

to lO.U

15. I.

' Hyp.
* 1^. 1.

* 8. I.

• Hyp;
» 7. 1*

I Hyp;

y Ax. lOi
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THEOREM XXVII.

Jft in one fide (AB) ^ a triangle {ABC), from
three points (D, F, H) at equal difiances (DF, FH),
lines (DEM, FG, HI) be drawn parallel to the

bafe, the parts (EG, GI) of the other fide (AC)
intercepted by them, will alfo be equal to each otheri

LetNGM be parallel a
to AB, interfefting HI A
and DE in N and M.
Then , the triangles / \
1GN,MGE, having the / \p
angle IGN = EGM *, T>/ M
ING = M^ and GN / Vr?
(=FH‘;=:FD-)= „ /

"

7\ ^
GM % will alfb have
GI = GE‘. R / Ag

COROLLARY I.

Hence it appears, that, if one fide of a triangle

be divided into any number of equal parts, and

from the points of divifion lines be drawn parall^

to the bafe, cutting the other fide, they will alio

divide it into the fame number of equal parts.

COROLLARY II.

Hence, alfo, if two lines FG, HI, cutting the

fides of a triable, be parallel to each other, and

another line DE be fi> drawn as to cut off FD =
FH and G£ = GI, this line DE will be parallel to

‘ the two former.

THEO-i
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THEOREM XXVIIL
If in theJides of a fquare (ABCD), equally cUftant

from the four angular points, there he taken four
other points (E, F, G, H) thefigure (EFGH)formed
iyjoining thofe points, fhall ulfo be a fquare.

For the wholes AD, a

DC, CB, BA being c-

qual and alfo the parts

AE, DF, CG, BH«,
A the remaining parts ED,
FC» GB, HA muft con- Jf
fequently be equal '

j

whence, all the angles

D, C, B,'A being equal*, ti

the Tides EF, FG, GH,
HE will be equal likewifc \ and the angle DEF = <> Ax. lo.

AHE*'. Therefore, becaufe DEH is = A -F
AHE*, if from thele, the equal angles DEF,' 9. 1.AHE be taken away, there will remain HEF =
^ ^ ® right-angle By the fame argument (or
by Theor. 25th, and the Corol. to the 24th) the
other three angles will be right-angles.

THEOREM XXIX.
If all the fidts of any quadrilateral (ABCD) be

hifeSled, the figure (EFGH) formed by joining the
points of hifemm, will be,a parallelogram.

Draw the diagonals AC
and BD. Bccaufe EF and
HG are parallel to AC ”,

®
they are alfo parallel to each
other •. After the fame H
manner is FG parallel to
EH , therefore EFGH is a
parallelogram^.

The End of the First Booit,»

» Pcf. *4.
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BOOK II.

DEFINITIONS.
i.YN a parallelogratn ABCO, if two right-lines

I £F, HI, parallel to the fides, interfcdlingA the diagonal in the fame point G, be drawi\,

dividing the parallelo-

gram into four other C F B
parallelograms ; thofctwo 7 7
GD, GB through which / N. J /
the diagonal does not iZ —VH
pais, are called Comple- /
ments j and the other (1 ' ^ ^
two, HE, FI, Parallelo- ^ E A
grams about the diagonal.

2 . Every re£bangle is faid to

be contained under the two
right-lines AB, BC that are the

bafe and altitude thereof.
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^

‘ The reSiangU containei under two right-lines AB

P
and BC is often^fo'r brevity fake^ denoted by ABxBC.
But when the figure is a fquare, it is squally repre-

fented by placing the number 2 over the letter, or letters

expreffing thefide thereof: thus AB* denotes the/quart

I
made upon the line AB.

THEOREM L
The reStangles (BD, FH) contained under equal

lines, are equal.
,

.

9 • For, let the di-

agonals AC, EG
be drawn : then,

becaule AB =
EF, BC = FG,
and B = F *, the

triangles ABC,
EFG are equal ^ And, in the very fame manner
will ADC and EHG appear to be equal. Therefore
the whole rcdtai^le ABCD is alfo cqui)^ to the
whole reftangle EFGH

theorem II.

Parallelograms (ABCD, BCFE)fiandtng upon the
fame bafe (BC) and between the fame parallels (BC,

'

AF) are equal.

For, fince (in Fig. i.) the angle F = BEA

«

and CDF = A •*, the triangles FDC, EAB arc
equiangular *

•, they are alfo equal ^ becaufe CF = '

BE g : therefore, if each be taken from the whole f

figure ABCF, there will remain ABCD = EBCF ^ «

C O R O L-
^

Hyp-

Ax. lO.

Ax. 4.1.

Cor. I.

to 7. I.'

Cor. I.

to 10. 1.

15. I.

24.. I.

Ax. ^

.
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*4:

COROLLARY I.

Hence, triangles BAC, BFC (Fig. 2.) Ending
upon the fame bale, and between the fame parallels,

are aifo equal, being the halves of their refpe^ve

,,
parallelograms'.

COROLLARY II.

Hence all parallelograms, or triangles, what-

ever, whofe bafes and altitudes are equal, are equ4
among themfelves ; becauie all fuch parallelograms

arc equal to redangles Handing on the fame bafes,

and Ixtween the fame parallels ; and thefe laH aue

equal, by the preceding propofition.

THEOREM III.

^be complements (EC, EA) of paralklogrtint
(AC) are equal.

* 24. I.

and
D«f. I.

For, the whole tri-

angle DCB being equal

to the whole triangle

DAB ‘‘j and the parts

DIE, EFB refpcdive-

Jy equal to the parts

DHE, EGB % the re- A Q B
* Ax.5. 1. maining parts EC, EA mult likewife be equal '.

* T H E O R E M IV.

A trapezium (ABCD) whereof two files (AD,
BC) are parallel^ is equal to half a parallelogram*

whofe bafe is thefum of thofe twofiles* anl its altitude,

the perpenlUular lijlance between them.

Fori

N.
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cjr For, inAD produced,

4 takeDF — BC *, and let

I CG, DH and FF be all

f parallel to AB, meeting

AF and BC produced, in

G, H and E. Then AE
is a parallelogram of the fame altitude with ABCD,
having its bafe AF equal to the him of AD and

^
Confe.

BC "
; but this parallelogram, becaufe BG= HF %

and CGD=CHD % is «]ually divided by the line r ^
**

CD ^ } and fo ABCD is the ha^ thereof ' Ax. 4.

THEOREM V.

fum of all the reRaagUs contained under a given

line (AD), and all the parts (AH, HG, GB) of
ttnother (AB), any bow divided^ is equal to the reSl-

angle contained under the two whole lines.
’

Let ABCD be the redl-

imgle contained under the

two whole lines, and let

HF, GE be parallel to AD,
meeting DC in F and E.

Then will AF, HE, GC
be refbingles ' of the fame
altitude with AC *

j therefore AF =s AD x AH,
HE = AD X HG, and GC = AD x BG ‘

; and
confequently AD x AB (AC= AF -I- HE+ GC)
s= ADxAH + AD xHG -f- AD X BG *.

' Cor. to

24. I.

24. 1.& -

Ax. I.
'

‘ I. 2.

• Ax. 3. Is

THEOREM VI.

If a right-line (AB) he^ aty-wife, divided into

two farts (AC, BC), the fquare of the whole line will

be equal to thefquares of both the parts^ together with

two reSlangles under the fame parts.

Let
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I M

24. I.

andDe-

Let ABGI be the fquare

of AB, and CB£F that of

BC, and let £F and CF be

produced to meet the fides

of the fquare ABGI in M
and N.

Frotn the equal quantities

CM, EN take the equal

F-’

'

A o
^ quantities CF and EF, and there remains FM =3

X FN *
i therefore, all the angles of the figure being

y Uor. to right ones % NM is a fquare * upon FN (= AC)<
24- and AF, FG arc equal to two reftangles underH- Def.26. .

. but AG = BF+ Fl -fAF 4- FG* ^
b Ax.3. 1, or AB‘ = BC» -

1
- AC‘ -f 2AC x BC

COROLLARY I.

Hence, the fquare of any line is equal to four

times the fquare of half that line.

COROLLARY II.

Hence, alfo, if two fquares be equal, their fides

;
muft be equal * becaufe unequal lines BA, BC have

I
not equal fquares.

^ theorem VII.

The difference of the fquares (ABEH, ACIK) of

any two unequal tines (AB, AC), is equal to a reS-

angle under the fum and difference of thefame tines*

In EB, produced, take BF = H_
AC i let FG be drawn parallel to

EH, and let Cl be produced K
both ways, to meet EH and FG
in D and G. It is evident that

« Cor. 24. DF is a rcftangle % whofe bafe ——.—4—

—

GF (= CB“) = the difference
^

* 24. I. of the given lines AB, AC \ and

whofe ^titude FE (becaufe BE
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Booh thi Second,

BA *, and BF = AC 0 = the futn of the fame
lines but this rcftanglc DF is = DB + GB* =:

£^-{-/DK (becaufe DK** = GB) the fquarc AE
— ihe fquare AI.

THEOREM VIII*

The fquare made upon the fide (AC) fubtending the

right-angle of a plane triangle (ABC), is equal to both

'the fquares (BE, BG) made upon thefides (AB, BC)
containing that angle.

' 33
Def. 24.
Hyp.
Ajft 3.

1. 2.

E A D

f!

R

1/

C]
ir
1 /

" /
-7,

H I G

t Let the fides of the

fquares BE, BG be pro-

duced to meet each o-

ther in L and D ; in

-which take KL and IG
each equal to AE (or

AB)

;

and let Cl, IK, and
KA be drawn.

Since ABH and FBC
(which arc continued right-lines ^ are equal to each '

other EL, DG, ED, and LG will be all equal
^

among themfelvcs '
*, and fo, the angles E, D, G ‘

and L being all right-oncs ”, EDGL will be a

"

fquare, and confequently ACIK a fquare likewife

Now, if from the fquarc DL, the four equal “ tri-

»

angles ADC, CGI, ILK, and KEA be taken away,

there will remain the fquare AI : and, if from the

fame DL, the two equal parallelograms DB, BL p

(
which are equal to the faid four triangles, becaufe

DB = two of them *) be taken away ; then there

will remain the two fquares BE and BG. Con-
fcquently the fquare Ai is = bJjc_ two fquares BE
and BG ’

^he fame demonfrated othertvife.

Let AD be the fquare on the hypothenufe AC,
.and BG, B1 the two fquares on the fides A B and

t) BC

:

2. I.

Ax. 4,

24. I.

Hyp. &
S- t.

28. 1.

Ax. 10.

1. 2.

.^x. y.
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34 Elements of Geometry.

BC : let MBH be parallel to AE, meeting GF
(produced) in H ; and let £A be produced to

meet GH in N.

' Ax. 7. froni the equal ' angles

GAB, CAN, the angle NAB,
common to both, be taken

away, there will remain NAG
* Ax.5. r= BAC ; whence, as the an-

gle G is alfo = ABC and the

« Dcf. 26. fide AG = AB ', the fides AN
and AC (= AE) arc likewife

• 15. *• equal"; and therefore the pa-

rallelogram AM = the paralle-

Cor. to logram AH which laft, and

, confcqucntly the former, is equal to the fquare BG*
‘ Handing on the fame bafc AB, and between the

fame parallels. By the fame argument, the paral-

lelogram CM is = the fquare BI : and, confequent-

ly, the fquare AD (= AM -f. CM) = both the

y Ax. 4. fquarcs BG and BI

COROLLARY.
Hence, the fquare upon either of the fides in-

cluding the right-angle, is equal to the difference

of the fquares of the hypothenufe and the other

* Ax. 5. fide *
; or, equal to. a reftanglc contained under the

fum and difference of the hypothenufe and the other

• 7. 2. fide*.

THEOREM IX. -

ne difference of the fquares of the two fid^s (AC,
BC) of any triangle (ABC) is equal to the difference

of the fquares of the two lines^ or diftances (AD, BD)
included between the extremes of the bafe (AB) and the

perpendicular (CD) of the triangle.

For, fince AC*=DO+ AD% and BC* =: DC*
-p BD* (by the precedent

f

it is evident that the

difference
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•

^
difFerence of AG* and fiG* will be equal to the dif-

i’.' fSrtrice between DC* + AD* and " DC* + BD*, or * Ax. 5.

tween AD* and'BD*
bniihon, from both.

by taking away DC *, * Ax. 6.

COROLLARY I.

Since the redtanglc under the fum and difference

of any two unequal lines, is equal to the difference

of their rquares"*, it follows, that the difference of** 7. a.

the fquares (or the redtangle under the fum and dif-

ference) of the two fides of any triaimle, is equal

to the redtangle under the fum and difference of the

diffances included between the perpendicular and
the two extremes of the bafe.

1

COROLLARY II.

It follows^ moreover^ that the difference ef the

fquares (or the redtangle under the fum and difference)

if the two fides of a triangle^ is equal to twice a
i‘e^angle under thd whole' bafe^ and the difiance of the

ferf^d&Cidarfrorn the middle of the bafe.

For, let L be' the middle of the bafe, and let EF
be made ED j then AF being = BD % the ex- e

cefs of AD above BD (or AF) will (in Fig. i ) be
= DF == 2DE j therefore the redtangle under the

filth and difference of AD and BD (= ®AC* — * 9. a.

BC*)‘is = AB X aDE. Again (in Fig. 2.) AD -j-

BD bfeing = AD'“[- AF* = FD = 2ED, and Ax. 4.

AD— BD = AB, we have, alfo, in this cafe *,

AC*— BC* = AB X 2DE.
Da T H E O-
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THEOREM X.

^he [quart of one fide (AC) of a triangle (ABC)
is greater^ or lefs than the [urn of the [quarts of the ‘ ij

bafe (AB) and of the otherfide (BC), by a double rt£l~

angle under the whole bafe ( AB) and the dijiance (BD)

of the perpendicularfrom the angle oppofite to the \

fide JirJl mentioned \ that isj greater^ when the perpendi-

cular falls beyond the [aid angle (as in Fig. i.)> but

lefs, when it falls on the contrary fide (as in Fig. 2.

and 3).

Let the fquare ABHF, on the bafe AB, be
' I. 2. vided into two equal ‘ redtangles EF and EH by

the line EG, bifc6ting AB in E ; and let the per-

pendicular CD be continued out to meet FH
(produced) in I.

In Fig. \. AC* — BC* = twice the reftangle
• Cor. 2. El' = 2EH -f 2BI“ = AH (AB*) + 2BI

^
tog. 2. (2AB X BD) ; therefore, if from the firft and laft
Ax. 3. equal quantities, AB* be taken away, then

• Ax. s. BC* and AB* = lABxBD".

In Fig. 2 and 3. BC* — AC* = 2EI ' = 2BI —

-

2BG " = 2AB X BD — AB*; and fo, by adding
AB* to the firll and laft of thefe equal quantities,

• Ax. 4. we have here AB* BC*— AC* = 2AB x BE) ®.

THE O-
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THEOREM XI.

double of the fquare of a line (CE) drawn

from the vertex to the middle of the hafe of anj tri'^

angle (ABC), together with double of the fquare of

the femi-bafe (AE), is equal to the fquares of both

theftdes (AC, BC) taken together.

For, let CD be perpendi-

cular to AB : then, b^aufc
(by the precedent) AC^ ex-

ceeds the fum of the two
fquares AE‘ and CE* (w
BE* and CE*) by the double

redangle zAE x ED (or

2BE X ED) ; and becaufc

BC* is lefs than the fame fum by the fame double
redangle it is manifeft that both AC* and BC*
together, muft be equal to that flim twice taken 5

the excels on the one part making up the defc6k

on the other.

THEOREM XII.

^e two diagonals (AEC, BED) ofa parallelogram

^ABCD) hifedl each other-, and the fum of their

flares is equal to the fum of the fquares of all the

four Jides of the parallelogram.

For, the triangles

AEB, DEC being

equiangular and
having AB = DC %
'will alfo have AE
= CE, and BE =
PE Moreover, be-

caufe 2AE* -j- 2ED* = * AD* -J- CD*, by taking' Cor. i.

the double of thefe, we have 4AE* (' AC*) -b 4ED*^
**

(DB-) = « AD- BC*+ CD*+ AB*.

P 3 T H E O-
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\

THEOREM XIII.

Iffrom at^ point (F), to the four angles of a re£t~

angle (ABCD) four lines be drawn ; the fu»s- of ths

fquares of tbofe drawn to the oppojhe angles wiU be

equal (I fay^ that FA* + FC* = FB* + FD‘).

For, let the diagonals AC
and BD be drawn, bifefting

* 1 a. 2. each other in E *, and let

E, F be joined ; then the

triangles ABC, BAD being

• 24. 1 equal in all refpcdls’', thence

andA^. wUIAE(4AC)=DE(tDB).
»o. But FA* + FC* = ^ 2AE*

(2DE*) + zEF* = FB* H-
FD*.

n c

End of the Second Book.
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GEOMETRY.
t -

BOOK III.

DEFINITION'S.
I. NY right-line

FD, pafling

X Jl through £ the

center of i circle, and
terminating in the cir-

cnmfinence at both ends,^

is called a Diameter.

2. An arch of a circle,

is any portion of the pe-

riphery, or circumference, as ACB,

3. The chord, or fubtenfe of an arch ACB, is

a right-line AB joining the two extremes of that

arch.

C

G

4.

A lemi-circle is a figure contained under any
diameter and either part of the circumference cut

off by that diameter.

D 4 5. A
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Elements of Geometry,5.

A fegment of a circle is a figure cotstained

under an arch AC6 and its chord AB.
6.

A Sedor of a circle is a figure contained
under two right-lines EF, EG, drawn from the

center to the circumference, and the arch FG in-

cluded betwixt them. When the two lines EF, EG
ftand perpendicular to each other, then the Se&or
is called a Quadrant.

7.

An angle ABC is

faid to be in a fegment

of a circle ABC, when,
being in the periphery

thereof, the right- lines

BA, BC by which it

is formed, pafs through

the extremes of the

chord AC bounding
that fegment.

8.

An angle ABC in the periphe^, compre-
hended by two right-lines BA, BC, including an

arch of the circle, ADC, is faid to ftand upon chat

arch.

9.

A right-line AB is

faid to touch a circle, when,
pairing through a point (C)

in the circumference thereof,

it cutteth off no part of the

Circle,

lo. Two
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Book the *fhird.10.

Two circles (PCQ, RCS) are faid to touch

each other, when the circumferences of both pafs

through one point (C) and yet do not cut'

each othpr.

41

11. Two circles, in the fame plane, are faid to

cut one another, when they fall partly within, and
partly without each other i or, when dicir circum>
ferences cut each other.

12. A right-line is faid to be applied, or inlcrib-

ed in a circle, when both its extremes are in the

periphery thereof.

13. A right-lined figure is faid to be inferibed in

a circle, when all its angles are in the circumference
’

of the circle.

14. A circle is faid to be deferibed about a
right-lined figure, when the periphery of the circle

pallcs through all the angles of that figure.

1 5. A right-lined figure is faid to be deferibed

about a circle, when all the fidcs thereof touch
the circle,

16.

A
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f.2 Elements of Geometry,

16. A circle is laid to be infcribcd iaarigbt>

lined figure, when it is couched by all the fides of ^
\

the right-lined figure.

17. A right-lined figure is faid to be infcribed

in a right-lined figure, when all the angles of the

former are fituate in the fides of the latter.

THEOREM I.

If the Jides (AB, BC, CD &c.) of a polygon in-

fcrtbed in a circle^ be equals the angles (AOB, BOC, '

COD &c.) at the center of the circle^ fubtended by

tbemy will likewife be equal.

For AO, BO,
CO &c. being e-

qual to each o-

Def.33. thcr *, as well as
of *. AB, BC, CD &c,

the criandesAOB,
BOC, COD, arc ,

mutually eauila-

, tcral i and there-

fore have all the

angles AOB, BOC
&c. equal to each

14. I. other *-

SCHOLITTM.
On this propofition depends the divifion of ma-

thematical inftruments for taking and meafuring of
angles. For, if^ by repeated trials, or any other

means, the circumference of a circle defcriBed

about a center O, be divided into any num-
ber of parts AB, BC, CD See. fo that the chords'

be equal ; then it is^ evident, from hence, that all

the angles AOB, BOC, COD &c. which make up
the four right-angles AOD, DOG, GOK, KOA
at the center, will alfo be equal to each other, lee

the
'
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Book the Third. 4 ;

the radius OA of the infirument be what it will.—

In the diviGon of the circle for pradical ufes, the

mimber of parts into which the circumference is

thus divided, or the number of equal angles at the

center, is 360 ; which equal angles are called de~

grees \ fo that a right-angle, confifting of 90 of

thefe equal angles, is faid to be an angle of 90 de-

grees i every angle being denominated, from the

degrees, and parts of a degree, contained therein i

each degree being conceived to be fubdivided into

6q equal parts, called minutes i each minute again

Into 60 equal parts, called feconds ; and fo on to

thirds, fourths, Gfths, i^c. at plcafure.

THEOREM II.

• Any chord (AB) circle., falls wholly within the

fame: And a perpendicular (CD) let fall thercont

from the center of the circle^ will divide it into two
equal parts.

Let C, A, and C, B be joined 5

.and thro’ any point E in the ./
chord AB, let the right-l^ife / \
CEF be drawn, meeting the f

1

circumference in F. \ yT \

It is evident, becaule CA =
CB*, that thefe equal lines are

^

on different fides of the perpen- i.

dicular CD *
: And fo, CE being CA or CF •', ** 20. i.

the point E ftake it where you will in the line AB)
and confequently the line AB itfelf, will fall within

the circle *. Moreover, becaufc the triangles ACD, * Ax. 2.

BCD have CA = CB and CD common, thence

will AD be alfo= BD % r i6. i.

COROLLARY.
Hence a line bifedling any chord at right- angles,

pafles thro’ the center of the circle.

THEO.
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Elements of Geometry,

THEOREM III.

Any two chords (AB, DE) equally diftant from tie

center (O) of a circlet are equal to each other.

Let the perpendiculara OF,
OC be drawn, and let O, D
and O, A be joined. Becaufe

. OF = OC % OD = OA ^
and F and C are both right-

angles*, therefore is DF =
AC *, and confequcntly DE

Ax.4.1. = 2DF‘ = 2AC’‘ = AB«.
A

THEOREM IV,

.
' In a circle (AEFB) the greatefi line (AB) is the

diameter i andt of all ethers terminating in the cir^

cumferencet that (CD) which is nearejl the center (O),

is greater than any other (EF) furtherfrom it.

1. Draw OC and OD i

then it will appear that AB
^

^19.1. (or OC -jh OD) c“ CD *

2. Let OP be the dif- C /

tanceof CD from thecen- ^
ter, and OQ that ot EF,

'

both taken in the fame

radius OR ; draw OE and

OF. Becaufe the triangles

9 DA. 33. DOC, OFE, have two- fides equal each to each %
and have the contained angle DOC c" the contained

angle FOE “
; therefore, alfo, will the bafe DC bp

greater than the bale. FE ^ ; and, confequcntly,

greater than any other chord at the fame diftance

43,3. with EF \
COROLLARY.

Hence, a right-line greater than the diameter,

drawn from any point within a circle, will cut the

circumference.

T H E O^

I.

* Ax. z,

t 21. I.
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THEOREM
Jf^ to the circumference of a circle (AFEB), from

any point (D) which is not the center^ right-lines (DA,
DF, DE) he drawn., the greateft of all (DA) Jhall

be that which paJJes through the center (C) ; and, of

the reft, that (DF) whofe other extreme (F) is placed

neareft, in the circumference, to the extreme (A) of the

greateft, will exceed any other (DE) whofe extreme (E)

is at a greater diftance.

From the center C, let CE and CF be drawn.

,

1. AD(=DC + CF')crDF*.
2. Since DC is common, CF = CE, and DCF ‘

c“ DCE therefore is DF c~ DE". "

COROLLARY I.

Becaufe no two lines, DE, .DF, drawn from D,
on the fame fide of the diameter AB, can be equal

to each other *, three equal right-lines cannot pof-

fibly be drawn from the periphery to any point.

befides the center of the circle r and, therefore, if

from a point in any circle, three equal right-lines

can be drawn to the periphery, that point is the

center of the circle.

COROLLARY II.

Hence it alfo follows, that no circle can be de-

feribed to cut another FBG in more points than

two ; for, if it were poflible to cut it in three points

G, E, F, then right-lines drawn from the center

Ax. 4.

19. 1.

Ax. 2.

21. I.

5 - S;
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33. Q^, to thofc Joints, would be akH equal % which ia

Cor. I.
imjroffibter, unlefi ^en the tenter

to 4. 3. Q coincides with C \ and then the circles tbcmfdves
will neither are, nor io«ch» but coincide, ind be-come one circie *.

'V

theorem VI.

.

right-line (FD) drawn through any point (A)
inthecmtmferenceof acircle, at right-angles to the
rndm (EA; terminating in that point, will touch the
circle.

4

‘ From any point in FD,
to the center E, let the
right-line BE be drawn 1

which being greater than
• 20. I. AE % the point B muft,

nccefiarily, fall out of the

•»D«£. 33. circle*’ : and therefore, zi
andAx. the fame argument holds
^ofi. good with regard to every

other point in the line FD (except A), it is manifeft
that this line cufts off no part of the circle, but
touches it, in one point only*.

THEOREM vrr.
.

If the dijlanoe (AE) 0/ Be emoi^t if PAjd Ckdts,
he equal to the fum ef (he two fem-UdfiMefs (AM,
BN), the circles will touch each other, otttwetrdty %

and the right-line (AB) joining their centers, will
pafs through the pdnf of cont^.
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47Book the Third,

In AB, take AC = AM,
and let DCE be drawn per-

pendicular to AB : then, BC
being alfo = BN the cir-

cumferenccs of both circles

•will^ pafs through the point D
C *

; but the right-line DE
(l>y the precedent) falls wholly

above the one, and wholly TM
below the other ; therefore the

circles themfelves fall wholly

vrithout each other, and^

touch in one point C only.

COROLLARY.
Hence, if the centers of two circles be placed

at a diflance, from one another, lels than the fum
of the two femi-diameters, a part, at leaft, of the

one will be contained within the other : but, if the

diftance be greater than that' fum, the two circles

will then neither touch, nor cut each other.

THEOREM VIII.

If the diftance (CD) of the centers of two circles

(CAF", CAE) be equal to the difference of the two
fern-diameters (CA, DE), then will thofe circles touch

inwardly ; and that radius (CA) of the greater^

which is drawn through the center {D) of the Ifffer^

will meet the two peripheries in the point of contaB,

From any point E in the

circumference of the lefler, to

the two centers, let EC and

ED be drawn. Becaufe CA
exceeds DE ^ the line DC *.

or becaufe DE -j- DC = CA^
= PA -f DC 8, therefore is

DA = DE \ and fio the cir-

cumference of the circle D

A

Confir.

and
Ax. 5.

Def. 33.

Hyp.

Ax. 4,

Ax. 3.

Ajb; 5»
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48 Elementt of Geofnetry',

likewife pafles through A : but is greater tha

? 5. 5. CE ‘ : therefore every point in the periphery*of the

circle D (except A only) falls within the circle C‘

:

which was to be demt^rated.

COROLLARY I.

Hence, if the centers of two circles be placed at

a diftance from each other, greater than the diffe*

rence of the two femi-diameters, a part, at leaR,

of the one will fall without the other *, but, if the

diftance be lefs than that difference, the lefier circle

will then be contained wholly in the greater, but

without touching it.

COROLLARY II.

Hence, and from the precedent^ it likewife ap-

pears, that if two circles touch, cither inwardly or

outwardly, a right-line, drawn through their two

‘ Cor of
through the point of contact

:

7. and becaufe they can only touch, when the diftance of

Cor. I. their centers is equal to the fum, or to tlje diffe-

of 8. rence of their femi-diameters \

THEOREM IX.

If the ^fiance of the centers (F, G) of two circles

(DL, MH) be lefs than the fum^ and gteaihr than

the difference of the two femi-diameters (FL, GM),
tbefe circles will cut each other.

' For,fincethe

diftance of the

two centers is,

fuppofed lefs

than the fum of

the femi-diamc-

‘ Cor. to ter, a part ofthe
7- 3- one circle MH, falls within the otherDL' ; and fmee

" g®'"' that diftance is greater than the difference of thofe

“ Dcf^i. femi-diameters, a part of the fame circle MH alfo

of 3. falls without the circleDL“ : which was to be proved

THEO-
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' Book 'the Thirds

THEOREM X. .

’lie angle (&DQy at the center of a circUt is double

to the angle {Q^C)\at.the circumference^ when both

angles ftand upon thefame arch (BG).

%9

Let the diameter 1AE® be drawn.

In the firft cafe (where AB .pafles through the

center) BDC = A C ** = 2A » 9. t.

In the fecond cafe^ BDE = 2BAE {by cafe i.) j' >2. i.

to Which adding CDE =1 aCAE, we have BDC
== 2Bag < Ax. 4.

In the third cafe^ CDE -eai aCAE {by cafe i.)

from whence fubtrafting BDE = 2BAE, there rc-

tnains BPC = aBAC *. ’ Ax.j.

THEOREM XI.

AUangles (EAF, EBF) in thefamefigment (EABF)
of a circle^ are equal to each ether.

CasmP^ the fegment be great-

er than a femi-cirae\ from the

Center C draw CE and CF j thep /

EAF and EBF being each of I

them = to half ECF *, they muft •

necelTarily be equal to each other,

' 10. 9.

; •:::) -<:>

J \ * ...

t Cati
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Cor. I.

to ro. 1.

EleiHenfs of Giofftstry,

Case II. If the fegment he

lefs than a fimi-circle % let ft

-be the interfcdtion 'of EB and

*AF : then the triangles AEH
and BFH, havii^ the angle.

AHE = BHF', and AEH
. =r^H (hy cafe i.) they will

alfo have EAH =FBH ",

THEOREM XII.

\Mglts (D, G ) in the circumfereniresy fiattMng

upon equalfubtenfes (AB, EF) of circles having eqm
didmetersy are equal to each other. And the fubtenfes

of equal cmgiesy rntbecircumfemtisof ilriles having

^ud diametersy are alfo equal.

From the centers i*, and Q, let FA, Ffe,

QF- be drawn.
, .

. i

* Hyp. I. Hyp. Since AB = EE ", and AP= BP * =
*Def. 33. FQ^* ; therefore is P and confe*
of;-

}u<!ntlyD (=4P-=4CS =G.
.

* ID. 3'. . ^yP* Bccaufe 0 — G» tberefore P ~
'Whence, PA being = (^, and'PB=(^*, AB

» Ax. 10 . will alfo be = EF \
of I.

' '

COROLLARY.^
Hence angles in the circumference, ftanding

upon equal chords of the fame circle, are equal.

ttuJ Z THEOREM
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SSitf <Mtf/?^,ACB) in a./emi-circliyis'a

Let thc'dhmeter ’C0E
fec dra^)^. V.

•" •’

'Becarifc •ACD
-AIDE, ^nd ^ ‘hlaF-

BDE \ therefore is ACD .1

+ BCD (= ACB) = half

ofADE and BDE * = half

two right angles '* = one
right angle.

THEO'REM XIV.

The angle (CAB) included bya tangent to a circle

and a chord (AC) drawn from the point of con-

tact ( A), is equal to the angle (AEC) in the alter-

nate fegment.

'Lct.thc diamctw AOF be drawn, .and E, rF'bc
joined. ,

. ^

The line DB falling wholly A B
above the circle\ ?OA Is the '1

lead line that can be drawn
to It'from the center O'*^ ; and-^ i]

Dab ‘is ihcrefbre a right-

an^ bat FEA' is alfo 'a
•'

right-angle "
: therefore, if E

from thefe equal angles, the

equal ‘ angles FAC, FEC

* lO- 3‘

‘ Ax. 4. t.

1 . 1 .

(ftanding on the fame arch FC) be taken away,
thfre will remain BAC ~ AECX ' ‘

‘ ii. 3.

“ Ax. e.
\ ^

w V

E a THEO-
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Elements of Geonutry*

THEOREM XV.

fbe angle (DEC) made 1^ two lines (DEB, CEAj
interfeHing each other within^ or without a eirde^ is^

in the former cafe^ equal to the fumy and in the latter^

tqaal to the difference^ of two anglis in the circum-

ferencet Jtanding on the two arcs (DC, AB) inter<^

eepted by thofe lines.

Let the chord CB be drawn.

«9. 1. Then DEC = DBC -|- ACB‘, in the firft cafe.

» 9. i.ind And DEC = DBC— ACB\ in thefecond cafe.
Ax. c»

COROLLARY.
Hence an angle (E) formed below, or above the

1,. .. . circumference of a circle, is greater, or lefs than an

angle in the circumference, (landing on the lame

arch.

THEOREM XVI. ;

^he vertical angle (ABC) of dry oblique-angled tri-

angle (ACB) infcribed in a circle (ABCD) is greater^

or lefs than a right-angles by the angle (CAD) com-

frebendei
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Book the' *fhird. si
frebended under the hafe (AC) and the diameter (AD)
drawn from the extremity 'of the hafe.

li
’ '

B . . B

For, BD being drawn, ABD will be a right-

angle *, and CAD = CBD " i therefore, in the

firft cafe, ABC = right-angle -f CAD ‘ and in the

fecond, ABC = right-angle— CAD .

.

• 13. 3 -

II. 3.

‘ Ax. 4.

Ax. j

\ \ THEOREM XVII,

If at^Jide (BC) ofa quadrilateral (ABCD)i»/cn‘^-
ed in a circle^ be produced out of the circUt the external

angle (ECD) will be equal to the oppofiteyjnternal

angle (BAD). •
.

Let the diameter BF be b
drawn, and let AF and CF
be joined : then the angle p
BAF being a right angle

^

(= BCF)j = ECF % and

X)AF alfo = DCF "j
t ftand-, i

*

4ng both on the fame arch

D F i ! thence will the re- E
,mainder& BAD and ECD be,

alfoequidS -
; ,0 ' Ajc- 3.

A
. E g COROJ--

9
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• Ax. 4<

Cl I

.i .a/.

%.

.}•
‘ CORCXLI..ARY.'

Hence the oppofite angles BAD, BCD of any

quadrilatetal- .infcribed in a circle, are

equal to two Sp
®

ECD, therefore is BAD +• BCD— ECD +
t,wo right-angles *.

THEOREM XVIII.

through ary three point (A, B, C) mt fitmte in

the fartte. right line, the circumference of a arcle

be defcribed-

' Draw^AS ®
;( which Jht be bife^ed

- * by the perpendiculars
"

PG and EH, infinite- A
ly produced op^ that.,

f^c- of, AS’ or BC,l

on" \yhic1S 'the angle.
^

ABC is forfiied.
' "

Thefe' perpendieu-
'

lars, I fay, will inter-

fe6t each other •, and

the point of interfec-

POP- Q,.. will he the,

gcntei^of the circleu
^

t
• ’

' For, ifPE be drawn, k ii plains that tBe^gfea

t i GDE, HEDare lefs thaw two right-angles* 1
j there-

« Cor. 2 . fkm DG, FH, not l^ifig* parallels-"* tb^ wi^rneet

toy. i-iacb Hence, if from the point iiWe?-

w Def. 13. fetliorrCL-the- right-lines OA,- OB, OG|fee drawn,

the triangles ADO, BDO, having two fld«s-ecp^,

» Conlir. each to each*, and the angles ADO,
y Ax. 7. , ed by them, equal ^ will likewife have AO x= BO .

» Ax. 1C. After the very fame manner is CO = BO ; there-

» Ax. 1. fore AO = BO = CO » : whence the circumfe-

rqrjj^pc^'.a:i circle defc^b^ from the center 0,^35

^giP;; .nrfi

j : u-uiior :

( f
-

-

trr'r
'

(> \ . r / /
\ V'

' h /^' ’ ^

‘ - \V /''yd ^Vv. i

ox^J Aa; -A .» :

rr ii'j sfli J
)

'
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Book the Third.

the diftance of AO, ’will alfo pa&. through B

SCHOLIUM.

55

and C ^ " Def. 33.

I.

.-.i

Hcncq the method of defcribing the drcurn-

(ercnce of a circle through three, given point?, i?^

manifoft. .

THEOREM XIX.

If the opp^tf angles (BAD, ^CD). of a quaj^i-

lateral (ABCD) be e(pfal to tvio ’rigB-angleSt

mayibe defcribed aitout that, quadrimeial-
. ti “ ' •

For the circumference of a

circlfrmay be defcribed thro’ any

three points B, C,D, {by the pre-

cedent.) But, if you deny that it

pafles thro’ A j then,^ thro’ the

center O, let OAF be drawn,

and let it (if poflible) pajs

through fome other point F in F
^hie line OAF, (for it muft cut

this line fomewhere *) \ abb let •> ' Cor. to

BF and DF be drawn. ' Becaufe BFD BCD = 4* 3*

two right angles = BAD -^ BCD*; therefore* Cor. to

muft'BFD = BAD ^
: which is imppjftble'^. There-

^
>7- 3.

fore the circumference of
,
the circle defcribed

)

tlmdugh B, C and D,^ muft alfo paiSj through' A.

.
* >

! o - - !:)

Ax. 3.

t 23. I.

I

\ f

, . V " '
' -t

.y I'K^

jnti cv:
J ; •! £ 4

.-.•I b-

THE0J
. L". t w

• X
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Element of Geometry, ^
- " theorem XX. ^ . 3
Iffrom ttuo points ("B, C) Jn the fame diameter ^

(AD), equally dijlant from the center (O) of a circle^

right-lines {%Ry CE •, BF, CF> be drawn to meefytwo
hy tivo^ in the circumference fjbefum of the fauares pf
any two correfponding ones, will be equal to thefum of
the fquares of any other two, meeting in like manner.

For, if OE and OF.be
drawn; then will BE* + ^
CE* = •* 2BO* -f- 2OE* A
(;^PF*) ='‘BF* 4-CF*.

/ \<vU'.

0 c. ]•
'

' /
"JIjr

'

. jsTij^ 4

) io7~*

•XXI. j 'ItT'

V (AB, CD), terminated hy the periphery
en both Jides, cut each other within. a circle, the recri

tangle (AP x BP) contained tender the parts, of- the,

^
one, will be equal to the rebtangle (CP x DP) contained,

'

'Milder the parts fif the other

.

;

Case I. If one of the two lines (AB) paffes

tkiough the center O ; then let OQ^ be drawn per-

pendicular to. the other CD, and let OC be joined.
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' Book the *fhird. 57

. I.

a.

It is plain, bccaufc ‘QD = QC *, that DP 15*2.3.

equal to the difference of the fegments CO and

PQ.>; but the reftangle under the fum and diffe- Ax.

renpe pf.^he two fides UC, OP, of triangle COP,
15 cqi^l to the redangle under the whole bale CP,
and the difference of its two fegments' •, therefore, the

*

fum of the two Tides OC, OP being (= OA + OP) 5*

= AP, and their difference (=OB — OP) = BP,
thence is^thc redangle contained under AP and BP
equal to the rcdangle contained under CP and DP.
^ASE 11. If neither of the two lines pafs through

the center : let the diameter EPF be drawn •, then,

by the preceding caji^' 'AP x BP = FP x EP = CP
»DP. <

THEORE lyi X^qi. ; ; ; :

'If from two points (A, C). in the circumference of
a circle^ two lines (AP, CP) be drawn^ to tufs tbrougbi

and meet without the- ^ele\ the reSangtefA^ x BP)
tontained under the whole and the external part of the

cnoy will be equal to the reSiangle (CP ’x'DP) con- .z

taineld %n^ the whdle imd the external part, of 4b^
other. J’

Through the center O,
let PF be drawn, meeting

the • circumference in K
and F •, let OQ^bc perpen-

dicular to AP, and let A,
O be joined. ><

Then, (by Cdr'.^iV' to

9. 2.) the redangle cop-

,

tained under ‘PF (r= PO
+ OA)'and |*E (=t:^^PO-^n-

.

OA) - ii -= the redai^le
,

contained under AP and PB. After the very fame
manner,, PF x PE= CP x DP : therefore.AP x BP
=-CP'xDP:. *‘^** -

•

, -Ax.i;

COROL-
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58 RUments of ' Geometry,

COROLLARY I. .

Hence, iF PS be a tangent atS, and the radiua
GS be drawn; then, PF'being= the fum of PO

• Gor.ta difFerenccj it follows, thaD
*

fca. PS*-= PF X PE» = PC X PD. '•!

s 2. 3.

* 1. 2.

•2l.$.

* 8 . 2.

- THEOREM- XXIII. -
< - I

If from the center (C) of 'tt circle, to a point (A)

iff any chord (BD), a line (CA) he drawn ; the fquare

cf that line, togeiber with, the re£iangle‘ contained,

iihd/er the two parts of the chord, wiU be ‘equal (9

fquare made upon the radius of the circle.
^ ^

Let EAF- be another chord,

perpendicular to CA, and let^;

P, E be j(Moed,

Sance AF =. AE ’* thence

will AE,' ^ AE AF *, 53

AB. X AD. •
V. to which .equal

quantities, adding AC*, we have
* CE* = AB X AD + AC*.

COROLLARY IL

Hence' the fauare of a line ^AC),dirawn frooiii

any point in the bafe of- aaifofceles? triangle (BCD)
to the oppofite ar^le, together wifih the redlanglft

of tbe parts of the ba(e, is equal to a fq^uare tnado

upon one of th? equal fideaiofith^.tfian^le.,
r

O J

.;.A

THE’QR,E<j^^XW
;

ThereBangks contained undtbihe-cprr^ptmdin^Jtdes

of equiangular triangles (AQjC^:D£E) /difxii

nsO^,. art equals
"

.i.nn ).' -.
i (.. .•

j I fay, if‘A=D, B=fe^an3 C
will ABxDF= ACxDE.

‘ "

.> .
In
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r > Besik ths'. l^biniL

'

In BA produced, let

AG be taken = DF j,

Jet GCB be the circum-

ference of a. circle pafllng

through the three points ®
B, C, G *, meeting CA
produced in^H-j and let

G, H bejoined^

Becaufe. the angle H
.c=B>' = E‘, HAG =
* BAG =5 D % and AG
= DE " i and therefore AC x DE = AC. x AH % ‘

= ABx AG^= ABxDF*.

59

DF *, d>ence is AH •

i8. 3.

1 1. 3.

Hyp.
3- *•

15. 1.

I. 2.

21. 3.

THEOREM; XXV.,

re^anglt under the tvoofi^s (AC, BC) of any

triangle (ABC), is equal to ibe reidangle under the

perpendicular (CD) to the bafe thereof̂ and the,dia~

mter {CK)-of the circumjertfing circle. ,,
*

- V

Ci Fof, B,B being joined,

the angles A, E will bo
equal % and.ADO, EBC
both right-angles and-,

ItjDnfequentlyy'the triangles

ACD, ECB equiangularN; •

ikerefore AG, EC j CD*
CB being correljxMiding

'

fides, oppofod to eqtial

angles^ the re^ahgle AC.

.

X CB» contained under the firft and: laft of them,
w/l|' 1^ equal to\ th^re^an^ EC x CI>. contained

Vh4cr^the odicr %o . r ; : A _ ,. .V i ; A ! *4- 3*

.) ..

3V- .

\

V -y . •;<;(! ,'1>

• \ ' If
- ^

«

I

1 **"'

y ,
: aia ;
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Elements- of Geometry. ^

THEOREM XXVI.
j

^he [quare of a line (CD) hifeaing at^ angle {Zf
of a triangle (ABC) and terminating in the oppqfiu ,l

Jtde (A-Bj, together with the reSlangle (AD x BID)
’

under the t-joo Jcgments cf that Jide., is equal to the
f "reSlangle of the t wojides including the propafed angle.,r,

Let CD be produced
to meet the circumference

' 3 - of a circle, defcribed
‘‘

through the points A, €,
B, in E 1 and let 'AE be
drawn.

The angles E and B,

j
(landing upon tte ftmc .'I

’ fegmcnt AC, are equal '.;

and .ACE is equal t)CB
(by :hypothefis)^ therefore’ the' triangles AEC,

are equiang^aV” ; whereof. AC, CD;
,

24. 3! CB are correfpondirtg (ides, oppiofed to equal angles:

• 5. 2. therefore AC x CB = CD x CE '*.= CD* -4- CD
xDE“ = cd* + adxdb'. , ./ , (and Ax, ' .....

. ^

'

. theorem' XXVII.
,

'.
'i !

The reliangle of the twq diagonals .-(.AC, BD)>JSf
|

, tfwy quadrilateral (ABCD) infcribed in .a circUy if

, ;
equal to thefum of the two re(langles (AB. x DC, AD

j

X BC) contained under the oppqfiteftdes.n V ’
|

Let BF be drawn, making
the angle CBF = ABD, and

meeting 'AlC in F. ''1 ”l :

bjBecaufe'^ angle 6CF =
' ri. i- • ADB S and CBF =s ABD ',

' Conitr.
triangles CBF, DBA are

» Cor, j. equiangular’ ; and therefore,

toio. i.gCj BD ; CF, AD, being

.cornfponding lides, the rec-

tangles IBC X AD, and BD x
CF

• /

0:' Ar*-'
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V Book the: Third,

will be equal Again, the angle ABF b^ing • 3-'

r|^=: CBD ", and BAF = BDC the trianglcifABF " Ax. 4. i,

il^and BDC are, likcwifc, ' equiangular •, and confc- * *>• 3
-'

l&
auendy, AB, BD-, AF, DC beir^ corre^n’ding

^ iidea, AB x DC = BD x AF f

,

to whkh 'adding

fiCxAD=:BDx CF (fo provtd above) wd have

alfo AB X DC + BC X AD ii: BD x AF 4-^BD it

CF= BDx AC*. z.

THEOREM XXVIII-

If the radius of a circle (OADF) fo divided

into two parts^ that the rekangle under the whole

and the one partfhall be equal to the fquare of the other

part', then will this laftpart be equal to thefide (CD)
of a regular decagon (ABCDEF, &c.) infcribed in

the circle ; and that line whofe fquare is equal to the

two fquares of, the whole, and of thefame part, will

be equal to the fide (AC) of a regular pentagon in-

fcribed in the fmne circle.

Draw the radii OA,
OC, OD, OF ; alfo draw
AD,' cutting OC in G,
and let AH be perpen-

dicular to OG.
The triangle ODG,

having the angle COD
(=iDOF’' = OAD‘)
= ODA ", is ifofcelcs "

:

moreover the triangle

AOG, having AGO (= GDO -H DOG* =
2DOC •) = AOC, is likewifc ifofcelcs *

; as is allb

the triangle CDG, becaufe, CGD being rr AGO*,
andCDG (CDA) =FAD', the triangles AOG,
CDG are equiangular. Therefore, CD, AO CG,
GO being correl^nding fides, we have CG x AO
(CG X CO) = CD X GO* ss GO% becaufe GO<

= GD
1-24.

\
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^ l8. 1.

!’i6. 1.

Elefnents of '^Goorntry, •

isr'GD ^’DC "
: irticnce the fotmer)p)dt!6f fl»e

p^pofidon is manifen;.

Again, beoauie AGssAG,HG will be ti=. WO'*^
and fo OC being thedifierente of the fdgftientlB^iO

and HC, we have (^byCor. a.)AC* —AO*
= GO X CG OG* (Of S&oi) \ tofl

Jy.AC* = AO‘4

The End of the Third Book.

J
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G E O M E T R Y.

BOOK IV.

DEFINITIONS.

I . AT I O is "the proportion which one
magnitude bears to another magnitude

of the fame kind, with refpeil to<iuan-

tity.
,

'*th'e meafure^. or piantUy of a ratio is conceived hy

honjidefmg what part^ or parts the magnitude referred^

called the antecedent^ is of the other, to which it is

referred, called the confequent.

a. Three quantities, or magnitudes A, B, C,^ are A, B, C.

faid to be proportional, when the ratio of the firft"*- 4*

A to'ihe fccond B, is the fame as the ratio of the

lecond B, to the third C.
>

3. Tour quantities A,‘B,'C, D, are (aid to bcA,B,C,D.
proportional, when the ratio of theTftl A to the 2.^.^. to.

fecond 6, is the fame^as the ratio of the third Q to

flic' fOurtli'D. . i . . . . /
^3%- '.ti
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T0 denote thatfour (mantifuei A,' B, C, D
portionaU they are ufuaily wrote thus^ A ; B ; : C ; D aW
and read thus^ as A is to B, fo is C to D. But wben^A
three quantities A, B, C are proportional^ the middle «
one is repeated, and they are wrote thus, A : B : : B : C.

4. Of three proportional quantities, the middle
one is faid to be a Msan-proportional between the

other two *, and the laft, a i'hird-proportional to the

firft and fecond.

5, Of four proportional quantities, the laft is

faid to be a Fourth-proportional to the other three,

taken in order.*

B,C,D, 6. Quantities are faid to be continually propor-

tional (or in continual proportion) when the firft

1.^2. 4. 8. fecond, as the fecond to the third, as the

third to the fourth, as the fourth to the fifth, and
fo on.

I

7.

In a ferics, or rank of quantities continually
,

proportional, the ratio of the firft and third, is faid

to be duplicate to that of the firft and fecond ; and
the ratio of the firft and fourth, triplicate to that

of the firft and fecond.

8. Any number of quantities. A, B, C, D being
given, or propounded, the ratio of the firft (A) to

the laft (D) is faid to be compounded of the ratios
1

of the firft to the fecond, of the fecond to the third,"

and lb on to the laft. ' .•

9. Ratio of equality, is that which equal quan*
|

tities bear to each other. i

It may he ohferved here, that ratio of equality, and

equality of ratios, are, by no mans, fynofymoui terms:

finte
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Book the Fourth,

two., or more ratios may be equal, though the

^Bquantilks compared are all unequal.' I'hus., the ratio

W~ef 2 to I, is equal to the ratio of 6 to 2 -, (2 being

If the double of i, and 6 the double of yet none of the

p four numbers are equal,

10. Invcrfe tatio is, when the antecedent is made
the confequent, and the confequent the antecedent.

‘Ihus^ //a : I : : 6 : 3 i then^ inverjlyy 1 : 2 ;
: 3 : 6.

it. Alternate proportion is, when antecedent Is

compared with antecedent, and confequent with

confequent.

yff, f/ 2 : t : : 6
: 3

• then, by alternation (or per-;

mutation) it will 2 : 6 : : 1 : 3.

12. Compounded ratio is, when the antecedent

and confequent, taken as one quantity, are com-
pared, either with the conlequent, or with the an-

tecedent.

^bust if 2 : I : : 6 : 3 ; tbeUy by compofition,’

2+i:i::6-f-3;3, and 2 -4- i : 2 :

:

6 3 : 6.

13. Divided ratio is, when the difference of the

antecedent and conlequent is compared, either with

the confequent, or with the antecedent.

J’busy ?/ 3 : I : : 1 2 : 4 i then^ by divifion, 3
—

1:1:: 12 — 4:4, and 3
— 1:5;: 12 — 4:12,

Tbefe four laft definitions^ which explain the names

given by Geometers to the different ways of ma-
naging and diverftfying of proportions, are- put down
here for the fake of order ; but are not to be ufed, or

referred to, in anyfhape, till tbofe properties and rela-

tions are demonflrated •, which is effeSled in the three

firf Theorems of this book.

14.

Similar (or like) right-lined figures are fuch,

which have all their angles equal, one to another

J F refpec-
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Elements of Geometry.

refpe^Hvcly, and alfo the fidcs about the cqu
angles proportional.

'W

-AXIOMS.
I. The fame quantity being compared with ever

fo many equal quantities, fucceflivcly, will have

the fame ratio to them all.

2v Equal quantities, have to one and the fame

quantity, the fame ratio.

3. Quantities having the fame ratio to one and

the fame quantity, or to equal quantities, are equal

among themfelves.

4. Quantities, to which one and the fame quan-

tity has the fame ratio, are equal.

5. If two quantities be referred to a third, that

which is thegreateft will have, the greateft ratio.

6. If two quantities be referred to a third, that

is the greateft which has the greateft ratio.

7. Ratios, equal to one and the fame ratio, are

alfo equal, one to the other.

8. If two quantities be divided into, or com-

pofed of parts, that are equal among themfelves, or

all of the fame magnitude j then will the whole of

the one, have the ume ratio to die whole of the

other, as the number of the part&in the one, has^

to the number of equal parts in'the other.

9. If thedouble, treble, or quadruple, ^c. of

every part of any quantity be taken,, the aggregate

will
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Book the Fourth. 67
be the double, treble, or quadruple, ^c. of the

whole quaritity propounded.

f THEOREM I.
^

Equimultiples of two quantities (AB, CD)
ure in the fame ratio as the quantities themfehes.

A a f ^
1—I—I—

I

E
1
— / z F

—t

r/ e
-I—f—

G
»- Z- V II—

t

Ax. 8. 4.

Let the ratio of AB to CD be that of any one

riutnber M f3)'to any other number iV (4), or,

\<rhich is the faine, let AB containM (3) fuch equal

pai*ts (Aa, ah^ whefebf CD contains the num-*
MrF (4)- Let there be taken E/, fgy gE any e^i-
nluftiples of A«, ah^ ^B, relpedively i anej let G/>,

rH be the'lame multiples of Cr> de^ eD

:

fd (hilt the whole EF be the fame aligned multiple

of the wlibie AB, ahd' the whole GH of the, whole

CD, as each part in thd one, is of its' correfpon-

dent in the other / And, fince the parts A<?, ab^ i> Ax.9. 4.

Cr, f</, &c. are ail equal ', their equimultiples' Hyp.

will alfo be equal There- * Ax.4. i,

fbrie EF is inT^oportion to GH, as the number of

tftt/ parts inEF is to the number of equal parts in

Gld^, or (which is the fame) as the number of parts

in AB to’ the number of parts in CD, that is, as AB
is to CD •

: which was to be demonftrated.

COROLLARY.
r

Hence; like parts of quantities, have the fame

ratio as the wholes ; becaufe the wholes are equi-

• niQltiples of the tike parts.

F 2 T H E O-
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68 Elements of Geometry.

THEOREM II.
'

*the two antecedents (AB, DE) of four prcpo^
tional quantities, of the fame kind (AB, BC, DE,
,EF) are in thefame ratio with the two confequents

(BC, EF).

,A
I— H

-i

p ^ e

Let the common ratio of AB to BC, and of
DE to EF, bc'"that of any one number A/ (5) to
any other number N{s)i then will AB containM
(5) fuch equal parts (Aa) whereof BC contains

* Ax. S.
* N (3) i and DE will, in like manner, contain M

’ 4 - (5) ^uch eoual parts (Dd), whereof EF contains

•^(3)’ AB and DE, as well as BC and EF,
being equimultiples of Aa and Dd, thence will AB
:DE::Atf(B^): Di(Etf) :: BC:EF^.

COROLLARY.
That, the proportionality will fubfift, when the

confequents are taken as antecedents, and the an-
tecedents as confequents, alfo appears from hence.
For BC ; AB : : number of parts in BC (or EF) 1

number of parts in AB (or DE) ; ; EF : DE*.

THEOREM III.

Of four poportional quantities <AB, BC, DE,
EF) the fum, or tUfference of the firji antecedent and
eonfequent (AB + BC) is to the firft antecedent, or
confeq^ent, as the fum, or difference of thefecond an-
tecedent and eonfequent (DE + EF) is to the fecond
antecedent, or eonfequent.

Let
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I Let what was premifcd in the demonftration of

^^the preceding theorem, be retained here : then will

A
I 1- ’*! 1-

D /
I 1 /—4-

E F
H 1 1 1 1

69

AC (AB -f- BC) be in proportion to AB, as the

numlxr of parts in AC is to the number of ecmal

parts in AB*, or as the number of parts in DF‘Ax-8.4.

(DE + EF) to the number of equal parts in DE,
that is, as DF (DE + EF) is to DE*. Again,

if from AB and DE, be taken away Be = BC, and '

E/= EF, then will the difference Ac be in pro-

portion to AB, as the number of parts in Ac (or

D/) is to the number of parts in AB (or DE *), that

is, as Df is to DE. In the lame manner it will

appear, that AB BC : BC : : DE EF : EF j

and AB — BC : BC : : DE — EF : EF,

COROLLARY.
It will appear from hence, that the fum of the

gieateft andleaft (AB -}- EF) of four proportional

quantities (of the fame kind) will exceed the fum
(BC -F DEJ of the two means : becaufe, AB
being fuppofcd greater than DE, Ac will be greater

than D/i in the fame proj^rtion ^
: and, if to thefeb

3. 4.

there be added BC -F EF (common) •, then will

the fum Ar -F BC -F EF (AB -F EF) be alfo great-

er than the fum D/+ BC -F EF ‘ (DE -F BC.) i ax. 6. 4

SCHOLIUM.
In the demonftration of this, and the preceding

.theorems, the antecedent and confequent are fup-

pofed to be divided into parts, all mutually equal

among themfelves. But it is known to Maihe-
(n^ciciajns, that there are certain quantities, or mag.

F 2 nitudea
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nitiides that cannot poffibly be divided in

manner, by means of ^ common .meafure.

Theorems themfelves are, neverthelefs, true, wherif*^

applied to thefe incommenfurables

:

fince no two
quantities, of the fame kind, can pofliblybe afligncd,

whofe ratio cannot be exprefled by that of two num-
bers, fo near, that the ditference fhall be lefs than the

leaft thing that can be named. But if the matter,

viewed in this light, (hould not appear fufficiehtly

fcientifict and you will not (in the preceding theo-

rem) allow the ratio ofAC to BC, to be exactly the

fame with that of Dp to EF, when AB, BC, and

PE, EF, are incommenfurables ; then let it, if

poflible, be as fome quantity aC (lefs than AC)
js to BC, fo is DE to EF. Let B^ be a part or

meafure of BC left than the difference (Aa) be-

tween AB and let Bp be that multiple of Bi,

which leaft exceeds B^;, and let oE be to EF, as

pB to BC. ‘

It is evident, that b/. C
pB is lefs than AB
(beCaufe^Tp -3 B/^ . n'' - Jp

*Hyp. ’‘Aa)j.^nd thataEis*’'*-' \

alfo lefs than DE,
becaufe the ratio of jE to EF, being eqqal to, th^
of pB to BC\ it muft neceffarily be. i^fs ^han th^t

• Ax. 5 . 4. of Al^ to BC or of DE to EF, and fq ?E left

Ax,6,4.than DE
|Now, if (as is fuppofed) the ratio of to BC
|

can be = the ratio of DF to EF, it rnuft, of con-
** 5* fequence, be greater the ratio of ^F to EF ", or !

« Proof
° fame) than the ratio of ^C to BC‘,

'

'i.vhicb is hnpojjihle. In like manner it will appear,

that no quantity, that is greater than AC, can pof-
'

£bly be to BC, as DF is to EF. Therefore AC : BC
: : DF : EF. And by the fame kind of argumen-

tation (authorifed and adopted by Euclid himfelf,
'

in
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Book the Fourth, 71
his twelfth book) anydifHculties, or fcruples, that

ly be eUcwhere brought, from the incommcn-

^

^ iurabilicy of quantities, may be obviated and re-

moved.

T H E O R E M IV.

Jft of four proportionals (AB, BC, PQj QR)
equimultiples of the antecedents (AB, PQ) be taken^

and compared with aiy equimultiples of their re-

fpettive confequents (BC, QR), the ratios will be the

fame^ and the four quantities proportionals.

Let -the common ratio of AB to BC, and of
PQ^to QR, be that of any one number M to any

other number iV: fo (hall AB contain M fucn

equal parts whereof BC contains ^ iV, and PQ, in ? Ax.8. 4.

like manner, M fuch equal parts whereof QR
contains iV.

Let CD, DE be taken each = BC, and RS,
ST each = QR, fo that BE and QT may be equi-

multiples of BC and QR •, and let CD, DE ; RS,
ST be conceived to be divided, each into the fame
number of parts with BC, or QR. In like man-

^ ' A B C D E
I
—I

—

\—t—1—j—I

—

\—J—«—t—j—1—t- I
• —»—

4

S T
I—

net, let «B and pQ be taken as equimultiples of

AB and PQ, ^c. Then will the number of
parts in BD = number of parts in QS and the

number of parts in BE = number of parts in QT ’ : i Ax.4. i.

and (b likewife with refpeft to aB and pQ^ There-

fore aB is to BE, as the number of parts in aB to

the number of (equal) parts in BE % or, which
is the fame thing, as the number of parts in pQ, to

the number of parts in QT, that is, as ^Q is to

PT, which was to be demonftrated.

F+ THEO-

I

I
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T H E O R E M V.

Jfy of two ranks of quantities (AB, BC, CD 5 .
ij

RQ, C^R, RS), the ratio of the firft and fecond^

the onOt he equal to the ratio of the firjl andfecond in 1|
the other^ and the ratio of the fecond and third., in

the one, equal likewife to the ratio of the fecond and
third in the other-, then, alfo,fhisll the ratio of thefirft

to the third, be the fame in the one rank, as in the

other.

Let the common ratio of AB to BC, and of
PQ_to QR, be ftill exprefled as in the preceding

dcmonftrations. Let, moreover, CD arid RS be
conceived to be divided, each into the fame numr
ber of parts with BC and QR.

Becaufe the quantities BC, CD, QR, RS,
^ Hyp. are proportional ', their like parts Bb, Cc, Qq, Rr
» Cor. to (being in the fame ratio with the wholes *) will allb

*• be proportionals ; or, becaufe Aa = B^ and Pp=
' Ax.z.4. be * Afl : Cr :

;

Pp : Rr. But AB and
PQ^are equimultiples of the antecedents Aa and Pp'

j

and CD, RS are equimultiples of the confequents

J 4* 4- Cc and Rr : therefore " AB : Cp : : PQ^: RS * j

‘!s;hjch was to be demonftrated.

• Wh(H, in t-wo ranis of quantities, the proportions are in-

ordinate, AB : BC : ; ; RS, and BC : CD : : PQj QR ;

the fame thing may be demonftrated ; and that in the very fame
planner, except only, that QR muji here be divided into the fame
tfumler of pu!:ts -with AB, and PQ^

C o R O L-
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COROLLARY I.

If other quantities DE, ST be taken, ftill pro-

portional to the two next preceding them, fo that

CD ; DE ; : RS : ST j then, by the fame argu-

ment (regard being had to AB, CD, DE in

the one rank, and PQ, RS, ST in the ocher)

k is evident, that AB : DE : : PQ^: ST*. And * 5 . 4.

thus we may go on, {till afluming other quantities,

as many as we pleafe *, and the ratio of the firft and
laft, will always be the fame in one rank, as in the

other. Therefore ratios compounded of the fame r Def. 8.

number of like, or equal ratios, arc equal- . — ®f 4*

COROLLARY II.

It is alfb evident from hence, that if any two
quantities be taken proportional to the two confe-

quents of an afligned proportion, they will alfo be

proportionals when compared with antecedents

:

and vice verjd. For, the two quantities CD and
RS, when compared, fucceflivcly, with the confe-

quents, and antecedents of the given proportion AB
: BC :

:

PQj QR, appear to be proportional, in the

one cafe, as well as in the other *.

THEOREM VI.

Jf, to the two confequents (BC, KL) of four pro~

portionals (AB, BC, IK, KL), ar^ two quantities

(CD, LM) that have thefame ratio to the refpetiive

antecedents be added ; thefe fums and the antecedents

will ftill be proportionals (Ifay., if AB : BC : : IK :

KL, and AB : CD ; : IK : LM j thenjhall AB : BD
I : IK : KM).

For,
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Hyp.

3 - 4 -

Elements of Geometry,

B c

I
t-

Xj
-i—

For, CD and LM
being proportional

to the antecedents

AB and IK *, they

and the confequents

(BC, KL) will alfo be proportionals (ly Coroh 2.

of the precedent) : whence ^ (hy compojition) BC

:

BD : : KL : KM. And fo again, (by the fame
Carol) AB : BD : : IK : KM.

COROLLARY.
From this Theorem it will appear, that, if the

ratios of the correfponding quantities of two ranks

with refpedl: to the two firft, are the fame in both

ranks (AB : BC : : IK : I^L, AB ; CD :

:

IK : LM,
lie.)

)

then the ratio of all the quantities to the

Brit, will alfo be the fame in the one rank, as in the

other. For, by adding DE and MN to the laft

» 6,4. confequents (BD, KM) there will be had 'AB : BE
: : IK : KN (and fo on, to any number of quan-

tities whatever.) Then (by compofition) AB : AE
::IK:IN.
When the quantities, in both ranks, are of the

fame kind, it will appear (by alternation) that the

ratio of the two fums, and that of every two cor-

refponding terms, will be the fame.

The fix Theorems here delivered, on propor-

tions of magnitudes in general, comprehend all

that is moft ufeful in that fubjedb.—What relates

to the proportions of extended magnitudes, under

different limitations, and figures, as far as regards

right lines and furfaces, will be the fubjedt of the

remaining part of this book.

Eotty
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Note, when-evtr, in any demonjlratidn, you met
with feveral proportional quantities, conneEted conti-

nually by thefign :
:
{like thefe, A : B : r C : D : : E

: F : : G : H) the conclujion to be drawn, is alweyt

from the firft and laji of the two equal ratios.

THEOREM VII.

7S

Triangles (ACD, BCD), and alfo parallelograms

(ADCQ, BDCP), having the fame altitude, are to

one another in thefame ratio as their bafes (AD, BD).
t

Let the bafc AD be to the

bafe BD in the ratio of any ^

one number w (3) to any other

number » (2), or, which is the

fame', let AD contain m (3)
fuch equal parts whereof BD
contains the number •« (2). B
Then, the triangles AC^, p^q,
BCr, i£c. made by drawing
lines from the points of divifion to the vertex C,

being all equal among thcmfelves '
i the triangle j Cor. 2.

ACD will therefore be in proportion to the triangle to 2. 2.

BCD, as the number of equal parts in the former

to the number of equal parts in the latter, or as

the number of parts in AD to the number of parts

in BD, that is, as AD to BD'. Whence, alfo, the

parallelograms ADCC^, BDCP, being the doubles

of their refpedive triangles are likewife in the

fame ratio as their bafes AD and BD
* +• +•

SCHOLIUM.
If the bafes AD and BD are incommenfurable to

each other, the ratio of the triangles cannot be other

than that of their bafes.

For,
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76 Elements of Geomtry.

For, if pofTible, let the tri- C
angle BCD be to the triangle yk
ACD, not as BD to AD, but

as fome other line ED, greater jl\
\

' 1
than BD, is to AD.

/// \
Let AN be a part, or mea- e / // i ^

•Lem. I. fure of AD, lefsthan BE % and i'ii D N'A
*• let DF be that multiple ofAN

which lead exceeds DB *, alfo let CE and CF be

drawn. It is manifed that the point F falls between

B and E, becaufe (6y Hyp.) BF is lc6 than AN,
and AN lefs than BE. Moreover, the ratio of

FCD to ACD is the fame as that of FD to AD
(ly the precedent.) But the ratio of BCD to ACD

* Hyp. (or of ED to AD is cr the ratio of FD to AD *,

e Ax. 5. or of FCD to ACD j and confequently BCD c“

* Ax ^ FCD *
: which is impqffible *. By the fame argu-

ment it will appear, that the triangle BCD cannot
* Ax. 2. of be to the triangle ACD, as a line, lefs than BD, is

»• to AD. Therefore BCD : ACD BD ; AD.

If this Scholium Jhould appear difficult to the I

Learnery it may not be amifs to emit it intirely
y finct :

it is only put down for the fake of thofe who may be

fcrupulous about the bujinefs of incommenfurables ; to

whom it may not be improper to obfervey that nothing .

more is taken for granted herein., than what is ef-

feSled by means of the firft Lemma in the %tb book ;

which being demonftratedfrom axioms, and one Jingle

theorem in the firjl book, is referred to here, though

not given till hereafter, for reafons alreatfy hinted at,

in this note.

THEO^
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THEOREM VIII.
; i

triangles (ABC, DEF) ftanding %^pn equal bafts

(AB, DE) are to one another^ in the fame ratio as

tieir altitudes (CH, FI.)

Let BP be perpendicular to AB, and equal to

CH i in which let there be taken BQ =: FI, and

let AP and AQ be drawn.

The triangle ABP is = ABC \ and ABO =
DEF ‘

i but ABP (ABC) : ABO (DEF) ; : ^P

,

(HC) : BQ (FI).

THEOREM IX.

J/t parallel to the hafes of any two parallelograms

(AC, EG), two lines (PQ, MN) be drawn, fo as to

cut thefides proportionally (AP ; AD : : EM ; EH),
then will thofe parallelograms and their correfpond-

ing parts (AQ, EN) be olfo proportionals.

For, AQ_: AC
:: AP : AD “ :

:

EM:EH"::EN
:EG :“i and there-

fore, by alternation,

Mij. EN ; ; AC
:EG%

G

N

F

TH E O-

n

Cor. I.

to 2. 2,

7 - 4*

i

7 - 4 -

Hyp.

2
. 4-
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. -THEOREM X. ^"4
If four lines are proportional (AB : CD : : DE

i

BF), therelkingle (AF) under the two extremes wiVT^
"

be equal to ‘the retiangle (CE) under the two~means.

And., if the retlangles under the extremes and means of
four given lines (AB, CD, DE, BF) be equal, then

are tbofe four lines proportional.

In DE let DG be taken BF, and let GH, pa-

rallel to DC, be drawn.

'7-4-
«Hyp.
» Ax. 1.4.

I. Hyp. AF : CG
: AB : CD " ;

;

DE
BF’: :DE: DG'
: CE ; CG p

j there-

fore, the confequents

of the firft and laft

M F .

•

iH
1

i
1 i . - •’ . -

H c P n

of thefe equal ratios being the fame quantity CG^
f Ax. 3. the two antecedents AF and CE muft be equal *.

» Ax.a.4. a. Hyp. AB : CD : : AF :CG«’ :

:

CE :,CG' :

:

DE:DG'(BF.)

SCHOLIUM.
From the fame demqnftration, and fcheme, it' will'

appear, that the two antecedents of four propor-

tional lines (AB, CD, DE, BF) are in the fame"

ratio to each other, a» the two confequents : for,

'

if in DC there be taken DP = BF, and PQ^ be

drawn parallel to DE i
then AB : DE :

:

AF

:

PE*.

*7.4. ::CE:PE::CD:PD (BF).

T H E'O-

i
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THEOREM XL
'e reStangUs under the corrtfponding linesy two

^ks of proportionals., are themfelves proportionalt,

Tfay, r/ AB ; BC : : CD : DE, and BF : BG ;

:

)H : DI, then will tberetlang^ AF : reSang, BM :

;

CH ; retl. DQ^).
,

For, in BG and DI (prodttccd if neceflky) let

there be taken BF = BF, DH = DH» and let

FP be parallel to BC, and HN to DE : then AF
: BP : : AB : BC ; CD r DE *

: : CH ; DN^
whence (alternately) AF : CH : : PB : DN, and

(b likewife is BM to DQ‘ r whence (again by alter-

nation) AF : BM ; CH : DQ^

COROLLARY L

Hence, the .fquaresof four proportional lines, arc

themfelves proportional.

COROLLARY II.

. Hence allb, the fides of four proportional fquares

(AB*, BC*, CD*, DE*) will be proportional. For,

let the line RS be taken fuch, that, AB : BC : :

CD : RS i then, fmee AB* ; BC* : : CD* : RS* Qy
Carol. I.) and AB* : BC* : : CD* : DE* {by fup-
pojition)

:

thence will " RS*= DE* \ therefore ' RS
= DE, and confequei tly AB ; BC ; ; CD : DE
'

' T H E O-

|A

S

’'

7- 4-
« Hyp.
*
9 - +•

Ax.4. 4.

' Ccr. 2.

of 6. 2.

* Ax 1.4.
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8o Elements of Geometry.

THEOREM XII.

Aline (BE) drami parallel to one fide (CD) of a

triangle (ACD) Amides the other two fides propor-

tionally. (I fay, AB : AC : : AE : AD, AB : BC
: : AE : ED, and AC : BC : : AD : ED).

Let AB be to AC, as

any one number w (3) is

to any other number n

(3 ) fuch equal parts where-

of AC contains » (5). H
Then, if from the points

,

of divifon, lines be drawn

,

parallel to the fide CD, they will alfo divide AE
;Cor. I. and AD into the like numbers of equal parts ^

1027.1. Therefore AE is to AD, as the number of equal

parts in AE to the number of equal parts in AD,
or as the number of equal parts in AB to the

number of equal parts of AC, that is, as AB
f Ax. 8. to AC In the fame manner, AE is to ED, as

the number of parts in AE to the number of parts

in ED, or as the number of parts in AB to the

number of parts in BC, that is, as AB to BC. Alfo,

in the fame manner, AC : BC : : AD : ED.

?7>e fame otherwife.

Draw CE and DB.
,
Then will the triangles BEC

^ Cor. I. and EBD be equal to each other whence, by
to 2. 2. adding BEA to both, AEC will be alib = ABD*.

^ Ax* I •

But,

I

\
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But, AB : AC :

:

triang.

AEB : triangle AEC “

(ABD): :AE: AD-;and
AB : BC :

:

triang. AEB:
triangle CEB “

( DEB) :

:

AE : ED.

h
7* 4*

COROLLA^RY.
Hence a right-line, which divides two fides of

a triangle proportionally, is parallel to the remain-
ing fide ; becaufe AD is divided in the fame ratio

with AC, when BE is parallel to CDj but not* Ax. 2.1.

elfe*. andj.4.

SCHOLIUM.
From this laft Theorem, whatever relates to the

compofition and divifion of ratios, when thefe re-
fpeft the comparifon of right-lines, will appear
exceedingly obvious.

For, let AB,^
BC, AD, andfi
DE, be pro- a
portionals:and i>

from any point

A, let two in-

definite right-

lines AP, AQ_
be drawn ; in which take AB = AB, BC = BC,
AD = AD, and DE = DE ; alfo take Be =z BC^
Ue = DE, and let BD, CE, and ce be drawn.

Since AB : BC : : AD : DE thence is EC pa- *' Hyp.
rallel to DB ‘

; and fo. Be being = BC, and De ‘ Cor. of= DE, ec will alfo be parallel to DB “. Therefore, > 4-

AC (AB -h BC) : AB :

:

AE (AD + DE) :AD
AC (AB -f. BC) : BC :

:

AE (AD -f- DE) : DE •,

G Ac
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• Kc (AB— BC) : AB : : he (AD—DE)

:

Af(AB— BC;:BC :: Af (AD— DE):DE; ^
' •

And, AC (AB 4- BC) : Af (AB— BC) : : AE
(AD -f DE) : he (AD — DE).

THEOREM XIII.

^he parts (DE, FG) of the two fides of a triangle^

interceded by right•lines (DF, EG) drawn paralel

to the bafe (BC), are in the fame ratio with the

wholes. (DE : FG : : AB : AC).
« I

For, DF and EG
being parallel to each

other, thence will DE
• 4* : AE : : FG ; AG “

•,

therefore, (by alterna-

tion) DE : FG : : AE

:

' 2. 4. AG**. In the fanie man-
ner, AE : AG :

:

AB

:

AC“. Confequently DE
^ Ax.7.4. : FG i : AB : AC

COROLLARY.
Hence, if ever fo many lines be drawn parallel

to the bafe, cutting the fides of a triangle, every

two correfponding fcgnaents will have the fame
ratio ’.

’

THEOREM XIV.

In triangles (ABC, abc) mutually equiangular^ the

correfponding fides (AB, ab, AC, ac) containing the

equal angles ( A, a) are proportional.

1*1
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In AB and AC ( produced if neceflkfy ) take

^AD= ab, and AE sr rfr, and join Dj E.

^ The tri-

angles abci

and ADE,
having ab

E= AD, ac

Ss

1) B (0.

= AEj and the angle 4 =£ A, have alfo the angle ' Ax. lo.

ADE ' = abc = ABC* ; whence DE will be pa- >•

ttllel to BC ' ; and therefore AB : AD {ab) : :
*,

ACtAE^iac). ' 8 . 1 .

# I 2* A
The fame otbenvife.

Becaufe AB x aex^ab x AC thepcfore is AB *' H- 3>

tab: : AC : ac \ * »o-4*

eOROLLARV.
Hence equiangular triangles are HmUar to each

other ^

THEOREM XV.

f Def. 14.

of 4.

two triangles (ABC, abej have one angle (BAC)
in the one^ equat to one angle (bac) in the other^ and

the fides (AB, ab, AC, ac) about thofe angles pre-

portional j then are the triangles equiangular.

In AB and AC, take AD = aby and AE = ac^

and let DE be drawn.

Since AB : ah (AD) : : AC : ac (AE ‘), there- < Cor.^i.

fore is DE parallel to BC ' ; whence the angle B = to 7 . i •

ADE* zcab *, and the angle C = AJiD = c. * Ax. lo.

G^ THEO- ’
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THEOREM XVI.

Jf two triangles (ABC, abc) have one angle (A)‘
in the one^ equal to one angle (a) in tbeAstber^ and the

fides (AB, ab, CB, cb) about either of the other
angles proportional ; then will the triangles be equi-

angular^ provided tbefe lajl angles (B, b) be^ either

^

both lefsy or both greater^ than right-angles.

In AB, let AD be taken = ab, and let DE be
drawn parallel to BC, meeting AC in E.

Then will

the triangles

ABC, and
ADE, be

equiangu-
' Cor. I. ]ar

r
. therefore, CB : ED : : AB : AD * : : AB

:

g
ab'^ : : CB : cb\\ and confequently ED = cb’‘:

h Ax. 1. 4..
whence the triangles abc and ADE (having ab =

* Hyp. AD, cb = ED, and a = A) will be equal in all

k Ax. 4. 4. refpefts
‘,

provided the angles abc and ABC (=
'7- ’• ADE) are either both lefs, or both greater than

right-angles. Therefore, fince the latter of thefe

equal triangles {abcy ADE) is equiangular to ABC,
the propofition is manifeft.

THEOREM XVII. . .
f

If two triangles (ABC, abc) have all their fides,

refpeblively proportional (AC : ac : : AB : ab : : CB
: cb) then are tbofe triangles equiangular.

* In AC and AB, take AE = ac, and AD =
ab, and join E, D.

Sines
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Hxp.

AB
hcncc CB : ED : : «s- 4.

and confequently
* *4- 4'AD* :: CB ; ^ED = cb^ \ therefore the triangles abc^ ADE,fAx^. 4.

being mutually equilateraf, they muft alfo be mu-
tually equiangular ’ j and confequently abc^ as well ’ >4- *•

as ADE, equiangular to ABC.

THEOREM XVIII.

A right-line (CD) hife£ling any angle (ACB) of
a tnangle (ABC) divides the oppojitefide (AB) into
two Segments (AD, hD) having the fame ratio with
theftdes (AC, CB) containing that angle.

Let AE and BF be
perpendicular to CDE.
Then the triangles ACE,
CBF, and ADE, BDF
being, relpcftively, equi-
angular', it will be AD :

BD : ; AE ; BF *
: : AC

: BC.

Hyp.
and 3.1.

* > 4- 4*
,

andx.^

THEOREM XIX.
A perpendicular (CD) let fallfrom the right-angle

<C) upon the hypothenufe (AB) of a right-anAed
^^fingle (ABC) will be a meanjroportional between

(AD, BD) of the hypothenufe : and
each Of the fides containing the right-angle^ will be aman proportional between itf adjacent fegment, and
the whole hypothenufe.

G 3

t
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For, fince the angle BDC
< Ax. 7. IS= BCA and B common,

the triangles BDC, BCA are Af'
'

•Cor. I. equiangular" : after the fame //
to 10. 1, manner ADC and ABC ap- —::

—

pear to be equiangular.

Therefore, by Thcor- XIV,’ BD: CD:: CD: AD
AB; BC::BC:BD-
AB : AC : : AC : AD.

COROLLARY.
Becaufe the angle in a femi-circle is a right?

f' 13. 3. angle it follows, that, if from «iy point C, in

the periphery of a femi>circle ACB, a perpendi-

cular CD be let fall upon the diameter Ao, and
from the fame point C, to the extremities of that

diameter, two chords CA, CB be drawn ; thefquare

of that perpendicular will be equal to a re^ngle
under the two fegments of the diameter ; and
the fquare of each chord, equal to a reftangle

under the whole diameter and its adjacent fegn^nt

:

for, becaufc of the above proportions, we have

. CD" = BD X AD, BC" = AB ^ BD, and AC^ =
10. 4. * AB X AD.

THEOREM XX.

Ifj in JimHar triangles (ABC, EFG) from any

tHoo equal angles (ACB, EGF) to the oppofite Jides.,

two rigbt-Unes (CD, GH) be drawn^ making equal

angles with the homologous Jides (CB, GF) j thofe

right-lines will have the fame ratio as theJides (AEt,

EF) on which they falU and will qlfo divide thofe

J.des proportionally.
L

‘ '

.
- For,

f • ' '
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Book the Fourth*

For, the triangles ADC, EHG, and BDC, FHG
(as well as the wholes ABC, EFG) being equi-
angular ^ y Hyp.

thence is * AB : EF (: : AC ; EG) : : CD : GH j
* *4- 4-

and AD : EH (: : DC : HG) ; : BD : FH.
7 *

THEOREM XXL
If in two triangles (ABC, ABD) having one fide

(AB) common to both., from any point H in thatfidty
two lines (HF, HG) refpetiively parallel to two
contiguous fides (BC, BD) he drawn^ to terminate
in the two remaining fides (AC, AD)j thofe litus

(HF» HG) will have the fame ratio as the fides
(BC, BD) to which thy are parallel.

For, AB:AH::BC
: HF % and AB

;

AH ;

:

BD : HG *
; therefore,

by equality, BC ; HF
: : BD : H(5 ; whence,
alternately, BC ; BD : i

HF, HG *>.

COROLLARY.
Hence, if BC = BD, then alfo will HF = HG.

G4 THEO:
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Elements of Geometry,

THEOREM XXII.

7/", at any two points (F, G) in two lines (AB,
AC) meeting each other, two perpendiculars (FD,
GD) be eretied, fo as to meet each other \ the diftance

(AP) of their concourfe from that of the propofed lines,

will be to the diftance (FG) of the two points them-

felves, in the ratio of one of the faid lines (AC)
to a perpendicular (CE) falling from the extreme

thereof upon the other (AB).

Let FD be produced to meet AC in H.

*Hyp,

* 19- 3-

Since the anglesAFD
and AGD are right-

ones % the circumfe-

rence of a circle will

pafs thro’ all the four

points A, F, D, G '' i

and fo the angles CFD,
GAD, ftanding on the

fame fubtenfe GD, will

* 1

1

. 3
.' be equal *

; and confequcntly the triangles AHD,
*
Cor. 1 . FHG equiangular ^

: therefore AD : FG : : AH :

to io.i.HF * : : AC : CE.
! H -4-

THEOREM XXIIL

Jf thro' any point (P) in a triangle (ABC) three

right-lines (AE, BF, CD) be drawn, from the an-

gular points to cut the oppofite Jides, the fegments

(AD, BD) of any one fide {AH)' will be to each

other, as the re£iangles (AF x CE, BE xCF) under

the fegments of the otherJides taken alternately.

Pet
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Let GCH te parallel

to AB, and let AE and

BF be produced to meet

it in H and G.
It is manifeft, that the

triangles FBA, FCG j

EAB, EHC i APB,
GPH, are equiangular**

:

Therefore AF : CF : : AB : CG
CE : BE : : CH : AB *.

Whence AF x CE : CF x BE : : CH x AB : CG
X AB “

: : CH : CG ' i but CH : CG : : AD ; BD “

;

therefore, by equality, - AF x .CE : CF x BE :

:

AD ;;BD. . . i

' - . ..

.

* 7. and 3.

of I.

*14,4.

*' II.

‘ 7 - 4 .

" 20. 4.

Corollary.
Hence, if AID '== BD, theii alfo' will AF x CE

= CF X BE, and therefore AF ; CF ; : BE : CE ! 10. 4;

THEOREM XXIV.

Equiangular triangles (ABC,' EFG) are tii^fro-

portion to one anotheri,- as tbe' fquares, (AK, EMJ of
'

their homologous Jides. -
.

•
' ''

.' .i '.j \

‘

-d

Upon AB and

EF let fall the

perpendiculars

CD and GH,
and let the dia>

gonals BI, FL
be drawn.

F

M
Becaufe ABC : ABI : : CD : AI (AB) • : : GH : ' • 8. 4-

EF (EL) : : EFG : EFL °
j therefore, alternately, ' 4*

ABC : EFG : ; ABI : EFL’T : AK : EM'.
’

THEO- to2.2.
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THEOREM XXV.

Triangles (ABC, DEF) having one angle (A) in

the onSy equal to one angle (D) in the othery are in

the ratio of the rectangles (AC x AB, DF x DE) con-
* tained tender theJides including the equal angles.

Upon AB and DE, let Bill the perpendiculars

CPandFQ^ Then AC x AB : CPx AB : : AC

:

;
7- 4- CP •

: : DF ; FQ_‘ : : DF x DE : FOx DE *•,

» I.
alienee, alternately, AC x AB : DF x DE : : CP

* XAB : FQxDE : : triangleABC : triangle DEF \

COROLLARY.
Hence, if the re£Unglea of the fidci containing

the equal angles, be equal, or the fidet themfelves
* xo. 4. reciprocally proportional *, the triangles will be

equal. The fame alfo holds in parallelograms',

b^g the doubles of fuch triangles^

THEO-
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Book the Fourth,

THEOREM XXVI..

AllJimilar right-linedfigures (ABODE, FGHIK)
t mre in proportion to one another as the/quarts of their

homologousfides

9»

Draw the right*Un€s BE, BD, GK, GI.

Becaufe A = F, and AB : AE : : FG : FK % the * Def. 14.

triangles BAE, GFK are equiangular^ i therefore, ®^ 4*

if from AED z? FKI *, there be taken AEB
FKG, the remainders BED, GKI will alfo be equal *. * Ax. 5.

Wherefore, fince ED : KI (: : EA : KF *) : : EB *•

: KG *, the triangles EBD, KGI are likewife equi- * 14.4.

angular In the fame manner it will appear, that

DBC, IGH are allb equiangular.

Therefore, becaufe 'ABE : GFK (: : • BE* : GK*) » 24. 4.

: : BED : GKI (: :
* BD* : GI*) : :

* BDC : GIH,
it is evident, that the fum of all the antecedents

(ABODE) is to the fum of all the confequents

(FGHIK) as the firft antecedent ABE is to the

firft confequent GFK or as AB* to * FG* \ which >> Cor. to

was to be aemonfirated. 4*

THEO-
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* « "

THEOREM XXVII. %
^ If three right-lines (AB, DE, PQ) are propor--

tionak the right lined figure (ABC) upon the firjl,

toill be in proportion to the fmilar^ and fmilarly de-

fcribedt figure (DEF) on the fecond^ as the firfi line

(AB) to the third (PQ).

For, AB : PQ^
: : AB* : AB x
PO * (" DE*) :

Lfit: DEF*.
of 4. A
26. 4. ,

*
7 ' 4-

^o. ab
B JD

COROLLARY.
E P 9

* Dcf. 7.

of 4.'

Hence, fimilar right-lined figures, are in the du-
plicate Vatio of their homologous fidcs *.

T PI E O R E M XXVIII.

If four right-lines (AB, CD, EF, GH) he pro-
portionaly the right-lined figures deferibed upon tbenty

being like, and in like fort fituate, fhall alfo be pro-
portional (ABI : CDK : : EM : GO).

« 26. 4. For, ABI ; CDK (: : 8 AB* CD* : : EF* ; GH* ‘)

‘Cor. I. ;:EM:G0 ».

to 11.4.

THEO-
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T H E O R E.M XXIX.

.

If upon the three ftdes of a right-angled triangle

CABC) armany right-lined figures (CD, BE, BF)
like^ and alike Jituate, be defcribed, that (CD) upon
ibe hypothenufe (AC) will be equal to both the ether

\iwo (BE, BF) taken together.

' For, BE : BF : : AB*
: * BC^ ; therefore (by com-
pofition) BE + BF : BE
:: AB*+BC‘(=">AC‘)
: AB* : :CD : BE' ; and
confequently BE + BF
= CD ».

Ihe End of the Fourth Book.
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ELEMENTS
O F

GEOMETRY.
BOOK V.

PROBLEM I.

F
rom the greater

(AB) oftwo unequal

//»«j(AB, CD) to

cut offi or take away a

paft (AE) equal to the

* lejfer (CD).

From A as a center,

with a radius equal to

CD, let the circumference

• Poft. 3. of a circle be defcribed %
* Ax. 2. cutting I AB in E i and the thing is done.

PROBLEM II.

jft a given point (A) to make a line (AB) equal

40 a given line (CD).

• Draw

C D
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jj

D ‘

95

Draw the indefinite

line !AF '
i from which

«

Poft. i .

take awayAB=CD and z.

^ and the thing is done- ‘‘'•S-

PROBLEM III.

At a given pointih) in in injimtt right^line (PQ)
to ere£i a perpendicular.

In the Ibe pro-

pounded, take

two equal dif-

tances AC, and

AD'i and from
the centers C ^

and D*,with any
equal radii great-

er than AC (or AD), let.two circle* EMR and FNS
be defcribed j which will cut each other : and, iffrom
the point B of their intcrfcdlion, you draw BA,
the thing is done.

For, Jet the poinu R, E, and F, S, be thofc

wherein the inf|pite I^ne PQ^ interfeds the circum-

ferences of thoftwo circles EMR and FNS *>
: then

AF being rS FD •* (or CR *) * AR “
; and AS c~

‘

DS (or CE cr AE the point F falls within,

and the point S without the circle EMR and ib

the two circles cut each other If therefore^ from ‘

the point of kiteflcftion, BC and BD be drawn
; „

then the triangle CBD being ifofcdes", the angles

BCD, BDC at the bale thereof,^ will be equd°;
and fo, CA being = AD\ and CB = BD “, t^e*

. ^glq CAB is allq = DAB lx k

. p

Ax. 2.

Hyp.

Def.ti.

3-

Conilr.

andDef.
33- of i.

Oi/. on

Ax. lo.

Conilr.

Ax. lo.

Otherwife.
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From any point

D above the line

PQ, as a center,

thro’ the given

point A, let the

circumference of

a circle be de-

« Poll. 3. fcribcd’jinterfedt-
’ Cor. to pQ^ in E ' i draw the diameter EDB, and alfo

•Poft.1.
angle EAB, being in the femi-

‘13.3. circle EAB', is a right-angle-, which wat to be

done.

COROLLARY.
From the former of thefe conftrudlions it ap-

pears, that, if from any two points, with two

equal radii, greater, each, than half the diftance of

thofe points, two circles be defcribed j thofc circles

will cut each other.

PROBLEM IV.

From a given point (A) upon an infinite right-line

(PQ) to kt fall a perpendicular (AB),

From the given point

A, as a center, let an

arch of a circle be de-

fcribed, fo as to pafs be-

low P(i and interfedt it

inM aimN ; from which
points, with any equal

radii, greater than half

MN, let two other

arches be alfo defcribed,

«

and from the point of

their
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'

their interfeftion C, let the right-line CBA be

k drawn ; which will be perpendicular to PQ^
““ For, let AM, AN, CM, and CN be drawn

;

then AM being = AN *, and MC = NC *, the • Def. 33.

> angle AMB is = ANB*, and CMB = CNB >•

and confcquently AMC = ANC ^ : whence, (as anjDef.AM = AN, and MC = NC) the triangles AMC, 33. i.

ANC are equal in all refpedls * j and fo, the angle * Obf. m
MAB being = NAB, the angle MBA is likewife *°*

= nba-.
,

*The fame otherwife.
* t

’ From any point C
in the line PQ, as a

center, let the cir-

cumference of a circle

" be deferibed thro* the

given point A *, in-

terfering PQ^in D "

;

and from the center

D, with a radius equal

to the diftance of the points A and D, let another

circle mEn be alfo deferibed, cutting the former

ADE in E j then draw ABE for the perpendicular

reouired*

. For, conceiving right-lines to be drawn from
C and D, to A and E, the triangles ACE, ADE
will be both of them ifofceles and fo the demon-
ftration is the fame with that of the preceding

method.
• ‘

PROBLEM V.
<

I'ohifeS, or divide into twa equal fartSt an^ given
. right-dined angle (PAQ).^

Poft. 3.

<> Conitr.

H In

•J tv
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\

In thfc lines contain-

ing the given angle, •

.*1^5. take AC= AD*; and

upon the centers C and

D, with any equal ra-

dii, let two circles be

* j. deferifaod fo as to

interfed each other ;

and from the point of

interfediion E draw EA, and the thing is done.
* Port. I. For, let CD, CE, and DE be drawn then,
* triangles ACD and ECD being both iibfcelcs \

3"; ofi.^e angle ACD will be = ADC, and ECD =
«Ax!io. EDC‘; and confequently the whole angle ACE
*Ax- 4. := the whole angle ADE**; whence (AC bcii^

= AD, and EC = ED), the angle CAE k alto

= the angle DAE
*' *

\

PROBLEM VI.

To hife£l a given rigbt^lm (Afi).

Erbm the extremes

.
A, B, of the given line,

with equal radii, de-

feribe two circles, fo as

* Poft. 3.
^ to cut each other ‘

; and
andCor. the two points

*5.
^ ofinterfedion draw CD,

cutting AB in E ; and
the thing is done.

For, if AC, AD, BC and BD be drawn, the
k Cor.llr, triangles ACB, ADB being ifofceles \ thence is

andDef.thc angle CAB e= CBA ', and DAB = DBA • j

,
33/.of‘ and confequently CAD-e=: CBD'": whence the

Ax. 10.
triangles ACD and BCD are equal in all refpeds* 5

Ax. 4. and fo the angle ACE,being = BCE, AC = BC>
f Ax. 10. and CE common, ihctlce is AE alfo = BE

COROL-
I

P
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"

COROLLARY.
.

Hence,' it is manifeft, that CD not only bifefls

AB, but is alfo perpendicular to it
'

PROBLEM VII.

From ^givtn point (A) in a given right-line (AQ),
to4rawa line (AK) w'biohJballmake with the former

an attgUy equal to an angle given (HBG).

Tn BG and ACL take

equal diftances BC, AD"-, and

at C and D eredt the two
perpendiculars Cl and DF to

BG and AQf i and in DF
take DE equ^ to the part CD
of the former, intercepted by

the lines containing the given

angle HBG ^ v then thro’ E
draw AEK and 'the ibing is

.done% '

SCHOLIUM.
Having, inthelevenpre^ding problems, effedled

and demonftrated, by means of we axioms only^ what-

ever was aflumed in the fourth populate, as barely

pofftble ; we are now authorifed, by the moll rigid

laws of geometrical reafoning, to make ufe of any
theorem or conclufion, whatfoever, derived in the

receding books, in virtue of thofe alTumptlons,

y which the procefs and refult can be rendered the

raoft obvious and dibble.—Accordingly, by having
recourfe here to Theorem XIV. of the firft book,
we lhall be able to arrive at a conftrudlion of the

lad problem, better adapted to pradice than that

above laid down.

,

-
.

•
- ^

,

•

. i ; . .j,.j .0 H • M Frpm
. j

f

C.99

Ax. 10.

and Def.

8 . of 1.

2. S.

3-S-

« . ii

• r •

1 1, j.

Poll. I.

Ax. lo.
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r

:

.i

From the centers A and

B, at any equal diftanccs

AD, BF, let two arcs of

circles, FC, DR, be de-
Poft. 3. feribed interfering the

given lines in D, F, and

C j alfo from D, with a
"

radius equal to the diftance

of the points F, C," let

another circular arch pEr be
' defcribdd, eutting the for-

mervDR, in E ; then draw

AEK, and tht thing is done.
^

For, conceiving right-lines to be drawn from

F to C, and from D to E, the triangles BFC and

-ADE will be equilateral to each other, hy conjlruc’

,14.1. tioHi and therefore equiangular alfo".

.T .

. J!

^ -problem- VIII.. ..

7o deftribe a triangle, .^uobofe three ftdes'Jball be

equal to three given lines (A ,
B, C) ;

provided ar^ two

• "0/ tbem;- taken together, be greater than the third.

'• 2. 5. Make FG = B and from the centers F and

r; Gf with the intervals, or diftances A and C, let

two
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.

tor
two circles DKL, HKL be deferibed *

; which * 3<*

will cut each other ; and, if from the point of
interfe<5lion K, the lines KF and KG be drawn,
then will FKG be the triangle required.

For, the diflance FG of the two centers, is lefs

than the fum of the radii A and C’'

;

and greater r Ax.- 6- r.

than their difference (becaufe B + A being cr C %.* Hyp-

thence is B cr C— A ’')
; therefore the two circles

cut each other* ; confequently FK = A, FG = B, of [P*
and GK = C \ .

PROBLEM IX.

’Through a given point (A), to draw a right-line

(RS) parallel to a given right-line ('i'Q).

At any point B in

the given line, make
BC equal to the diftance

of the points A and
*B ' i and from the cen-
ters A and C, with an
interval equal to CB, let

two circles bedeferibed%
then, thro’ their interfcdlion' D, let the line RS be
drawn, and the thing is done.

Let AB, and AC be drawn It is plain that
the two circles will cut each other ^ becaufe the
fum of their femi-diameters (=z AB -p BC*) is

greater than AC “
: therefore, if ADS and CD be

alfo drawn, then will AB =; BC = CD = DA
and therefore RS iparallel to PQJ'.

*

* Port. I.

•9. 3.

* Conftr.

** 19. I.

‘ Ax. I.

‘ 25. I.

The fame otberwife.

From A, to any point in PQ, draw AB

'

; make « Poll. 1.
the angle SAB = PBA ™

j and then AS will be “ s*
parallel to PQ^". , . I

H j P R O-
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PROBLEM X.

Upon agiven line (AB) todefcribea fquare (ABCD)

» Poft. 3
’ 9 - 3 -

I.

Make AC perpendicular,
^3. 5. and and equal, to AB ®

; and from
* 5' the centers B and C, let two

circles, with the radius AB
or AC, be deferibed inter-

fering each other ’ in D •,

from which point draw DB
and DC, am the thing h
done.

For, all the four fides being equal, by conftruc-

tion, the figure is a parallelogram ' \ ana therefore,
• Conftr. angle A being a right-angle the other three
• will be all right-angles and ACDB a fquare

2^* 1 •

SCHOLIUM.
By the fame method a redlangle may be d«^

feribed, the fides thereof being given.

P R O B L E M XL
y0 divide a given line (A B) into anypropofed mm~

her of equal parts.
t

f

From the extremes

of the given, line

AB, draw two inde-

. . finite lines AP, BQ^
parallel to each o-

•
9. 5. ther " i in each of A

which lines let there

be taken as many
equal diitances AM,
MN, NO, OC i Bo,

on, nm, ma, (of any

length
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length at pleafurc) as you would have AB divided

into*; then draw M/«, N», OOf intcrfc(fting AB’'j- 5.

in E, F, G, and the thing is done.

For, MN and mn Being equal and parallel %* Conftr.

FN will be parallel to EM^; and in the fame’' 26. i.

manner will GO be parallel to FN : therefore,

AM, MN, NO, Csfr. being all cquaj %
FG, will likewiie be equal *.

*

^ ’ to 27. 1.

^e fame otherwife.

In any right»line

AP drawn from A,
take as many equal

diftances (AM,MN,
NO) wanting one,

as you would have

AB divided into •,

then, having drawn
the indefinite line

OBQ, in it take an

equal number of parts or diftances OB, BC, CD,
each of the length of OB, and let DN be drawn,

cutting AB in G •, make GF, F£, each equal to

BG, and the thing is done.

For, if AD and BN be drawn, they will be

parallel * (becaufe OA : ON : : OD ; OB **)
; and • Cor. to

fo, the triangles BNG, ADG, being equiangular % ** 4 -

it will be BG : AG : : BN : AD *
: : ON : OA

Therefore BG is the lame part of AG, as ON is

of OA. *'4*4*

«

PROBLEM XII.

To two given lines (AB, BC) to find § tkir^-fro-

portional.

t .

H 4 From
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104 Elements of Geometry

t

From any point

A, draw two in-

definite lines AP,
AQ» in which

take Kb = AB,
Ac = BC, and
^D= BC*i draw
bc^ and parallel AT
to be, draw DE
cutting AQ in E then rE will be the third-

proportional required: for, Kb (AB) : Ac (BC)
; : bD (BC) : cE *.

i

PROBLEM XIII.

7c three given lines (AB, AC, BD) to find a
fourth-proportional.

Having drawn AP
and AQ, as in the A
preceding problem, A
take therein A^ = B
AB, Ac = AC, and
= BD ‘

; draw
be, and parallel to

it, draw DE '» inter-

fedbing AQ^in E;
then is cE the fourth proportional required,

12. 4. For, Kb (AB) : Ac (AC) :

:

bD (BD) : cE

PROBLEM XIV.

Between two given lines (AB, BC) to find a mean"

proportional.

In
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In the indefinite line

kv'mP, take hb = AB,
h and = BC *

; bi- -

* ^ AC in E ®, and
from the center E, at

the diftance of EA,
or EC, let a femi-

circle ADC be de-

*

feribed ’’

; credl bD C E /
' f Pott.

perpendicular to AC cutting the circumference < 3. 5.

in D i then will bD be the mean-proportional re-

quired.

For, Ab (AB) : : 3C (BC)

PROBLEM XV.
To divide a given line (AC) into two parts (AB,

BC) having the fame proportion as two given lines

(AM, AN).

19.4-
and it'a

CoroL

FromA drawAD, making
any angle with AB j in which
take Am = AM, and mn =
MN •

; draw »C, and «iB A!'

parallel thereto *, meeting
AC in B. Then will AB :

BC;:A»»(AM);}«»“(MN).
Which was to he done.

-.M

12.4.

PROBLEM XVI.
To add a line (BC) to a line given (AB), fo that

the whole compounded line (AC) Jhall be in proportion
ti the part addedi atone given line (AN) is to ano-
ther (MN).

From
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Eleme/jts of Geofftetry,

From Adraw AD, making

any angle with BA ; in which

. take A»= AN % and nm=
NM ; draw «B, and «C pa-

rallel thereto % meeting AB
produced* in C : then will

AC : BC : : A« (AN) : mn '

(MN). Which VMS ht

done.

—N-

B C

problem XVII.

7o divide a given line (AB) into twofucJi farts

(AC, BC.) that the reSlangle ctntoined under tbmy

/ball be equal to the reSlangle under two given lines

(PM, MN) 1
provided that the given reSlangle is not

greater than the /quart of half the line (AB) to be

divided.

Between PM
and MN take

a mean-propor-
* 14. 5. tional MQ/ ;

make BD per-

pendicular to AB, and equal to MQ^i bifed: AB
.6.5. in O*, from which, a» a center, let a femi-cirde

^9.5- be deferibed i and draw DE parallel to BA*,

»Hyp. which (becaufe BD is lefs than the radius*) will

meet the circle in fomc point E •, from which,

upon AB let fall the perpendicular EC : lb lhall

* Cor. to AC X BC « * EC* = DB* ( = QM*) = PM x

* MN ff^Mcb was to be done.

PROBLEM XVIII.

a given line (AB) to add another Rsu (BC)»

fucb, that the reSlangle under the whole compounded

line (AC) and the part addedy /hall be equal to a

TtSimgle under two given lines (PM, MN).
Between
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Between PM and MN
take a mean-proportio-

nal RS ^ V make BD
perpendicular to AB *,

' and equal to RS^j bifedl

AB in O draw OD,
and take OC = OD “

: p
'' ax ^

fb fhall AC X 3C = PM U« S
X MN, as was to be done.

For, if thro’ A and B, from the center O, the

circumference of a circle be deferibed, cutting -

DO in E, and E, C be joined \ then, the triangles

OCE, ODB (having OE = OB, OC = OD Conftr.

and the angle EOB common) will be equal in all

refpedfs *
*, and fo, EC being a “ tangent to the' Ax. lo.*

circle in E, we have • AC x BC = CE* s= • BD* 3-

= RS* = PM X MN ^ 2
^*

3
!”

PROBLEM XIX. ^ la'i-

TV divide a given line (BH) into two fucb parts,
' tbAt the fquare of the one (BC) Jhall be equal to the

reRangle under the other (CH) and a fecond given

tine (AB).

Taking BA in the lame -

flraitlinewithBH, between

them let a mean-propor-

tional BD be found ' ; bi-

fedt AB in O* i draw OD,
and make OC = OD ; fo

D

' M- S-

'6.5.

fhall BC* = CH X ABj
as was to be done. ,

For, by the demonftration of the precedent,
‘AC X BC (= C£*= BD*) = AB xBH •, from each

of which taking away AB x BC, there remains

BC* = AB X CH •.

COROL-
; . 2. and
Ax 5. 1.

I
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Ekfnents of Geofttetry,

COROLLARY.
If AB = BH, then will BC* = BH x CH j

which cafe the line BH is faid to be divided ac-

cording to extreme and mean-proportion.

PROBLEM XX.
In a given circle, to a^ly, or infcribe a line (AB) ^

equal to a given line (CL), left than the diameter of
~^

^e circle.

From any point A in

the circumference, with

the radius CE, let a circu-

lar arch mn be defcribed \
cutting the given circle in

B *
i then drawAB, and the

y Def. 33. thing is done \
of I.

PROBLEM XXI.

To draw a tangent to a given circle (C) thro* tt

given point (A).

^ 3 * 5 ’

•6.3.

Case I. If the given point be in the circum-
ference 3 then, to the center C, draw AC, and
perpendicular to AC ^ draw BAD 3 which will touch
the circle atA*.

~

Case II.
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Case II. If the point A be without the circum-

;^Farence; then draw AC, which bifeft in P "} and ^ 6. 5.

the center P, at the diftance of AP, or CP,
~
rfct a femi-circlc AEC be defcribed *, cutting the • Poft. 3.

^?given circle in E" j then draw AED, which will be** 9- 3*

the tangent requir^ *
; becaufe (CE being drawn) * 6. 3.

AEC is a right-angle ^ * 3 * 3 *

PROBLEM XXII.

Upon a given line (PQ) to defcribe afegment of a
circle (PEQ) to contain an angle (E) equal to agiven
angle (BAQ.

Make AD perpen-

dicular to AB *
i alfo

make PQp,andQPO,
.each, equal to DAC

"

( the difference 'be-

tween the given angle

,and a right one)

then upon the point

of intcrfeftion O, as

a center, at the dif-

tance of OP (or OQ), let a circle be defcribed j

and the thing is done.

For the angfe E r= right-angle + QPO ' = ‘ 16. 3.

DAB + DAC “ = BAC. t Conflr.

3-5‘

7- 5-

SCHOLIUM.
In the fame manner the problem may be con-

ftrudled, when the given angle is acute j only the

lines PO, QO muft then be drawn on the other

fide of (PQ) as is manifeft from the 16th theorem

of the 3d book. -

P RO-
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110 of Geometry,

PROBLEM XXIII.

. Ahnt n givm triangh (ABC) to defcribe a

Let any two fide*,

AB and AC, be bifec-

ted by two perpendi-
^ 6. s. culars DF and EF *

i

j
which will' buerfcCl

each other in the center

.(F) ot' the required
* Pi’oof ofcircle *

; from whence
* 9 - 3 - the circle may be dc-

feribed.

•f . .

SCHOLItJ M.

By the fame method, the circumference of a
circle may be deferibed throf any three given

points, not fituaie in the fame -right-iine-: alfo

from hence, the center of a. cifde may be -found,

by having a iegment of the circle given. • -

, . PROBLEM 'XXIV.

'To inferibe a circle in a given triangle -(ABC).

BifeJ't any two

of the angles, A
and B, by the -

lines lAD and

• 5. 5. ED ”, meeting

,

each other in D i

^’make DE per-

pendicular to

• 4. 5. AB °
j then, if

from the center

D, at <he diftance of DE, a circle be deferibed, it

will touch all the fides of the triangle.

Fof,
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For, let DG and DF be perpendicular to AC

and BC ’’
•, then the triangles ADE, ADG, having * 4* S*

two angles equai, each to each (by con^u6Uon)
and AD comtnon, will not only be equiangular

** *•

but alfo have DE = DG By the fame argu-,
“

ment DE = DF ; therefore the circumference of
the circle alfo pafles through G and F ’

; but it • Def. 33.

touches the fides of the triangle in thofe points S
,

' becaufe G and F arc right-angles , C<^.

PROBLEM XXV.

In a given circle (AFB) to deferibe a triangle^ equi»

angular to a given triangle ,(PQ,R).

From the center C,

draw the radii CA,
C£, CB, making the

angles ACE and BCE
equal, each, to the _ _
angle R*-, join A, B, p Q. / Z 7‘

I’

and make the angle

‘ABF= Qj*f and from
the point F, where BF cuts the circle, draw FA j

•fo (hall AFB be the triangle required.

. For, ABF = Q^% F (= ACE >') = R ‘ 3 and ‘ Conftr,

confcqucntly BAF = P *. ’* to. 3.

and
Conffa-.

• Cor. I.

to 10.

1

P R Or
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PROBLEM ^XXVI.'

About a given circle (O), to defcribe a triangle^

equiangular to a given triangle (ABC),

1

1

S P T D A , B E .

Produce out the fide AB both ways ; and draw
the radii OP, OR, OQ, fo as to make the angle

7.5, POR = EBC, and POQ = DAC *
i then draw

three right-lines to touch the circle in the points >

21..5, P> Q and R Hyland the thing is done,’ •

'

'

For, if PQ be drawn, the angles SQP and SPQ,
« Ax. 2. 1. be Icfs than the two right-angles SQO and
and6. 3. SPO ' ; and fp P5 and QS, not being parallels'*,

* Cor. 2- they will meet each .other " ;• therefore, as the like

»nd
* inferred with regard to PT and RT, iAc.

Cor. to manifeft that the three tangents form a triangle

q. 1. STH. Now, POR T being = two right-
* Cor. 2. angles ' = ABC -f EBC and POR = EBC ®

;

^

‘Oil. I. thence will T = ABC : and, by the fame argu-

, Conftr.
nrent, S = BAC ; whence alfo H = C.

>3.5. ‘ io each other “
i then draw AB, BC, CD and DA i

fo fhall ABCD be a fquare inferred in the circle.

PROBLEM XXVII.

In a circle given (ABCD) to inscribe a fquare.

Draw two diameters AC and BD perpendicular

For,
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For, the angles AOB,
BOC, DOC and DOA
(as well as- the fidcs OA,
OB, OC, op, contain-

ing them) being equal *,

the oppofite Tides AB,
BC, CL), DA will like-

wife be equal and the

angles ABC,BCD,CDA.
Dab, are all of them
right-angles', and there-

foie are equal.

SCHO

R

If two other diameters ar, hd be drawn (hy

prob. to bileiSL the angles AOB, BOC, a regular

octagon tid^bCcDd may be infcribed in the circle.

And if all the angles at the center O, be again bi-

ledled, a regular polygon of fixteen fidcs, may in like

manner be determined j and fo on, at pleafurc.

-. PROBLEM XXVIII.

In a circle given (ABGE) to inferibe a regular

pentagon.

At the center O, upon
the diameter FG, eredl^

the perpendicular OB
meeting the circumfe-

rence in B } divide OG
in H (by prob, lo.) fo

that OH*=GHx0Gi’
that is, takeOR=tQF,
and KH = dift^ RB :

Then drawRH; which

will .be equal to the fide of the pentagon ”
) from*

wheaop-the figure itielf may be deferibed.

I scHa

113

'Ax. 7. I.

and ueK
33. I.

* Ax. 10,

of I.

‘.3,3.

3 - ?•

28. 3.

and 8.
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SCHOLIUM.
Hence a regular decagon may be infcribcd W

• i8. 3. the circle j the fide thcreot being = OH*.

problem XXIX.

In a circle given^ to inferibe a regular bexagan

(ABCDEF).

From the extremes

of any diameter AD,
apply AB, AF, DC,
and DE equal, each, to

r 20. s* the radius AO ’’
; then

join B, C, and E, F *,

and the thing is done.

For, if the radii OB,
OC, OE, OF be drawn ;

the triangles AOB and

< Conftr. DOC, being equilateral will alfo have the an-
' 14. I. gic OAB DOC' j whence AB is parallel (as

* equal) to OC *
; and confequently BC and

*a6.'i. AO are Ijkewifc equal, and parallel’: There-

fore, feeing the triangles AOB, BOC, COD, C^c,

are equilateral, and alike in all rclpcfts ; not only

the fides, but alfo the angles ABC, BCD, of
•Ax. 4 I. the hexagon, will be equal among themfclves

-i y-

COROLLARY.
Hence it appears, that the fide of a regular

hexagon, infcribcd in a circle, is eqqal to the

femi-diameter, or radius.

‘ SCHOLIUM, ;

Befides the figures conftrufted in the preceding

problems, and thofc arifing from thence by con-

tinual bifeftions, or taking the differences, no other

regular polygon can be deferibed, from^ known
-

‘ method, purefy gemetricalj by means, of right-lines

and circles only.

: f ? R o.

v
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PROBLEM XXX.
About a given circle to defcribe a regular polygon^ .

of the fame number of ftdes with a regular polygon ...

infcribed in the circle.
'

' ..... *

From the center O, I’

to the angles of the in*

fcribed polygon, draw
OA,OB, OC,yr.and
perpendicular thereto

draw FAQ, QBR,
RCS *, fs?f. intcrfetft-

ing “ in P, Q, R, S,T,
Vi fo fhall PQRSTV
be the polygon that

W4S to be defcribed. . . . . . ,

For, by taking away the equal * angles OAF, * Hyp.

OAB, OBA, OBC, (^c. from the equal (right)
angles OAP, OAQ, OBQ, OBR, iSc. the re-

mainders FAP, BA^ AB<^, CBR, fcfr. will alfo
appear to be equal *

: therefore the triangles FAP, * Ax. 5. i.

ABQ, BRC, iSc, (having alfo FA = ’'AB = BC,
ISc.) are equal in all relpcfts’'; and fo the angles t ir i

P, Qj R, ^c. as well as the Tides PQ, QR, RS,
(iff. arc equal among thcmfelvcs*. . ‘Ax.4. i.

PROBLEM XXXI.
Any two circles (ACE, ace) being given^ to defcribe

a polygon in, or about the one (ace) thatfball befmilat^
to any polygon defcribed in, or about the ether (ACE).

Firft, having drawn
the radii OA, OB,
to the anglesofthe given

)nfc. polyg. ABCDEF;
make, at the center 0,

yhc angle aob= AO3,
hoc = BOC*, tfr. Then, the chords 'ab, be, cd, &c. ^ 7. j,

being drawn, I fay, the polygon abedef will be fimi-

I a lar
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* Cor. I.

to lO. I.

udiz.r
‘ Ax. 4.

1

*
H- 4-

» Def. 14

4-

' 7* S-

• 3- 5-

‘Ax. 7. 1.

i-Cpn^.

‘11. I.

ind Ax.

5-

' lA. 1;

• 14. 4.

Def. 1 4,

4*

•14. 4.

and Cor.

to >1.4..'

f 26. 4.

• Elements, of Geometry.

lar to the given one ABCDEF. For, the trian^^"'

AOB, aob\ BOC,'^tffV&c. being equiangular \ the

'angles ABC, dhc muft alfo be equal and ’ AB : a6’'^y

: OB : 0^) : : BC : be. In the fame manner, the other

correfponding angles arc equal, and 'the fides con-

taining them proportional : Therefore the two po;
lygons are fimilar %

Again, having

drawn the radii

OA,OB, OC, yr.
to the points of

contadi ofthe given

circutnferibing po-

lygon PQ.RS ru

;

draw likewife the radii oa., ob^ dr, &c. making
the angle aob = AOB, ^rr = BOC^ &c. perpendi-

cular to which * draw qr, rs, &c. fo (hall the po-

lygon pqrstv be fimilar to the given one PQRSTU.
Fbr, the angles OAQ, OBQ, oaq^ cbq, being all

equal and AOB alfo = aob '4 the remaining angles

'AQB, aqb of the two quadrilaterals AOBQ, acbq

muft be equaP; as muft likewife their halves OQB,
oqb (for the right-angled triangles OAQ, OBQ,
having OA = OB, and OQ common, haVe alfo

OQA = OQB ‘). In. the fame manner is ORB =
orb, &c. whence,, the triangles POQ, poq

;
QOR,

qor, &c. beingequiangular, it follows "that PQjpy
(: ; OQ: oq) :

:

QR : qr: And fo of the reft. There-

fore PQRSTU and pqrstv are fimilar ".

'corollary
r •

,

It appears from hence, that the fimilar ihferibed

polygons, as well as the circiimfcribing ones, are in

proportion, as the fquares of the radii of their re-

Ipeftive circles. For, in the former cafe, AO‘;/w*;:
® AB‘: ab* : :

^ ABCDEP* : ab’edefi and, in the latter,

* AO* : <20* : : PO* lyo^i : PQ* : pq
'

; : PQRSTU

;

/ „
i

, _ ^
The End of "tbt fifjh Book

.
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PROBLEM I.

57
*

0 makt a/quart equal to agiven reSlangk (ABCD).'

I
N one fide AB, of
the re<EtangIc» pro-

duced, take BE =r

^e other Hde BC blfect

A£ in O*} and. from 4
the center O, at the

diftance of OA, or OE, D
let a femi-circle AFE be

deferibed and let CB be produced, to meet the

cirCumfmnce thereof in F : then a fquare deferibed

on BF {by 10. 5.) will be equal to the given kCor.«e

rectangle ABCD ^ 19. +•

I 3 P R O-
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Elements of Geometry*

PROBLEM- II.

Ta make a fyuare equal to the ftm Pf im grvjn^>
fyuares.

L?t AB and BC be
the fidcs pf the two given A.
Iquares. B
Draw two indefinite' O

lines BP, B(^ at right-

angles to each other *
*, in

which take BA = BA,
BC= BC, and join A,C

;

then a fquare- deferibed

on AC (by lo. $.) will

be Vqual to the fum of the two Iqujq’CS deferibe^

ypon AB and BC ^

SCHOLIUM.
In the fame manner a fquare inay be made equal

to the fum pf three, or niore^ given fquares : fot

if AB, BC, CE be taken ^ the fides of the given

fquares, then, by making Brt= AC, BE= CE,
and drawing EH, it is eWdent that a fquare upon
£H will be equal to the fum of the three fquares

upon AB, BC, and CE i or that, EH* = BH*
(AC*) + BE* = AB* 4- BC* 4- CE*.

~

PROBLEM III.
« •- ('•J * '•
I To make a fyuare equd to the difference o£ tm,
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w

«,»9

Let AB and BC (taken

In the fame ftrait line) be

\
cqoal to the fidcs of the

two given fquares.

i - Upon the center B, with

f

the radius BA, let a circle

be defcribed, and make CE
perpendicular toBC*, meeting the circumference • 3. 5.

thereof in E : fo lhall a fquare defcribed on CE
10. 5.) be equal to BE* (BA*)— ^BC*. f Cor. ta

PROBLEM IV.

Vo ma\t a triangle equal to a given quadrilateral

(ABCp).

Draw the diagonal AC,
alfo draw DE parallel to

AC ‘, meeting BA pro-

duced in E, and join

CE •, then will the triangle

BCE = the given quadri-

lateral ABCD.
For, the triangles ACE,

ACD, being upon the

fame bafe AC, and between the fame paralleb AC
and ED, are equal j therefore, if ABC be added Cor. i,

to each, then alfo will BCE ss ABCD *.
,

'

' t Ax. A f.

A

I 4 PRO.
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of Geometry.

PROBLEM V.

(ABCDE}!
^

DrawDA and DB,

^
and alfo EH and CF

. ^
9: 5- parallel to them ‘j

-
•

,

meeting AB pro- E/v/ V\\r
duced in H and F ; t\/ \\ A
then draw DH and Y \ Y \DF ; fo lhall the ' /\/. \ m
triangle DHF- the ^

•Cor I
ABCDE. ^ ^

to 2 . 2 .
triangle DHA is = DEA «, and DFB

•Ax a , nFR + I^AB -f^ AX.4.1. DfB _ £>£^^ p^g ^ _ ^g^pg.

P R O B L E M VI.

Upen a given line (EF), to make a reifangle equal
to a given triangle (ABC).

* ^

Thro’ C, the
vertex of the tri- ^ Q P
angle, draw KN

|

parallel. to the bafe KL
i>|j-

' 9^ 5*. AB "

;

and bifedl \
AB with the per- \

’ 6- S' pcndicular LQ», E Y~ ^iV[
meeting KN in

L L
K ; alio draw BP

3 . 5 .

Pf
'I^^dicular to AB p, interfering KN in I ; then

Min®’
produced, take BM = EF. and draw

draw OP and MO.
parallel to AM and LQ^", ' meeting each othermO: then wiUINOP be the rea^igle required.

Por,
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• . !•

Tor, it is evident, that LI,TO and LO are all

leftanglcs ’
;

therefore IN = BM ' = EF and

'

IO = LI‘ = ABC“. .
. ,

' ^be fame otberafifi,
|

Tv H G

V;-: •f’’ ;
• >

X!" 1 J lij

D E .. n.lT.

121

Car. to

24. 1.

24. I.

Conilr.

3.2.
Cor. 2.

to 2. 2.

From the vertex

C, upon the b’afe

AB, Jet fall the

perpendicularCD’i
make EH pcrpen- A
dicular to EF^.ahd • > ! ^ "

: ; .
•

equal to a fourth>proportional to 2EF, AB, and

CD : then the redangle EG contained under EF
-and EH will be equal to the triangle ABC.

' For, fince, by conftrudion, 2EF : AB : : CD :

EH, therefore is aEF x EH = AB x CD‘, and ‘ 10. 4.

' Cor. 2.

to 2. a.

'4. 5.

3 - S'

» 3'S'

confequently EF x EH = fAB x CD = ABC *.

SCHOLIUM.
By either of the two preceding methods, a pa-

rallelogram having a ^ven angle may be dc-

fcribed, upon a given line, equal to a given tri-

angle i if, inftead of MBP, MLQj or BDC, FEH
being right- angles, you make them all equal to the

angle given : the reft of the conftrudion being

the fame.

PROBLEM VII.

Upon a given line (AB) to deferibe a re£langle

te^ual to a given right-lined figure (PQRS).
,

Let the given

figure be divided

into triang. PQR, C
PRS : and upon*
the given line AB
(by the precedent)

F

b

let a redangle ABDC, equal to the triangle PQR,
be
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be defcribed } alfo upon CD make the reda^H
CDFE equal to the triangle PRS : fo (hall ABE|H
which* is a redangle (&caufe both ACE, aifl

* I- BDE are continued right-lines'*) be = P<^
PRS ' := PQRSi w/bid> was to be done.

, i

SCHOLIUM.
.

.

'

When the figure given has ntrt more than five

rides, the conftrudion will be more eafy, by firft.

finding a triangle equal to it {by frob. 4. or 5.)*

and then making a redangie equal to that triangle.

But if the figure be a redangle, the cafieft way of,

all,. will be to take a fourth-pri^rtional BF to

the given line AB and the two fides PQ^ and PS
of the given redangle {loy 13. 5)} which fourth-

proportional will be the altitude of the redangle

required. For, fmcc AB : PQ^ : : PS : BF (^,
' Qonfir.

)

therefore i o. 4.) AB x BF=PQx PS.
*

I

PROBLEM VIH.

7o defcrihe a reBangle equal to thefumy or differences

of two given right-lined figures, i

I.et the two
given hgurcs be 1 1

Ej it*.

ABN and P. P -

By the prcce- 1 • I C D
dent, let two rec- ^ 1 . ^ .

. jg
tangles AD and

AF, refpedively

equal to ABN and El IP

P, be defcribed, ,

*

on the fame, or different fides of AB, according

as the difference, or fum, of the two figures is

required: then will the redangle CF be equal to

fAx. 4, or that fum or difference'.

SF. - COROLr
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corollary.
Heope two lines having the fame ratio with

^wo given right>lined figures, are determined : fot

AC:AE:: AD (ABN): AFf (P).

PROBLEM IX.

To make a fquare equal to am rigbt-Unei figure

pven (ABCDF).

Upon AB der

fcribe a redlangle ^
AE equal to ABC
DF * ; then make .

a Iquare BH equal ^
to that reftangle

emd the t^ng is done,

- . .J

SCHOLIUM.
,

After the fame manner (fromproh. 8.) a fqu.nre

'may be defcribed equal to the fum, or differencei

pf any two given rightdjned figures.

PRO-
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7-’f-

I Ax. 10.

; Ax. 4.1

Dcf. 1 4.

4-

Elements of 'OeonUtry^

PROBLEM X.

. defcribe a figure (FGHIK) equed^ and fimilar

to a given rigbhlined figure (ABCPE).

Draw AC and AD, and alfo FG equal to AB
make the angle GFH = BAC HFI = CAD,
and IFK = DAE'‘ ; likewife make FH = AC,
FI = AD, and FK = AE *

; then draw GH, HI,
IK and KF, and the thing is done.

For, fince the triangle FGH = ABC ' and
FHI = ACD i therefore is the whole po-
lygon FGHIK, alfo, equal to the whole polygon

ABCDE-". - <-

Moreover, thefc equal triangles being alfo equi-

angular', it is manifeft, thatG = B, GHI=iBCD“,
HiK = CDE, and fo on ; therefore, FG being alfo

= AB, GH = BC, HI = CD ', ^c. the two
polygons ABCDE, FGHIK are fimilar to each

other “.

SCHOLIUM.
The figure FGHIK may be otherwife con-

ftrufted, by making the triangles FGH, FHI,
rtfpe£Hvely equilateral to ABC, ACD, ^c. as is

evident from 14. i. and Ax. 4.

PRO- •
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PROBLEM. XL

9- 5*

Vpoft a given line (AB) to defcrihe a figure

(ABCDE) fmilar to a given right-lined figure
'

(PQRST).

Draw PR
and PS, and
in PQ_ (pro-

duced ifneed-

ful) take P^
=AB ; draw

parallel to

QR% meet-

ing PR in rj-

alfo draw rs and j/, parallel to RS and ST *, in-

terfering PS and PT in s and / i then upon AB,
hy the precedent, deferibe a polygon equal and

iimilar to Fqrst j and the thing is done.

For, finqe any angle BCD (jr j) of the polygon

ABCDE, is equal to its correfpondent QRS ’’

j
^

And alfo CB (jr) : CD (rj) : : RQ^: RS \ there-

fore the two polygons ABCDE, PQRST are like

to each other \ *

SCHOLIUM.
This laft problem may be otherwife cooftrufled,

by making the triangles ABC, ACD, ADE equi-

angular to the triangles PQR, PRS, PST, re-

Ipeftively.

For, then the angle BCD being = QRS, CDE
s: RST *, fcfr i and alfo BC : QR (: : AC : PR) • Ax. 4. f.

: : CD : RS *, (^c. the two polygons muft therefore ' >4- 4-

be fimilar to each other
‘ '+*

of 4.

Cor. i;

to 7. 1.

21. 4.

Def. 14.'

of 4.

PRO-
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PROBLEM XII.

^0 defcrihe a figure^ fimldr tb a right-Unti figwi
given (PQRST), which Jbedl he to it in a giveii

ratio of one rigbhline to another.

In PQ (produced if nc-

ccflary) take P« to PQ in S
the given ratio of the figure

to be deferibed to the fimre X Ll /\
I a. ‘5. given and, in the lame

1

line PQ^ take Pj equal to a I X\ I

mean-proportional between / I

*4* I' Yn and PQ *
j upon which \jX 1 |

(by the precedent) let Pyrj/, T’ 7 Q
limilar to PQRST, be de-

feribed, and the tlnng is done.

For, fince P» : Py : : Py : PQ (iy Cenjlr.j i
*7’ 4* therefore P» : PQj : Pqrst : PQ^T

PROBLEM Xllli

To deferibe a' ji^re that Jhall be equal to one

right-lined figure given (P), and Jimilar to amtbeb
(ABCD).

Upon A B
'

make the rcc-

tangle ABFG '

,

7.6* =r ABCD %
and upon AG I

isai/x. the rec- j
^

/ Ak
tangle AGNE ~ ^ -B

s= P ‘
i in AB

take AI equal

to a mean-pro- ^
portional be- K Q ^
tween AB and

14. 5. AE *
} and upon AI let AIKH be defchbed fitni-

lar,
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^ iff, and alike fituate, to ABCD \ and the thing

'iti done.
'

" For ABCD (AF) : P (AN) : : AB : AE* (:

:

AB* : AB X AE* = ‘ AP) : ; ABCD : AIKH'j
and therefore AIKH — P

PROBLEM XIV.

*to defcrihe a figureftmilar to a given right-lined

figure (ABCD), vohich Jhall be to another given

right-lined figure (P) in a given ratio of one right-

line (S) to another (R).

127
11. 6 .

17 > 4-

* Conilr.

and la.

4‘
* 26. 4.

'Ax. 4. 4.

D

Make the redlangle ABFG =s ABCD *, and the * 7. 6.

redtangle AGNEs P*; allb in AE,, produced,

cake AQ,= a fourth-proportional to R, S and

AE**i then, by the precedent make AIKH fimi-k
13. j.

lar to ABCD, and equal to the rectangle AG x

AQ : then will AIKH (AG x AQ) : P (AG x

AE *) ; : AQ^: AE‘ : : S : R ‘ } which was to be‘ConSr.

done. ^ 7* 4-
' /

The End of the Sixth Book.

I
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BOOK VII.

DEFINITIONS.

"i; A Right-line is faid to be perpendicular

to a plane, when it is perpendicular to

X JL all right-lines, that can 'be drawn in

chat plane, from the point on which it infills.

2. One plane is faid .to be perpendicular to

another, when all right-lines drawn in the one, per-

pendicular to the common feftion, arc perpen-

dicular to the other.

3. Parallel planes are thofe, which are every

where equally dillant, the one from the other.

4. A Solid is that, which has length, breadth,

and thicknefs.
1

5. Similar folids are fuch, as arc bounded by
an equal number of fimilar planes.

6.

A Prifm

TRY.
r
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A PHfm IS a folid, whereof

uw planes of the (ides are parallelo-

^ grams, and whereof the two ends, or

oppofite bafes, are plane, reftilinear

figures, parallel to each other.
,

7. A Parallelepipedoh is d

folid bounded by fix parallelo*

grams, whereof the oppofite

ones are parallel, equal, and
' like to each other.

X29

8. An upright prifm,of parallclepipedon, is that,

whereof the planes of thi fiides arc perpendicular

to the plane of the bafe.

,

9. A rcftangular paral-

iclepipedon is that, whofe

bounding planes are all rect-

angles-, and which ftand at

right-angles one to another.

A

7

10. When all the bounding planes

ate fquares, the p^ralJelepipeaon is

called a cube.

7

.
1 1 . A Pyramid is a fo-

lid^whofebafeis any right-

lined plane figure, and

whofe fides are ttianglesj

having all their vertices

United in a pointi above

the bafe, called the vertex

of the pyramid. Thus
ABCLE reprefents a pyramid, whofe vertex is A,
and bafe BCLE.

K 12. A
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4

14. A Sphere is a ibiid generated by the rota*
tion of a lemi-circle about its diameter.

15* The Fruftum of a pyramid, or cone, is

that part which remains, when any part next the
vertex, cut off by a plane parallel to the bafe, is

taken away.

16. The Altitude of a pyramid, or prifm, is the
j^rpendicular diftance of the vertex, or upper plane
thereof, from the plane of.the bafe.

17. Every rectangular parallelepipedon isfaid to
be contained under the three right-lines that are the
length, breadth, and altitude .thereof.

18. A Plane is faid to be extended (or to pals) by
a nght-line, when every part of the latter is placed
in, or touched by, the former.
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^ A X I O M.
Upright prifms (A<z3rCBA, D</^FED) of the

fame altitude, ftahding upon bafes (ABC, OEF)
equal and like to each other, are themfelves equal.

To fee the evidence

of this Axiom in the

ftrongejl lights conceived

a right-lined plane fi-

gure PQR to be form- _ ^
edj equal and like in all /
fej^ebtsto the bafes A c b ]

DEF ofthe two prifms \

upon whicht conceive the prifms to be placed^ one after

another^ fo that their bafes may coincide therewith :

Theuy becaufe the planes of the fides ftandy in both

cafesy perpendicular to the plane of the bafcy upon the

fame lines PQj QR, PR, and are carried up to the

farne heighty it is .tnanifeft, that the bounds of the two
folidsy when thus placed, have the very fame pojition ;

and, confequently, that the folids themfelves, occupying

(fuccejjhely) the fame identical fpace, are equal the

one to the other.

A POSTULATE.
That by any two right-lines (AB, AC) meeting

In a point, a plane may be extended.

In order the better to

comprehend the fenfe and

deftgn of this Poftulate,

let a plane BDEC, ex-

tended by the right- line

joining the points B and C,

be conceived to be revolved

about upon that line, till it meets with, or takes in, the

point A i then, theplane including, in that pofttion, all

K 2 the
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the three points B, C, and A, it alfo includes^ or h
extended by^ the right-lines AC, ^C,joining tbofe
points i which are in the fame plane with their ex-
tremes {by Def. 6. i).

Hence it appears^ thaty by any three points^ a plane
may be entered ; and that all the threefides of any
right-lined triangle^ are in the fame plane.

THEOREM I.

The common feSlion of two planes (AB, CD) is a
tight-line.

For, between the two ex-
treme points E, F of the

common feftion, let a right-
" Port. I. line EF be drawn*; then, that
«> Def. 6.1. line being in the plane AB*",
and Ax. a|jQ jjj plane CD**, it

muft, of confequence, be the common feftion of

them both.

THEOREM II.

If a right-line (AB) be perpendicular to two other

right-lines {QE.yYild) cutting each other., at the com-

mon fedlion (A), it will be perpendicular to the plane

(CDEF) pajftng by tbofe two lines.

Take ACj AD, AE, AF
all equal to one another ; and,
having joined CD, DE, EF,
CF, let there be drawn thro’

A, in the plane CDEF, any
right-line GH, meeting CF
and DE in G and H ; and
let BC, BG, BF, BD, BH,
and BE be alfo joined.
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Bccaufc AC-= AE = AD = AF, and CAF ~ ‘ Conllr.

DAE% therefore is CF= DE% and the angle FCA * 3- >•

(or GCA) = DEA (or HEA) i and fo, GAC being“
Ax. 10.1.

likewife = HAE' and AC= AE-, thence will AG
= AH* and GC= HE. 'I5. 1.

Again, fince the right-angled triangles CAB,
DAB, EAB, FAB have their bafes all equal % and' Hyp.

the perpendicular AB common, their hyj^thenufes

BC', BD, BE, BF will be equal too ; and therefore,

the triangles CBF, DBE being mutually equilateral,

the angle FCB (or GCB) muft be = DEB (or

HEB‘)i whence, GC being alfo = HE, and BC= * 14. 1.

BE, thence is BG = BH** : Therefore, AG being

likewife (as is proved above)’= AH, and AB com-
mon, the angles GAB, HAB are equal, and con-

fequently right-angles In the fame manner, AB>> Def. 8.

is perpendicular to every other right-line drawn

thro* A in the plane CDEF j which was to he </e- *Def. 1.

monJiratedK ' '

COROLLARY.
Hence it will appear, that, if one right-line

(AB), meeting feveral others (AF, AE, &c.) in

^he fame point (A), is perpendicular to them all

;

thefe laft will be all in the fame plane. Becaufe

^t is impoflible for a right-line (Ah) drawn from
A, out of the plane (FEDC) of the two former

of thefe, to be perpendicular to AB ; feeing the

angle BAi> is Icfs, or greater, than a right-angle (or

BAH'^), according as Ah is pofited above, or l^-ka. 7.

low the faid plane FEDC ‘. ‘Ax. 2. i.

THEOREM III.

If thro* any given point (A) in a plane given (BCD),
a line (CD) be drawn., and perpendicular to that

line, at the fame point (A), two other lines (AB, AE)
be alfo drawn, the one (AB) in the plane given

(BCD), and the other in any other plane (CDE)
K 3 faffing
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faffing hy tbe firjl line (CD); tben^ I fay, that

ri^bt-line (AF) drawn from tbe given point (A), at^

rtgbt~angles to tbe firft perpendicular (AB) in tbe

plane (BAE) of the two, ' will be perpendicular to tbe,

given plane (BCD) at tbe given point (A).

ForCA. being perpen-

dicular both to AB and

Hyp. AE", it will likewife be

• 2. 7. perpendicular to AF "

;

and fo FA, being per-

pendicular to AB " (as

Well as to CA) is alfo^

g
erpcndicular to the plane

CD, in which AB an^

CA are drawn".

SCHOLIUM.
\ *•

In this laft Theorem, the manner of erefting a^

perpendicular to a plane, at a point given, is

indicated, and the confiftencc of the firft definition,

of this book, evinced. ’ / "c
' ' ' ' '

THEOREM IV,

*Two right-lines (AB, CD), perpendicular, to^ the,

fame plane (EF), are parallel to each other.

Draw, in the plane EF, the

right-line AD, and alfo DG per-

pendicular to AD i make DG =
AB, and let AG, BG, and BD
be drawn.

The triangles BAD, ADG,
® Conftr. having AB = DG“, AD com-
PDef.1,7. mon, and the angle BAD (== right-angle p) =
sAx. lo.i. aDG ", will alfo have BD = AG’ : And fo, the

triangles BDG, BAG being mutually equilateral,

' 14. 1. the angle 'BDG muft be = BAG = •’right-angle

;

^ But the line CD (as well as BD and AD) being per-

pendicular

's
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^Mndicular to DG', it is therefore in the fame^Def*i-7-

^l^lane(CDAB) with BD andAD *; and coniequently, ‘ Cor. to

^'as tha angles BAD, CDA are both right-ones it
*'

inuft be alfo parallel to BA*. ! +• *•

COROLLARY.
Hence it follows, that from the fame given point,

to one and the fame plane, more than one perpen-

dicular right-line cannot poflibly be drawn : Be-
Caufe all perpendiculars to the fame plane, are pa-

rallels ; but lines drawn from the f^me point arc

not parallels.

THEOREM V.

Ify oftwoparallelright-lines {PiBy CD) tbeone{h'B)

p perpendicular to aty plane (EF), the other (Ct))

ff>M alfo be perpendicular to the fame plane (EF).

The conftruftiop of DG, AG, jj

being fuppofed the fame here

as in the preceding Theorem ; it

appears from thence, that ADG
and BDG are both right-angles:

And, becaule BD is in the plane

pf the propofed parallels BA,
CD the angle CEKi is alfo a right-one*, as’ iswDef.6.j,

l|kewife the angle CDA ^ Therefore CD is per-* a. 7.

pendicular tp the plane ADG *,
j

Def. I.

theorem VI.

a right-line (PQ) be perpendicular to a plane .

(AB), at^ plane (ED) paffmg by that lincy will be

perpendicular to the fame plane (AB).

In
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13$ Elements of Geometry^

In the plane FD, ffoni

any jpoint K, draw KI per?

pencficular to the common
ledion CD : Then, the an-

gle piK being a right-an-

TDcf.1.7. gic = DQP’', IK will be
» 4. I. parallel to P^*, and there-

's. 7. for^ perpendicular to the plane AB*. B
inference, dl other right-lines drawn in

ED, perpendicular to the common fedjoi I ^4-^) Aiy

alfo perpendicular to the plane AB. Therefore th^
Def. 2.7. plane ED itfelf is perpendicular to the plane AB \

COROLLARY I.

Hence it will appear, that the plane AB (ac-

cording to the fenfe of the definition) is perpenr

dicular to the plane ED : For a right-line QR drawn
in the former, perpendicular to the common fedion

« Hyp. and CD, being alfo * perpendicular to PQ, it ^ (and con-
Def. 1.7. fequently the plane AB in which it i?) will be

e 5 7
perpendicular to the plane ED *.

COROLLARY II.

Hence it alfo appears, that a line ftanding at

right-angles to one of two perpendicular planes at

any point (I) in the common fedion (CD), muft be

in the other plane: For the line IK, in the plane

ED, is perpendicular to the plane AB j befides

which line, another perpendicular to A^, from the

* Cot. to famp point I, cannot be drawn ^
4- 7-

'

THEOREM VII.

Planes (EF, GH) to which one and the fame right-,

lint (AB) is perpendicular^ are parallel to each other.

r.

T

r the fam^
the planti

* Front
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"rom any point C, in the

Jane EF, let CD be drawn
parallel to AB \ which (as

well as AB) will be perpen-

dicular to both the planes *
\

and fo the angles A, B, C,

D (when AC and BD arc

joined) being all right-ones

the figure ABDC (whereof the fides AC, BD
are in the fame pJane with the parallels AB,
CD will therefore be a reftangular parallelo-‘Def.6. i.

gram’'; and confequently CD ='A3 By the ‘'4- «• and.

very fame argunient, all other perpendiculars, ter-
,

“• ^4 - ^

minaied by the tyvo planes, are equal among themr
*’

felves i which was to be demonfirated"^. • Def. j.

COROLLARY.
Hence, all right-lines perpendicular to one of two •

parallel planes, are alfo perpendicular to the other.
'

SCHOLIUM.
From the two Jaft Theorems, the fenfe,and pro-

priety of the two definitions of perpendicular, and
parallel planes, appear manifelt.

THEOREM VIII.

fUghtdines (AB, CD) parallel to one and thefamt
right-line tho* not in the fame pl(ine with it^

are alfo parallel to each other.

Let GH and GI be drawn a II
perpendicular to EF, in the

pofed parallels. Then ” (hall

E • \g
—B

F

C /
. I

• 2 . 7 .

plane paffing by HGI •, and
HB, ID will alfo be perpendicular to the fame
plane *, and therefore paralkl to each other r 4. 7.

THEO-
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13 ^ Elements of Geometry^

THEOREM IX.

W’

If two right-lines (AB, AC) meeting each other^

^e refpeSively parallel to two other right-lines (DE,
DF) alfo fnteting each other^ and not- being in tha

fame plane with them , the angles (BAC, EOF) con-

tained by thofe lines, will be equal.

Take AB, AC, DE, DF 4II equal

to each other, and let BE, AD, CF,
- BC, EF be drawn. Then, AB and

ED, as well as AC and DF, being

<Hyp. and equal, and parallel BE and CF will
Conftr. ^ ^quaj^ and parallel, to AD',
*

and therefore equal, and parallel, to

• Ax. 1
. each other *

•, whence BC is alfo equal
and 8. 7. £p r

. triangles ABC, E
DEF being mutually equilateral, the

*4- angles BAC, EDF are likewife equal *.

lAJ

" 8. 7.

^ Conftr.

VS'C

THEOREM X.

If two right-lines (AB, AC) meeting each other, be

refpeSlively parallel to two other right-lines (DE,DF)

alfo meeting each other, and not being in the fame plane

with them, the planes (BAC, EDF) extended by thofe

lines, vnll be parallels.
\

,

Let AG be perpendicular to d
the plane BAC, meeting the

plane EDF in G ; in which laft

plane, let GH and GI be drawn

parallel to ED and DF *, and

they will alfo be parallel to AB
and AC "

;

whence, feeing the

angles GAB and GAC are both right AGH and

AG I muft likcwife be right-angles j and fo AG
‘ being

\!

H

I

V
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being perpendicular to the plane EDF • (as well as* 2-7.

p BAC*’), the two planes ar? parallel to each*Con«r.

pther'.
'

*7. 7.

T H E O R E M XI.

*The feSfions (EF, GH) made by a plane (EFHG)
cutting two parallel planes (AB, CD), are alfo paral-
lel., the one to the other,

' ‘ ’

Let EG and FH be
drawn parallel to each other,
in the plane EFHG; alip

let El, FK be perpendicu-

lar to the plane CD, and let

IG, KH be joined ; Then,
£G ^ing parallel to FH ,

and El tp FK®, the angle

CEHsrri'HFKS butthe fg.-
anglc EIG is alfo = FKH, being both right-an-

gles * ; and El is FK " : Therefore EG will be * Dcf.1.7.

equal ‘ (as well as parallel) to FH
y

and confe-
J*

Dcf-3 -7 *

quently EF likewifc parallel to GH ^ ^
*•

p P R O L L A R Y.

* It appears frotp hence, that parallel lines, termi-

nated by the fame parallel planes, are equal to •

each other.'
‘ ‘ '

-

theorem XII.

If, from the two extremes of a right-Une (AB) ra/-

ting a plane (CD), two perpendiculars {Me, BG) be

drawn to the plane \ the right-line (FG) joining the

points where they meet the plane, will pafs thro' the

point (E) in which the propofed line (AB) cuts the

plane, fo as to be divided by it into two parts (FE,
EG), having the fame ratio to each other as thofe

two perpendiculars (AF, BG),
' for.
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140 Eletnents of Geometry,

‘Hyp.

; +• 7

/V

ct / F

For, if AF be produced
to /, the' lines A/ and BG
(which are both perpendicu-

lar to the plane CD’) will

be parallel to each other *

;

therefore AB and FG being

both in the fame plane witn

thele parallels, in which their

> Pef. 6,1 . extremes are polited ”, they

mud neceflarily (as they are

not thcmfelves parallels) in-

terfeft each other : And fo

the alternate angles FAE, GBE being equal % as

well as the oppofite ones FEA, GEA', thence will

FE ; EG : : AF : BG ’ } tahicb •^(is to he demon-

ftraled.

"7.1.
* 3. 1.

s 14. 4,

COROLLARY.
Hence, if in the plane CD, the lines FC, GD be

made parallel, the one to the other, and in them be

taken Fa = FA, and G^ = GB •, then will the line

{ab) joining the points a ^nd cut FG in the very

fame point in which it is cut by AB. For, if ^ be

-taken as. the interfeftion of ab and FG, the trian-

T , and 7; gies aF^, Geb will be equiangular ' ; whence F« :

of I. <?G : : Fa (FA) : *Gb (GB) : : FE : EG *. There-
• 14. 4. fore, feeing FG is divided in one and the fame ratio,
’ 7 * both by e and E, thefe points muft ncceHarily co-

“.'Vxz.andjncide

5. of 4.

THEOREM XIII.

If two flams (AB, CD) cutting each other, ho both

‘ perpendicular to a third plane (GH), their common

,
fe£lion will alfo be perpendicular to the fame plane

(GH).

Fo?,
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l!

For, &om the extreme

point F of the common fee- A
„ tion, let the right-line FE
fbe ereded perpendicular to

the plane GH : which line

being in; both the planes

AB, CDl, it muft neceffa- * Cor. 2 .

rily be tb^r common fedion. Therefore the com- 7-

f
roon £e6bpD is perpendicular to the plane GH * ConOr.

THEOREM XIV.

— the angular points (A, a) of two equal

fl»^/«(BAC,bac), two right-lines (AD, ad) he drawn^

or elevated on highy above the planes of the faid an-

^leSf fo as to form equal angles with the lines firft

given, each to its correfpondent (DAB = dab, DAC
= dac), and if, from any points (M, m) in thofe

elevated lines, perpendiculars (MN, mnj be let fall

i^on the planes (BAG, bac) of thefrfi-mention’d an-

gles i thefe perp^iculars will be, in proportion, as the

parts (AM, am) of the elevated lines included between

them and the angular points (A, ei)firjl named.

Make AD and ad equal to each other } and in

the planes ADB, ADC, adb, adc, draw DE, DF,
de, perpendicular to AC^^d ad-, and from their

interfedions with AB, AC, ab, ac, draw EF and ef,

meeting AN and an (produced) in G and g, and
let D, G, and d,ghe joined^
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142 Eleminti of Geometry-;
" Conftr. Irhc angles ADE, ADF being both
* *• 7* not only the line AD% but the plane j

* 6. 7. tended by it, is perpendicular to the plane EDF
But the fame planeADG is alfo perpendicular to the

plane EAF ' : Therefore the common fedion EF
'

* 3- 7* is likewife perpendicular to the plane ADG ’ \ and
' Dcf i.7-'Confequcntly the angle EGA a right-One'. By the

very fame argument, ega is a right-angle. Now the

triangles ADE, ade ; ADF, being equal in all

‘Hyp.andrcfrcfts*, and the angle EAF =eaf\ the triangles

'5- AEF, m/ are alfo equal and alike “ j and fo, the

Axfio.i. *nglc AEG being = aeg^ EGA = ega^ and AE =
»ic. I. ae, thence is AG =ag'"y and the angle DAG
* 16. I. (MAN) — *ddg {man)y becaufe ADG, adg are both

*

<4' 4- right-angles ®. Therefore MN : : AM : am^.
« • -

COROLLARY.
Hence the two perpendiculars' MN, mn fubtend

equal angles at the points (A, a) from whence the

two elevated (or inclining) lines arc drawn.

THEORElii XV.

Ifanyfolid (Ac), having a re£iilinear bafe (ABCD),
whereof ibe planes (Ab, Be, Cd, Ad) of the ftdes are

parallelogramsy be cut by a plane parallel to the bafe,

the feSiion (EFGH) will be e^ualy and Jimilar to the

bafe.

For, the plane EFGH being paral- 4^—
*Hyp. Iclto ABCD% EF is therefore pa-
* > >• 7‘ rallel to AB* i and fo, AF being a
“ Def. 24. parallelogram **, EF is equal (as well

as parallel) to AB*. In the fame
*

*' manner is FG equal, and parallel to

FG, Whence alfo the angle

* 9. 7. EFG is = the angle ABC '*
*, and fo

of the reft. Therefore EFGH is

both equilateral and equiangular to ABCD.
C O R O L-

'N.
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m COROLLARY.
itence the oppofitc bafes of a prifm are equal
Id fimilar (as well as parallel) to each other.

^

*43

theorem XVI.

^
7 •

from the three remain-^
points, three other right-lines (BF CG

iure A^^ fi-gure (AG) thus deferibed, will be a parallelepipedon.

For AE, BF, CG, PH
bong all parallel to each
others AE and BF are in
ue fame plane % as arc alfoAE and DH, ^c.. Thcre-
rorc, all thefe lines being*
equal among thcmfelves, AF
AH, DG, and BG are paral- — "

and parallel (as well aa n
“ '3“‘“8“lan.

AC • becaule FR F*-
*l^^nteral) to its oppofite

to Ab!T Mde
the plane EG parallel to the pla^^.^’^A’nd"'^

’’ ’’

VpIr'oT”"'’ 4polite parailelo^™
*

C O R O L-

Def. 7.
of 7,
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144 Elements of Geometry.

COROLLARY;
If the angle A of the pafallclogratri AC

right-one, and AE be ereded perpendicular to tl

plane AC ; then will the parallelepipedon be

redangular one : For, all the three contiguous

•Hyp.and planes AC, AF, AH being redan^ulaf °, their op-j

pofites will be reftangular likewiTe And fo, th«
* 7 - angles HGF, HGC being right-ones, HG will be

% 2, 7,
perpendicular to the plane GR’

>
and cofifequentlyl

both the planes EG and E)G likewife perpendicular
jj

» 6. 7. to the plane BG\ And fo of the relL

SCHOLIUM.
In this Theorem, a way to deferibe a parallel*

epipedon of any given dimenfions, is indicated ^

and the confiftcnce of the 7th and 9th definitions

evinced.

THEOREM XVII.

ReSianguhr parallelepipedens (AG, ag) ftandin^

upon equal bafes (AC, ac), 'and having equal altitudes

(AE, ac}, are equal.

'2. 1.

»Cor.

34.

A

/I
/ .

i Vm r!

/ /

Let the redangles OK
^and KL, equal and like

y.to the bafes AC and ac

of the two folids, be fo

formed, that NK may be

in the fame ftrait line

with KM j then (hall PK
be alfo in the fame ftrait

line with KI*; and the

figures NI, PM, OL,
formed by producing the

fidcs of the two redan-
to gles, will likewife be redangles

f
tA /

1

h
/

/

K

H

M

Now,
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i^^ow, HK and QK being drawn, the triangle

= IHK“, PKQ= MKQ“, and thercdangle- 24.

= LK *
; and confequently (by the addition of* Hyp.

equals) OQKH = LQKH. Therefore, HKQ^be-

j ing a diagonal to the reftangle OL*, dividing it'

irt into two equal, and like triangles OQH, LQH“,
if upon thefe, as bafes, two upright prifms be con-

^ ceived to be erefted, of the fame common alti-

V tude (K/6) with the propofed folids, thefe prifms

will alfo be equal But the former of thefe is com- y Ax.i. 7

pofed ® of three prifms, on the bafes OPKN, NHK, * Cor. to

KPQ ; and the latter of three others, on KMLI, *8. 7.

HIK, KMQ i whereof the fecond and third, in

both ranks, are refpedlively equal Therefore the

remaining two, on the bafes OPKN, KMLI muft

alfo be ‘ equal. But the former of thefe is = « Ax. 5.

AG ^ and the latter = ag : Therefore, alfo, is

AG != ag *.
' Ax. I.

THEOREM XVIII,
K

If^ at the angular points of any given right-lined

figure (ABCD), equal perpendiculars (Aa, Bb, Cc,
Dd) be ereSled to the .plane thereof, and the extremes

of thefe (a, b; b, c fsff.) joined-, an upright prifm
(AabcdDCBA) on the given bafe (ABCD) will

thereby beformed.

For, Aa, B3, Cc, Y)d being

all equal ^ and parallel ', it is

evident that AabB, ^beC,
are parallelograms '' and that

the planes of thefe are all per-

pendicular to that of the bafe

ABCD ' (fince Aa, Bb, Cc are

fo, by conftrudlion). More-
over it will appear, that abed
is one plane figure, parallel to

L ABCDi
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x6. 1 .

ABCD; for, the lines ar, AC (when a, c and
arc joined) being parallels

'
(as well as ah^

ad, AD), the plane abc is, therefore, parallel
* 7* ABC * (or ABCD) ; andari is likcwife parallel*^

^
ABCD. But ah and acd are in one plane ; ^

Cor. to
j-aufg being perpendicular to both of them.,

‘Def. 1.7.
' confequent^y to all the lines ah ac, ad-, the

‘ Cor. to mull neceflarily be all in one plane, parallel

7 - ABCD 3 which was to be demonfirated
Def. 6.

J 18. 7 *

COROLLARY.
It appears from hence, that, if upon all the parts

ABC, ACD, into which any reftilineal figureABCD^
is divided, upright prifms (Aa^rCB, AacdDC) of

the fame altitude be conftituted •, thefe prifms will

form one prifm, on the (whole) given bafe ABCD;
fedng that abc and acd form one continued plane

fuperficies abed parallel to ABCD.

SCHOLIUM.
After the fame way, a prifm, any how inclining

on the given bafe ABCD, may be conftrufted ; by

giving to Aa the propofed inclination, and then

drawing B^, Cc, Dd parallel, and equal thereto.

For AabB, BbeC, fe’e. will be parallelograms^:

And, that abed is one plane, parallel to ABCD, will

alfo appear (in the fame manner) ; if a perpendicular

from a to the plane ABCD, be conceived to be

drawn.

THEOREM XIX.

If, on equal bafes (ABC, PQRS), an upright tri-

angular prifm, and a reSlangular parallelepipedon he

trebled, of the fame altitude 3 the two folids, tbem-

felves, will be equal.

Let

Digitized by Google
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Let CD be perpen-

dicular to AB, and let

the rectangles ADCE,
BDCF be completed

;

alfo let GH be drawn
parallel to AE, bifedt-

ing AB in G; fo lhall AGHE = -JABFE '> = '•1.2.

ACB' = PQRS'*. Now, the two prifms on ADC '

and BDC, into which, that on ABC may be di- 4

vided % will be rerpedively equal to two others, • Conto
on the equal and fimilar

^
bafes AEC and BFC * : 18. 7.

and conlequentjy the prifm on ACB = half the^^*-*4‘‘"

prifm on AEFB *“ = half the two prifms on AGHE * A*’
'* V

and BGHF * = the prifm on AGHE = the prifm i ax % i!

on ‘PQRS* ki7.'7.

THEOREM XX. .

Every upright prifm (AaceA) ij equal to a retJ-

angular parallelepipedon (Fk) of equal bafe, and al-

titude.

Let AC,ar,AD,
ad be drawn ; and
in the bafe FK of
the parallelepipe-

don, let HL, IM,
be drawn parallel

to FG, in fuch

fort that the reft-

angles FH, HM,
IN may be refpedtively equal to the triangles ABC,
ACD,ADE ‘

; Then alfo fhall the prifm (Aa^rCBA) ‘

• In this theorem, tht reprifentatiens of the fri/ms are not da-

fmbedi becaufe a great multiplicity of lines, tends to produce confufon
in the mind of a learner

; efpecially, nuherefolids are reprefented.

7he fchemes, henvever, me^ he formed, at large, by thofe nuho
think proper to do it : But every tittle of tht demonfration will
nmain thefattu.

La on
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14^ Elements, of Geometry,

on ABC, be equal to the parallelepipedon (F/&)

1 19. 7. FH
'

;

and the prifm (AatiDCA) on ACD, eqtal^f

to" the parallelepipedon (L/) on Ll'j and corife^
quently the whole prifm (AaceA) on ABCDEy)r-
equal to all the parallelepipedons on FK, which
form one parallelepipedon (F/t)i becaufe L/, M»j are <

i S.7.and Jq [he plane Fn "j and Hi?, Iz in the plane Gk’°.
j

C O R O I. L A R Y.

Hence all upright prifms, having equal bafes* -

and altitudes, are equal among themfelves.

SCHOLIUM.
In the very fame manner, the aggregate of arry

number of prifms, of one common altitude, will ap-

pear to be equal to one Angle prifm, or parallelepi-

pedon, of the fame altitude, wbofe bafe is equal

to the futn of all theirs.

THEOREM XXI.
Rectangular parallelepipedons ( Ac, Df

)

having
* equal altitudes (Aa, Dd) are in the fame proportion

as their bafes (AC, DF).

P
portion of the

bafe AC to the ^
bafe DF, be

that of any one

number w'(3)

m

f
fi L M
nI /

c e
/

number n{ji).

Let AC be divided into w (3) equal parts (or re£l-

angles) AL, IM, KC (by dividing AD into that

^ number of equal parts “, and drawing IL, KM pa-

^and
to AB)": And let DF be divided, in like

manner, into » (2) equal parts, or redangles, DP,
'Hyf.andNF: Which parts, taken fingly, will be equal, in
Ax. 8. 4. magnitude, to thofe of the former divifion °

j and fo

the
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klie j)aralIelepipedons upon them (A/, Iw, Kf, Dpi
Ny) will likewife be all equal P; Therefore the folid ' 17. 7.

Ac is in proportion to the folid D/, as the number of
parts in Ac to the number of equal parts in D/', or ' Ax. 8. 7,

as the number of parts in AC to the number of equal
parts in DF, that is, as AC to DF '.—If the bales

'

are fuppofed to be incommenfurable, the folids will
ftill be in the fame ratio with them ; as appears
from the reafoning laid down in the Scholium to

‘Tbeor. VII. Book IV. j which is equally applicable
in this cafe.

THEOREM XXII.

Retlangular parallelepipedons (Ac, Eg) ftanding
upon equal bafes (AC, EGj have the fame ratio as

their altitudes (Aa, Ee).

N.

Let AO be
, ^

on the bafe AC,
whereof the alti-

tude AM is equal ^
to that (E^) of
the parallelepipe- A
don E^; So lhall

7

<
B F

the folid AO = the folid E^*. But (if Ab andAN be confidered as bafes) it will be Ac : AO (or
: AN *

: j Aa ; AM" (or E^) : tvbicb was
to be proved.

* 7 - 7*

21.

! 7 - 4*

COROLLARY.
Hence, and from the preceding Theorem, it fol-

lows, that all upright prifms are, alfo, as the bafes,
when the altitudes are equal ; and as the altitudes,
when the bales are equal ; all fuch lolids being (by
Tbeor. XX.) equal to redlangular parallelepipedons
of equal bafe and altitude.

L3 THEO;
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XXIII.• THEOREM
Upright prifms and parallelepipedons (Ac, Eg)

which have their hafes and altitudes reciprocally pro-

portional (AC ; EG : : Ec : Aa), are equal to each

ether*

Let AO be a

» 21. 7.

*Hyp.

AC, whereof the

altitude AM is

equal to that (E^)

of the prifm Ej'.

ThenAO

:

AC : EG *
: : Etf

M

lA

7

1

l

D lA H

y
(AM) :

*A» : ; AO : ' Ar ; and confequently E|;

* Ax. 4. of— Af^*

THEOREM XXIV.

Similar upright prifms and parallelepipedons (AG,
ag) are, to one another, in the triplicate ratio of their

altitudes (AE, ae).

ij. 5 .

Having made AH
= ae, take AE, AH,
A I, AK in continued

proportion • ; and let

AM be a prifm on
,

the bafe AC, whereof

the altitude is AK.

V7
li M

PN
E

^
7

A
s
T7\

* 26. 4.

Then (becaufe of the At

Timilar planes) it will

* Cor. to be AC ac :

,
»»-4. :: AH*:*AI

^ ,

tafes and altitudes of the folids AM, ag ^ing

^ AB* '.ah^'.'.^ AE* : ae^ (AH*)
; AH (a<?) : AK '

} and So, the

reciprocally proportional, the folids themfelves arc
equal i.
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equal

^
; and therefore, AG ag

:

AG : AM * : :
^ 23. 7.

AE : AK** : But the^ ratio of AE to Alt is tri-'-^* '•

plicate to that of AE to ‘ AH (or ae). There-

h

fore, fs?f. ‘Def.7.of

COROLLARY I.
^

Hence, cubes are in the triplicate ratio of thei^

fides, or altitudes.

COROLLARY II.

Hence, alfo, all fimilar upright-prifms, are td

one another, as the cubes of their altitudes ; fince

both prifms and cubes, are in thefame triplicate rat

tio ol the altitudes.

THEOREM XXV.

,
Retlan^ular parallelepipedonsy contained under

correfponding lines of three ranks of proportionals^ ar^

themfelves proportionals,

fAB:-FG :: KL : OP,
Jfay, if\ AC : HF : : MK : QO,

t AD : FI : : KN : OR,

then fhall thefolid (Cc), contained under the threefirji

antecedents^ be to that (Hh) contained under their

three confequents *, as the folid (Mm) contained under

the three other antecedents, is to that (Qfl) contained

under the three remaining confequents.^

L
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21.7.

11.4.

' 22. 7.

Hyp.

5. 4.

Elements of Geometry,

Let Hr and Qj be parallelepipedons on the b;

HI and QR, of the fame altitude with Cc
M»», refpedively.

Then ftiall Cc : Hr :

:

bafe CD : bafe HI“ *,

And Mot : Qj : : bafeMN : bafe (^^ But

the four bafes, bccaufe of the proportionality of ' ;

their fides, are themfelves proportionals ‘ : And fo,

by equality, the ratio of Cc to Hr, is the fame as

the ratio of Mot to Qj. And the ratio of Hr to

Hi is likewifc the fame as that of Qj to Qq (be-

caufe Hr : Hi» ; : F/(AB) : FG" : ; KL (Oc)

:

Oj>"

:

Qj : Qy”). Therefore (hall the ratio of

Cc to HZ’, be alfo the fame, as the ratio of Mot
toQq°.

C O R O L L ARY.
Hence, the cubes of four proportional lines arc

proportional.

ififc End of the Seventh Boon.
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BOOK VIII.

POSTULATES.
i.f b AHAT, of any two unequal m^nitudes^

I of the fame kind, the lefs may be
JL multiplied fo often, till it exceed the

greater.

2. That, a right-line may be taken fo fmall,

that the fquare thereof lhall be lels than any fuper-

ficies afligned.

3. That, the circumference of a circle is greater

than the perimeter (or the fum of all the fides) of
any infcribed polygon ; and lefs than the perimeter
of any polygon deferibed about the circle.

fFbat is required to he granted^ in the fecond of
tbefe three Pojlulatest might be effected and proved,

inform, by means of the Firft ; but being itfelf more
obvious (ifpojfible) than even that, it feemed unnecef-

fary to make it depend thereon.

LEM^^
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LEMMA i:

If from the greater (AQ) of two unequal magnt-

iudes (AQ, CD) there be taken the half (PQ.), and

from tberemainder (AP) he again taken the balf{?0),

and fo on, continually \ there fhall at length be left a

magnitude, lefs than the leaft (CD) of the two magni-

tudes firft propounded.

TakcDE=
CD.EF=CD,it'

O S
-4 -«—

P

and let this be ^ n E P
fo often done, i *.. ^ . ir . ^

till the multi- . .

• Poft. 1 .
pie CF exceed AQ*. Let the propofed bifedtions

of AQ, AP, (^c. be continued till the parts PQ,
OP, AO be equal in number to the parts EF, DE,

»Hyp. CE. Now AP CtAOJ") “ 4:CF’’
"3 CE. And,

in the fame manner, AO (^AP) " ^CE (CD)

»

nnbieb was to be done.

SCHOLIUM.
When the magnitudes given (AQ, CD) arer

right-lines, a part, or meafure (AS) of the one, le&

* u. than the other, may be found at one operation * 5

by taking AS the fame part of AQ, as CD is of
CF'. For, the whole AQ^ being lefs than the

whole CF ", the part AS will alfo be lefs than the

* Cor. 1. 4. part CD ^

THEOREM I.

Two polygons may he formed, the one in, the other

about a given circle, which fhail differ lefs from each

other (and confequentfy from the circle itfelf) than by
any afigned magnitude (Q) however fmall.

'V
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fPofi.2,

20.

> S.Mod

LetT be the

fidcofafquare

iequal to, or Q
lei's than Qj ;

and in the cir-

,cle apply A»
s= T*^: and,

having drawn

the two per-

pendicular di-

ameters AE,
CG, proceed by a continual bifeftion of the angles

at the center, till you arrive at an angle AOB lefs

than the angle AO» fubtended by A» ® : Infcribe * c.

the regular *' polygon ABCDEFGH, by making the

angles BOC, COD, equal to AOB: and let

' another regular polygon QMNPRSTU, of the fame
* *

number of fides, * be deferibed about the circle ; * 30. 5.

which will exceed the inferibed one by a magnitude

Icfs than

For, if to any angle N of the greater, ON be

drawn, it will bifeft the fame \ and will cut the^ 16. 1;

fide CD of the inferibed polygon at right-angles *
‘ Cor. ta

(in v)

:

And fo, the triangles OCN, t;CN being >2* *.

equiangular “, they (and confequently their dou- « ig. 4.
blcs OCNDO, CN D) will be in proportion to each

other, as " OC* to Ct;*, or as ®AE* to AB*. And “ 24. 4.

it is manifeft, that the whole circumferibing poly-* *• 4*

gon (OCND -F ODPE &fc.) muft be to its whole
excels (CND -f- DPE (sfc.) above the inferibed one,

in the fame * proportion of AE* to AB*. But the

firft antecedent is lefs than the fecond, or than a
fquare deferibed about the circle : Therefore the p Ax. s.

firft confequent (CND -p DPE ^c.) is alfo ’AB* « 2. 4.

-D 'A»* (T‘) -‘Q.
^

i
" - ' / -^

-
» Hyp.

Other -
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* 7. 6.

Lem.

W3. 5.

? 9 - S*

3^ Ax. 2.

?6- 3 *

• Conftr.

andAx.2

Ax. 3.

* 26. I

.

* Conftr.

and 26. 1

.

• Cor. 2.

to 2. 2.

'Ax. 2.

Hyp.

l^fhents of Geom^iff*

Otberwife.

Let AIO be one quadrant

of the propofed circle ; .and

on the radius 01, make ' the

rectangle OMNI = -i-TS

(T being as before) : Take

OD a part of OA, lefs than

OM“i and, having made

AB, BC, fcfr. each = OD,
draw AP, BFQ,CGR,DHS
perpendicular" to AO,meet-

ing the circumference in A,

F, G, H •, through which points, parallel to AO %
draw PF/, QGw, RH», meeting AP, BFQ, CGR,
in P, Q, R : Join PQ QR, RS, SI, as alfo AF,

F®, GH, HI. Then will the two polygons

OAFGHI and OAPQRSI (whereof one is lefs,

and the other -greater than the quadrant) difier

lefs from each other, than by ^ of the propofed

quantity

For, that the former OAFGHI is lefs than the

quadrant, in which it is infcribed, is manifeft’’:

And, that the latter is greater than the quadrant,

will alfo plainly appear j
feeing two fides A P, SI,

only, touch the circumference all the reft PQ,

QR, RS, falling wholly above it, as being fides of

triangles PFQ, QGR, RHS formed out of the cir-

cle *. Now the excefs of the polygon OAPQRSI
above OAFGHI, is compofed of the triangle PAF
(— iOD/>/) and of all the parallelograms PFGQ,
QGHR“, RHIS (for they are fuch% becaufe PF
(AB), QG (BC) are equal, as well as parallel'*).

Therefore PFGQ being = plmq^ *, C^HR =
amnW % fffc. the faid excefs will confequently be •

= \ODpl + /;>SI fa -n ODSH - OMNI (^T‘)

‘which- -was to be done.— This laft con-

ftruftion is equally applicable to other curvilineal

figures ; the former is peculiar to the circle.
®

. COROL-
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COROLLARY.
It follows from hence, that a magnitude, which

is greater than any polygon that can be defcribed

in, and lefs than any polygon that can be formed
about a given circle, muft be equal to the circle

itfelf : feeing that a polygon may be infcribed,-

which (as well as that formed about the circle)

(hall exceed any quantity lefs than the circle itfelf,

be the difference ever fo fmall ; and becaufe a po-

I

^
lygon may be formed about the circle, which (as

j

well as that in the circle) lhall be lefs than any
I quantity that exceeds the circle.

I

T H E O R E M II-

Every circle (ACE) is equal to a rectangle (ORST)
under the radius thereof (OR) and a right-line (OT)
equal to half the circumference.

It is evident, in the firft place, that the pro-
pofed redlangle ORST is greater than any poly-

gon ABCDEF that can be defcribed in the cir-
cle : For, drawing OA, OB, l^c. and alfo Ov per-
pendicular to AB ; it is plain, that the triangle
AOB (•’0-z;x4.AB) will be lefs than ‘OAx4AB*‘Cor
(or OR X 4AB) : And, in the fame manner, BOC 2-

“u OR X ,BC, £s?f. Conftquently, the whole polv-*^*°‘*
gon ABCDEF is lefs than OR x 4-AB -f OR x
l-BC, fffc. that is ’, lefs than a redlangle (Om) ‘ c. 2
under OR and Op = half the perimeter (AB + BC
+ CD &’c.) But this redangle (Om) is, itfelf, lefs

than

• to

•and
2 .

2* I.'
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1^8 Elements of Geometry.

than OS, bccaufc Op (half the perimeter of thr

f Poft. 3. polygon) is left than OT “ (half ^e circumference

of the circle). Confequently the polygon ABCDH.F
is lefs than the rectangle OS.

But, fecondly* it will appear, that the fame refl-

angle ORST is lefs than any polygon HIKLMIw
that can be defcribed about the circle : For, if

OH, 01, be joined, and the radius OF be

drawn to the point of contact of HI •» then will the

• Cor. to triangle HOI = “QP x |-HI (s; OR x 4HI). In
*• 2. the very fame manner lOK = OR x 4^IK, ^c.

and therefore the whole polygon HIKLMN =
•Ax. 4. 1. ® OR X 4^HI + OR X ilK* 3; ’’ a reftangle

' S' (0«) under OR and Oj = half the perimeter (HI
-j-lK-j-KLi which redangle is, mani-

feftly, greater than OS, fmee Oq (= half the pe-
« Poft. 3. rimeter (rf the polygon) is greater than OT"^.

Seeing, therefore, that the redangle OS is greater

than any polygon that can be defcribed in the cir<

cle, and lefs than any polygon that can be defcribed
* Cor. to about the circle ; it mud be equal to the circle

1.8.

THEOREM III.

All circles (ACE, ace) are in proportion to qne an-

otber^ as the fquares of their radii (AO*, ao*).

Let Q^: circle ace : : AO* ao* ; then I fay, that

0.= circle ACE. For, firft, it is evident that Q.
is greater than any polygon ABCDEF that can be
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ibed in the circle ACE : Becaufe, if another

^ „/gon abcdeft fimilar thereto, be ‘defcribed in the

‘jwele ace ; then will polyg. ABCDEF
: polyg.

(: : 'AO* : ao^) : ; Q_: “circle ace% where the

Jirft covfequeHt (polyg. abcdef) being lefs than the

fecond (or, than the circle in which it is infcribed *)

it is manifeft, that the firft antecedent ABCDEF
muft alfo be lefs than the fecond Q_*.

In the fame manner it will appear, that Q^is
lefs than any polygon HIKLMN that can poflibly

be defcribed about the circle ACE: For, if about
the other circle ace^ a fimilar polygon hiklmn be de>
fcribed ''

% then will HIKLMN : biUmn (: : ‘AO*

:

ao^) : : Q :
* circle ace \ where the firft confequeht

' {hiklmn) being greater than the fecond {ace) the
foft antecedent HIKLMN muft therefore be alfb

greater than the ' fecond Q.
Therefore, feeing that Q^is greater than any po-

lygon that can be defcribed in the circle AGE, and
lefs than any polygon that can be defcribed about
the circle it muft be equal to the circle

<s#

•31.5.

' Cer. to

3>S*
"Hyp.
Ax. a.

* *.4.

3r. y:
* Cor. to

3*- S*

•S'"..
*2.4.

< Cor. to
I.

SCHOLIUM.
After the fame manner, other fimilar curvllineal

figures are proved to be in proportion, as the
fquares of their diameters, or other homologous
dimenfions j by means of the fecond conftruction
of the firft propofition j it being very eafy to de-
monftrate, that the polygons formed from thence,
whether both within, or both without two fimilar
figures, will themfelves be fimilar.

THEO-
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T H E O R E M IV.

circumferences of all circles (ABCD,
are in the fame proportion as their radii (OB, ob).

Let OE, oe be
fquares on the radii

OB, ob\ and let OG,
eg be two reftangles A
contained under the

fame radii and right-

, Jines Old, oh^ relpec-

tively equal to the

femi-circumferences ABC, abc. Then, thefe reft-

* 2. 8. angles being equal to the circles themfelves it

« 3. 8. will therefore be, OE : OG \ \ oe i og‘. And in
f

7. 4. this fame ratio are
^
alfo the bales OC, OH ; oc, ehr

whence (ly equality and alternation) OC (OB) : oc

*Hyp. {ph) : : OH : ob :

:

aOH (circumf. ABCD®) : zob

(circumif, abed],

LEMMA z.

If a folid (AC) generated by the revolution of anj

plane figure (EBCF) about a quiefeent axis (EF), be

cut by a plane perpendicular to the axis ;
the feSiion

will be a circle, having its center in the point (O}
where it meets the axis.

For, from O, in the

generating plane EBCF,
draw OR perpendicular

to the axis EF, meeting

BC in R.
Then, fince this line

ORi during the whole
revolution, every-where

preferves its perpendicu-

_ T' \

/ \

F '

larity
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larity to the axis EF, it is therefore always in the

plane pafEng through O perpendicular to the faid

axis ^
: and confequently, as the length thereof alfo *“Cor. to

continues' the fame in every pofition, the line Krrrr 7*

defcribed, in that plane, by the extreme point K,

by which the fedion is bounded, muft be the cir-

cumference of a circle *, whereof the point O is the* Dcf. 33.

center.
*•

COROLLARY.
Hence, not only the bafes of cylinders and cones,

but all fedfions parallel to them, are circles.

1

LEM MA 3 .

A right-line (PQ) Jianding perpendicular to the

plane of a cylinder's bafe (and not exceeding the axis

CF) falls wholly within, or wholly without the cylin-

der, according as the point (P) on which it injijls, is

fUuate within, or without the circumference of the

bafe.

T, F Q. "D C

I, N" M

C P _P

N

1

From the center C, to the

given point P, draw CPi take,

in CF and PQ, any two equal

diftances CL, PN, atid let i^N

be drawn, meeting the furface

of the cylinder in M.
Becaufc CL and PN are pa-

rallel ^ and therefore both in

the fame plane LN is parallel,

and equal to CP Therefore, , ^

when CP is lefs than the radius CG, LN will be lefs 24 . i.

than CG, or than its equal LM “
; and fo thc“Def. li

point N muft fall within the cylinder And the 7*

lame is equally true with regard to any other point
*' *

in the line PQ^ But, when CP is greater than

CG, LN will alfo be greater than HG (LM)j
and the point N will then fall out of the cylinder °-

M ' T H E O-

' 4* 7-

Dcf. i4.

26.
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THEOREM V.

Every cylinder « equal to a retiangular
\

fedon of equal bofe and altitude.

I fay, if the bafe ace of the cylindeF aS be equal*

'

to the bafe IKLM of the reftangular parallelepipe-

don IP, and the altitude OH of the former be alfb

equal to the altitude KO of the latter ; then the
two folids will be equal.

For, firft, it is evident, that the cylinder exceeds

any parallelepipedon (1^), of the fame given alti-

tude, whole bafe \klm is lefs than the bale (ace) of

I. 8.

i8.

Cor 2.

to 6. 7.

21. 7.

Ax,

the cylinder : Becaufe a polygon (ab'edef) may be
defcribcd in the circle ace., that lhall exceed IK/«
upon which, an upright prifm (of the given alti-

'

tude) may be conftiiuted *' wlach will be lefs than

the cylinder, as being wholly contained therein?

fince (by Lemma 3.) all right-lines drawn perpen-

dicular to the bafe, in the planes of the fides \
from any points in ab, be &cc. fall wholly within the

cylinder, and confcquently the planes thcmfelves,

in which they are. But this contained priim is

greater than the .parallelepipedon Ip * : Therefore

the cylinder itfclf muftv necelfariJy, be greater

than Ip V
In
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ph like manner it will appear, that the cylinder

[Icfs than ahy parallelepipcdon Ir (of the fame
Stude) whofe bafc IKvt exceeds that of the cy-

ider : For a polygon (ABCDEF) may be de-

feribed about the circle Ore that (hall be lefs than

upon which a prifm may be conftituted \ '

7#^ich, tho* left than Ir *, will, neverthelefs, exceed
J

^the cylinder ^
‘

Therefore, feeing that the cylinder can neither

be lefs, nor greater than IPj it muft ncccflarily

be equal to it.

COROLLARY.
Hence, whatever is demonftrated in the 2 1 ft* 2 ad,

and agd Theorems of the preceding Book, with re-

fpedt to the proportions of prifms, holds equally

true in cylinders allb •, being equal to prifms of
equal bafe and altitude

SCHOLIUM.
From the fame demonftration, it will likewife

appear, that every regular foHd, whofe feftions,

by planes perpendicular to the bafc, are all reft-

angles ; is equal to a parailelepipedon of equal bafe

.and altitude ; and confequently, that all folids of

this kind (which may be comprehended under the

name of Cylindtroids) will be equal among them-

felves, when their altitudes, as well as bafes, are

equal.

LEM MA 4.

If two folids (HAH, hah) of the fam altitude^

have their feSHons by planes parallel to the bafes, at

all equal dtftances therefrom, equal to each other \ it

is propofed to demonftrate (under certain reJlribiionS

fptcified hereafter) that the folids themfehts will he

equal.

M2 Let

I. 8.

18. 7.

II. 7.

Ax. s.

20. 7.

and 5. 8.
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Let II, KK &c. hy kk &r. be fedtions of the two

folids by planes parallel to the bales HH, bh^

dividing the altitudes AB, ab into parts BC, CD &c.

bcy cd 6lc. all mutually equal to each other. Then,

m Hyp. every two correlponding fedtions being equal

(HH — II = iiy &c.) the upright folids HNNH,
bfinh -y 1001, toot &c. formed thereon, will alfo be,

• 20. 7. refpeclively, equal one to another ", whether they

and Sch. be prifms, cylinders, or cyliiideroids, that is, whe-
5 ' ther the fcdtions themfclves be right-lined figures,

circles, or curvilineal figures of any other kind.

Now, if thefe fcdtions HH, II dsfc. be fuppoled

to decreafe, from the bafe upwards, fo that the fo-

lids (HNNH, 1001 &'c.) formed upon them may
exceed the correfpondenc parts (HUH, IKKI dsfc.)

of the given folid HAH-, it is manifeft, that the

fum of all the faid folids (HNNH lOOI &"c.).
• Ax. 2. will likewife exceed the whole propofed folid HAH".

But, if within HAH, on the fame fedtions (but on

contrary fides thereof) another feries of fuch fo-

lids IRRI, KSSK be formed *, the fum of all

thefe will, manifqftly, be lefs than the propofed folid

» Ax .4. HAH, in which they are contained : A nd it is alfo

evident, that this laft feries will be lefs than the

former (HNNH + 1001 difr.) by the greateft of

thefe
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folids HNNH •, becaufe (this one, alone, be-

excepted) to every other folid of the rank, an

If ^i^ual, in the contained rank, may be aligned, and

m me ver/d

:

For ’ IRRI = lOOI, KSSK = KPPK,
?f?l»TTL = LQQL.

Now, fince the altitude BC, of the folidHNNH
whereby the contained, and containing feries’ differ

L . from each other, may be taken fo fmall a part of

f BA, that the folid itfelf (hall be Icfs than any af-

figned magnitude whatever '
; it is manifeff (from'

the rcafoning in Corel, to Theor. .1 .) that a magni-

tude, which is greater than any feries of folids (of

the kind above Ipecified) that can be formed within

the propofed folid HAH, and lefs than any fe-

ries that' can be formed about HAH, mull be

equal to HAH. But the folid hah, being greater

than any (ctics of fo'ids (irri -j- kssk &c.J contained

therein is therefore greater than any feries of fo-

lids IKRl 4- KSSK contained irl HAti (fhe/e,

being, rdpedivcly, equal to tbofe)

:

And the fume'

folid hah, being lefs than any feries of folids {hnnb

4- iooi &c.) formed about it, is alfo lefs than any

feries of folids (HNNH 4- lOOl ^c.) that can be

formed about HAH. Therefore the folid hah is

equal to HAH.
In this de nonftration, the fedlions are fuppofed

to decreafe, continually, from the bafes upwards

;

fo as to have the fides of the upright folids formed

thereon, placed wholly without, or wholly within,

the fuperficics of the given folids HAH, hah:

"Which can only be the cafe, when all perpendicu-

lars, from any points in the furfacc ol either, to

the plane of the bafe, fall within the limits of the

bale. If, however, the feclions be fuppofed to de-

creafe to a certain diilance, only, and then to in-

creafe again ; the two folids will, ftill, appear to

be equal ; Becaufc the parts of the one, terminated

M3 by

165

1 20. 7.

and Sch.

S-8-.

Lem. i,

and 22.7.

• Ax.
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by fuch limits of decreafe, or increafe, will (by

,
the fame demonftration) be refpedtively equal ro

the correfpondent parts of the other. But, as no
fuch folids have a place in the Elements of Geo-
metry, to fay more about them here, would bo
improper.

•

L E M M A
If fyramidi and cones (ABCDEFG, TPQRS)

having equal altitudes (AM, TN), he eut by planes

parallel to the bafes ; thefekions (bedefg, pqrs), at
all equal altitudes (Mm, Nn), will be m the fame
proportion as the bafes.

For, the plane bedefg being parallel to BCDEFG,
• "-7* thence is be parallel to BC *, bg to BG, 6fc. and
** 9 - 7 - confequently the angle = CBG bed = BCD»
* 14. 4- Alfo be :*BC (: : A^ ; AB‘) :: bg : BG. And,

in the fame manner, the fidcs about the other equal

angles are proportional. Therefore, the two pq-

< Dcf. 14.

• 26. 4.
^ygons bedefg, BCDEFG being fimilar *, they are

f Cor. to j'l proportion *, as be'- to BC% or as Ah'- to
^ AB*,

I I. 4. or, laftly, as Am' to ^ AM*; becaufe (BM and btJt
t Cor. to being drawn) the angles AMB, Amb will be right-

4^' ones*, and b:::, therefore, parallel toBM*.
But
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5 ut the feftion pqrs is alfo to the bafe PQRS in

thefame proportion of A»j* (T«*) t6 AM* ( I N*);

fcccaufe pqrs^ FQKS, being ‘ circles, they are as thei Lem. 2.

Iquares of their radii />«, PN and consequently as ^
3. 8.

1 «* to ‘TN*. Therefore, feeing that the two fee- ' Cor. to

tions have both the fame ratio to their refpeftive «
1 4 -

bafes, the propofition is manifeft “ 2. 4.

COROLLARY.
It appears from hence, that the feftion of any

pyramid, by a plane parallel to the bafe, is fimilar

to the bafe.

THEOREM VI.

^li pyramids /of the fame altitude^ ftanding upon

iqual triangular bafes^ are equal among tbemfelves-,

and every fucb pyramid (ABCD) is equal to a cone

•.(QRSTU) Of equal bafe and altitude.

/

Case I. If the perpendicular, let fall from the

nrertex D of the pyramid upon the plane of the bafe

ABC, falls not out of the bafe, or beyond the li-

juits of the triangle : Then it is manifeft, from
Lemma 4, feeing ^e feiftions of the folids ABCD,
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’ Lem. 5

• Lem. 4.

• Ax. 5.

• Ax. I.

S' Def.'i6

i;ef.6.7.

Elements of Geometry^

QRSTU, at all equal diftances from the bales,

,
be equal *, that the folids themfclves will

be equal.

Case II. If .the perpendicular (DE) from thc|

vertex to the plane ol the bafe, falls beyond the li-i:

mits of the triangle : Then, to the ppirit E where’

it meets the plane, Jet BE aod CE be drawn

;

on BE let a triangle EBF be deferibed equal tO|_

"

ABC (or QRST), and let>F, D be joined.

lhall the pyramid CBFED, (landing on the bafci

CBFE, be equal to tire pyramid CABED, (land-
j

ing on the equal bafe CA BE “ from each of
which, let the common pyramid CBED be taken
away 5 and there will then remain the pyramid
BFED — pyramid ABCD*: But the former of
thefe \% (^ Cafe i.) equal to the cone QRSTU \

therefore it is evident, that the latter ABCP will

alfo be equal to the ' cone QRSl U ; ^nd, confe-

quently, that all pyramids of the fame altitude,

(landing on equal triangular bafes, will be equ^l

among themfclves *
; feeing every fuch pyramid is

equal to a cone (QRSIU) of equal bafe and al*

titude.

THEOREM VII.

Every prtfm (ABCDEFA) having a triangidar

bafe (AFE) is equal to the hiple of a pyramid of the

fame bafe and altitude.

In the planes of the three fides,

let the diagonals BE, BF, FD be

drawn. 1 hen will the partFBCD
ol the prifm cut off by a plane

extended by FB and FD, be a

pyramid on the bafe BCD, hav-

ing the fame altitude with the

prifm itfe]f\ both folids being

contained between the (ame * pa-

rallel planes AFE, BCD. More-

C
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Booh the Eighths 169
over, the remaining part FABDE of the prifm, if

a plane be extended by B'B and FE, will be divided

into the two pyramids FBAE, FDBE, which arc

equal to each other % as (landing on the equal " tri- * 6. 8.

angular bafes ABE, BDE. But the former of
*'

thefe pyramids FBAE, if B be now conlidered as

the vertex thereof, will appear, al(b, to be equal

to tlic firft mention'd pyramid FBCD *, the two
bafes AFE, BCD (as well as the altitudes) being

equal ^ Therefore, fince the three triangular py-

ramids (FBCD, FABE, FBDE) into which the

prifm is refolved, are all equal to each other } the

propoQtion is manifeft.

COROLLARY.
Hence, every prifm having a triangular bale, is

equal to the triple of any pyramid of the fame aJti-^

tude, Handing upon an equal triangular bafe*.

theorem VIII.

^ a prifm (AbcE) and <7 pranud (PQRSTU)
Jiand upon equaU ond ftmilar bafes (ABCDE,
PQRST), and have both the fame altitude \ the

prifm will be equal to the triple of the pyramid.

If the bafes

be refolved into ^
triangles, ABC,
ACD i^c. it is

manifeH , that

"QbacCh will be a

prifm,on the bafe

ABC i becaufe

Cf being equal

and parallel to
* Aa, AacC will

be a parallelogram* fas \yell as BpaA and B^rC^).

Thcre-

* Def. 6.

f and 8. 7.

• 26. 1.

» Def.6.7.
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§70 Ekmmts of Gtmktry,

Thereft>re BAarCA is equal to the triple of
« Cor. to pyramid PQRU *, ftandiqg on an equal

7*8. (PQJl). And,' in the fame manner, the prifk

Aj?io A«f<fE)C, on the bale ACD, is equal to the triph

of the pyramid PRSU, on the equal bafe PRS’*^*^
and fo on. Therefore, jUfo, lhall the whole prilrr^.

Ady on the bale ABCDE, equal to the triple

of the whole pyramid PQRSTU, on the equal

P<^ST.

COROLLARY 1 .

Hence, all pyraniids havUig the fame’ bafe and
altitude, are equal being like parts of one and
the fame prifm-

COROLLARY II.

Hence, alfo, all prifms having the fame bafe
'

and altitude, are equal j being equimultiples of one
and the fame pyramid.

corollary III.

Therefore it appears, that eve|7 prifm inclining

'on ks bafe, as well as every upright one, is equal

Vo a redbangular parallelepipedon of equal bafe

and altitude ^
; and, confequently, that all prifms

7
; whatever, having equal bafes, and altitudes, arc

“ equal to each other*: which muft be alfo true

in pyramids and cones, every fuch folid being fub-

. . triple to a prifm, or cylinder, of the fame bale axxi

corollary IV.

Hence it alfo follows, that whatever is demort-

ftrated in the 2ift, 22d, and 23d Theorems of the

preceding Book, concerning the proportion of

E
rifms, holds equally in pyramids and cones; tbe/e

cing like parts of tbo/e . .

c o r o l-
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Book the Eighth, 171

COROLLARY, V.

It follows, moreover, that all correljpondlng fru-

itns of pyramids and cones of the fame altitude,

v)ire alfo, in proportion, as their bafes. For, the

fe&ions, at all equal altitudes, being in that propor-

tion", the parts cut off (as well the wholes) will-tea,

be in the fanx proportion "i and, confequently, the Cor. 4.*

,
remaining parts Ukewile * 3* 4-

COROLLARY VI.

Laftly, it will appear, that all cones, which have
their altitudes and the diameters of their bafes di*

Ftt&ly proportional, are in the triplicate ratio of

their altitudes ’’ being to each other in the fame p 24. 7.

proportion with prifms of equal bafe end altitude, ’ Cor. 3.

whereof they are like parts Cor.
' * to 1

.
4.

THEOREM IX.

^Ifmilar frifins^ and pyramids^ are in the tripli-

eate ratie cf their altitudes.

From the extremes of the homologous fidcs A<»,

£r, upon the bafes ABCD, EFGH of the pro*

pofed folids Ac, E^, let fall the perpendiculars

tfP, eO^ The angle BAD being = FEH, ^
= FEr, and DA<j — HEe % thence is aP : rQ, : : ' Def.^ 14,

a^ : rE’ . ; AB : EF;

:

: AD ; EH'. Therefore 4-

two
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»Def.5-7'

• *4 - 7>

• Cor. 3v
to 8. 8.

Cor. 1.4

^ Cor. I.

to 5. 4.

^ Def. 16.

7 -

* Def. 15.

7 -

Elements of Geometry,

two upright prifms conftituted on the bafes A
EFGH, of the fame altitudes (<*P, ^Q) with

two folids Af, E^, will be fimilar, the one to tHIp
other ^ i and, therefore, in the triplicate ratio of the/

altitudes’. But the folids Af, E^, when taken as7

prifms, arc refpedively equal to the faid upright

ones i and, when taken as pyramids, are like parts

of them *. Therefore the iblids Af, E^ are alfo in

the triplicate ratio of the altitudes aP and fQ^*.

COROLLARY.
Becaule aP : fQ^: : ha : Ef : : AB : EF 6?f, it

follows, that all fimilar prifms, and pyramids, are

to one another, in the triplicate ratio of the ho-

mologous fides of the like planes by which they

are bounded

THEOREM X.

•Thefruftum (ABCDEFA) ofany pyramid having

a triangular ha/Cy is equal to a whole pyramidy of the

fame bafe and altitudey together with two other pyra-

mids that arcy in proportion thereto ; the c«f, as any

fide (BD) of the upper bafe (BCD) is to its correfpon-

dent (AE) of the lower bafe (AFE) ; and the other,

as the fquare of the former fide is to the fquare of

the latter.

In the planes of the three

fides, let the diagonals BE, BF,

FD be drawn. Then will the

part FBCD of the fruftum,

cut off by a plane extended by

FB and FD, be a pyramid,

on the bafe BCD, having the

fame altitude with the fruftum

itfelf*, both folids being con-

tained between the fame • pa-

rallel planes AFE, BCD.

C

More-
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Book the Eighth. 173
loreover, the remaining part FABDE of the

turn, if a plane be extended by FB and FE,
be divided into the two pyramids FBDEl,

^ABE, having the fame ratio, one to the other, as

their bafes BED, ABE \ or as BD to AE‘. But i» 21. 7.

thCklatter of thcfe pyramids (BAFE), taking B as and Cor.

the vertex thereof, has the fame bafe and altitude

with the fruftum given : And the pyramid FBCDd^’,'^^

(firft mentioned) is therefore, in proportion thereto, and Cor.

as the bafe BCD to the bafe AFE"*, that is (be* 4.108.8.

caufe the bafes are fimilar *), as BD‘ to ^ AE*

:

whence the fropqfilion is tnamfejl. r 2^^'

COROLLARY.
.Since, of the three folids (FABE, FBDE,

FBCD) into which the propofed fruftum is di-

vided, the ratio of the firft and third, is the dupli-

cate of that of AE to BD, or of the ratio of the

firft to the fecond *
; it is evident, that thefe three * Cor. to

folids are proportionals*'. From whence it appears,

that the fruftum of any triangular pyramid is
*

equal to two (whole) pyramids of the fame alti-

tude, on bafes equal to the two oppofite bafes of

the fruftum, and to a third pyramid, which is a

mean proportional between the two former. And
it is alfo evident, that whatever is above demon-
ftrated, in relation to triangular pyramids, muft
hold equally in all pyramids and cones, whatever:

Becaufe every fuch folid is equal to a triangular

pyramid, of equal' bafe and altitude ‘ and every ‘ Cor. 3.

fruftum of the one, alfo equal to the corrcfponding “ 8. s.

fruftum of the other *'. ‘ ?*

to 8. 8.

LEM MA 6.

If with radii, refpeSiively equal to the threeJides of
arty right-angled triangley three circles be defaibed\

that whofe radius is equal to the hypothenufcy will be

equal to both the other twoy taken together.

It
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Elements of Geometry.

It h« been proved {in Theor. 3.) that cmllS
are in proportion, as the Iquares of their radii t

therefore the demonftration here, is the

(kme, as in fimUar right-lined figures (Tbeor.

Bank 4.) ; Which (if neceflary)J you may reco#^-^*
iult. *

THEOREM XL -

Everyfphere is two-thirds of its circtmferihinr ey\. J
Under {Or^ of a cylinder of equal diameter and al-

titude.)
-̂£

Let AB be the axis E
^ f ^

about which the fphere N. jj —
and cylinder are gene-

;

rated, by the revolu- ly // \
tion of the femi-circle

AGB and the rectangle J}, O ^
>Def. 12. ADCB* j let HL be i\

jand 14. any right-line perpen- : \ ,
/

dicolar to AB, meet- I

ing DC in L, and the P j C
periphery of the femi-

circle in K ; and from the center O, let OK and

OD, interfedling HL in I, be drawn.

“ Hyp. Since x\0 is = AD™, and HI parallel to AD*,
4. 1. therefore is HI =OH ®

: But OHI being right-an-
• * 4 - 4* gled at H, the circle whofe radius is OH HI)

will (by the preceding Lem. andAx. 5.) be equal to the

difference of the two circles whole radii are OK
* Lem. 6. (HL) and HK ; Or, in other words, the circle *

deferibed by HI, or the feftion of the cone gene-

rated by the triangle AOD, in its revolution about

the axis AB, will be equal to the difference of the

two circles generated by HL and HK ; that is,

, Ax. 2. 1
^ annulas deferibed by KL or the

ledion of the folid which remainst, when the foherc

is taken out of the cylinder. Therefore, Imns
thele
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bn^ptt^' two feftions arc, cvery-wherc, equal to each

the folids themfelves will likewile be equal

'

Lem- 4*

is, the cone (EOD) will be equal to the ex-

of the cylinder (GDE^) above the infcribed

j»^!«ernifphere (GA^) : whence, as the cone, or cx-

l^^iefs, is one third part of the cylinder ‘, the he- ‘ 6 . 8 . and

mifphcre muft neceflarily be equal to the two re- ^
tnaining thirds. And what is here proved, with

refpedl to the halves of the propofed folids, holds

1^; ' equally in the wholes. Therefore every fpherc is

^ two-thirds of its circurafcribing cylinder.

COROLLARY I.

Hence, a cone, hemi-fphere and cylinder, of the

fame altitude, and (landing upon equal bafes, are

in proportion, as the numbers 1, 2 and 3, refpec-

tively.

COROLLARY II.

Hence it alfo appears, that all fpheres arc to each

other in the triplicate ratio of their diameters '
•, be- ' Cor. to

ing in the fame proportion as the circumferibing 5
8- and

cylinders, whereof they are like parts.

Cor. 3.

to 8. &

End of the Elements.
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Superfdes and Solids.

E
very quantity is meafured by fome other

quantity of the fame kind ; as a line by a ,

line, a furface by a furface, and a folid by
a folid : And the number which fiiews how often

the leUer, called the meafurini unity is contained in

the greater, or quantity mealured, is called the con-

tent of the quantity fo meafured. Thus, if the quan>

tity to be meafured be the redbangle ABCD, and
the little Iquare £, whofe fide is one inch, be the

meafuring unit propounded ; then, as often as the

faid little fquare is contained in the redangle, fo

many fquare inches the redangle is faid to contain

:

So that, if the length DC be fuppofed 5 inches,

and the breadth AD 3 inches } the content of the

redangle
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' 0/ the MenfuratioHt &c.

mgk will be 9 times 5, or 1 5 fquare inches 1

scaule, if lines be drawn parallel to the fideS*

an inch diftance one from another, they will di-

: the whole reftan^le ABCD into 3 times 5,

Jr 15, equal parts, of one inch each. And, gene-

dly^ whatever the qieafures of the two fides may
5, it is evident (from El. 7. of 4 j that the refl-

jahgle will contain the fquare E, as many times as

mthe bale AB contains the bale of the fquare, re-
‘

f, peatcd as often as the altitude AD contains the

altitude of the fquare. Therefori^, io find the con-

• tent of any rectangle, mulfipty the bafe by the altitude^

and the produbl will be the anfwer. Thus, let the,

length be 18 inches,',and the breadth 15; then

the content will be 15 times i8, or 270 fquare

inches.

177

The method offind- D
ing the content of a

reftangle being thus

known, the content

of any parallelogram

ABCD, or triangle a

ABD, will alfo be

known; the former of
thefe figures being equal to a feftangle of the fame
bafe and altitude ; the latter equal to the half

of fuch a redfangle (by Cor. 2. to 2 ^ 2,) There-
fore, multiply the bafe by the perpendicular, for the

tontent ofary parallelogram ; and the b^e by half the

perpendicular, for that of any triangle. Thus, for

example, let the bafe AB be 18 feet, and the per-

pendicular DE 1 2 feet ; then the content of the

parallelogram will be 2 1 6, and that of the triangle

108, fquare feet.

N Fro.m
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of the Menfuration of

From the. manner of

finding the area of a

triangle, the area of any

right-lined plain figure,

as ABCDE, may be de- .

termined, by dividing

the whole into triangles

and finding the content

of each triangle. Thus, let the dividing lines ^
AC and AD, be 20 and 16 inches, and the per-

pcndiculars BF, DG, EH, falling thereon, 8, 12,

and 10, refpeftively \ then, the content of the

rABCT f• 80 1

Triangle \ ACD 1 being \ 120 >

UdeJ 1. 80 .)

dent, that the content of the whole figure will

be the fum of all thefe, or 280 fquare inches.

But, when the given lines are exprefled by frac-

tions, or very large numbers, the work will be

fomewhat Ihortened, by finding the content of

every two triangles, having the fame bale, at one

operation ; that is, by firft adding the two per-

pendiculars together, and then multiplying half

their fum by the common bafe of the two tri-

angles. Thus, in the laft example, the half-

Tum of the two perpendiculars BF and DG be-

ing 10, if this number be, therefore, multiplied

by 20 the meafure of the common bafe AC, the

produdt, which is 200, will be the content of
the trapezium ABCDA ; to which 80, the corv-

tent of the triangle ADE, being added ; the fum
will be 280, the fame as before. But, if the po-
lygon propofed be a regular one, that is, one
whofe fides, and angles are all equal, the Ihorteft

way

D

%
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iy- ' Supirjkies and Soiidsv

of all, is, to multiply half the fum of all the

~^es by the length of the line drawn from the m ddle

W center of the polygon. The rea-

fen of which is obviousj from the demonilration

to Tbeor. II. B. VIII.
‘ ' ’

/

Having fliewn how the area of any right-lined

figure may be computed, it will be proper here»

to fay fomething with regard to the area, and pe-

riphery, of the circle.

It is well known, that to determine the true

area of a circle, and to find a right-line exabtly

equal to the circumference thereof, are looked

upon, by mathematicians, as abfolutely impoffi*

blc : But, though neither the one nor the other

can be accurately known^ yet feveral Ways have

been invented by which tl>ey may be approxi*

mated, to any affigned degree of exailnefs.

That, which I am no^ going- to lay down,
though lefs expeditbus tbaq fotne others, feems,

neverthelefs, to be the moft proper for this place,

as depending on the ryoft fimple and evident

principles: I fliall therefore bejjn with premifing

the followbg

L E M M A. -

‘

'

.

If AD be a diameter, and AB, two equal

'arcs of "the fame circle, and if the chords DB, OC
'be drawn j then, I fay, thatt)^'- = -i-AD x DC

N 2 For,



For, if in DA produced, there be taken AF ^ f
DC, and BF, BA, BC and the radius BE be

|

drawn ; then, the external angle FAB, of the

trapezium ABCD, being equal to the internal op-

poute angle DCB (by 17. j.) alfo AF = DC, and

AB = CB (by Hyp.) ; it is evident, that FB is

alfo= DB, and conlcquenily the angle F = FDB
e= DBE : And fo the ifofceles triangles DEB,
t)BF being equiangular, it will be as DE (4-AD)

:

DB : : DB : DF (DC + AD) j and confequently'

DB* = 4-AD X DC + FAD^

COROLLARY.
Hence, if the diameter AD be denoted by

the number a. the chord DB will be denoted

by V DC -|- ^ : whence, it appears, that, if

the meafure of the fi^kmental-chord of arty arch

be increafed by the number 2 , the fquare-root of .

the fum will be the ftepplementabchora of beUf that

*rch%

Now, to apply this to the matter propofed, that

is, to the finding of the area and circumference

of the circle *, let the arch ABC be taken equal

to 4 of the femi-periphery ACD ; then will the

chord AC b« equal to the radius A£ (by 5O >

and
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‘Superficies and Solids,

I therefore, fince ACD is a right-angle (by

DO (=AD‘ — ACS h 8. 2.) will be

5c'4 — 1=3 > and confequently DC = v' 3
=

j,7320508o75, Wherefore, feeing the fup-

plemental-chord of f of the femi -periphery is

1,7320508075, wc fhall, by the preceding Co-

rollary, ^

Tv/a+t,7320508075 = 1,9318516525 r ^ ^

^2-1-1,9318516525 = 1,9828897227 a
T

TT

y^2+ 1,98-28897227 = 1,9957178465

.a 0

1

1

^2-1-1,9957178465 =.'>998929*7 + 3 h ^

v'z-Hi,9980201743= 1,9997322757 0-5 9S

4/ 2-4-
1 ,9997 3 2 27 5 7

=
1 ,99993 3067 3

Lv' 2 -
4
-

1
,9999330678= v/ 3 >999933°678 -

'i8f

I*

Now,therefore,fince it is found that 3,9999330678

is the ^uarc of the fupplemental- chord of -3-^ of

the femi-periphery,‘ let this number be fubftraded

from 4 the fquare of the diameter, and the re-

mainder 0,0000669322 will be the fquare of the

chord of the fame arch ; therefore the chord it-

felf being = ^0,0000669322 — 0,00818121, let

this number ^ multiplied by 768, or twice 384,

and the produdt 6,28317 will be the perimeter of

a regular polygon of 768 fides, inferibed in the

circle \ which, as the fides of the polygon very

nearly coincide with the circumference 'of the cir-

cle, muft alfo exprefs the length of the circum-

ference itfelf, very nearly.

N 3 Put,
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Of the Menfuratkn

But, in order to

fliew how near this

is to the truth, let

AB repjefent one

fide of a regular po-

lygon of 768 fides, (X

iiili ribed in the circle

(whole lengoh, we
have found above,

to be 0,00818121)
and let nb be a fide

of another fimilar

polygon, deferibed

about the circle ; and from the center O let ON
be drawn, bil'eding /JJ and ab in M and N :

Then, fince AM is = ^AB = 0,0040906, and

AO =1, it is plain that OM* (AO* — AM*)
will be = O599998327, and confequently OM zu

0,99999163 i whence, becaufe of the fimilar tri-

angles AOB, aOb^ &c. we have 0,99999163;
(OM) ; I (ON) ; : AB \ ah w 6,28317 (the peri-

meter of the inferibed polygon) : 6,28322 the pe-

rimeter of the circumferibed polygon. But the

circumference of the circle being greater than the

perimeter of the inferibed polygon, and lefs than

that of the circumferibed one, it muft, confe-

quently, be greater than 6,28317, and lefs than

6,283221 and muft, therefore, be equal to 6,283^,
very neari fince this number exceeds the perimeter

of the inferibed polygon by no more than 0,00003,
and is lefs than jhe pecimecer of the circumferibed

one by o 00002, only.

From tl.e periphery thus found, the area of the

circle will alfo be known ; being equal to the pro-

dud of half the periphery into the radius (by 8.)

tt\at is, z= 3,1416 X I ^

Thcf'C-'
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Superficies and Solids.

ercfore, fincc it is proved (in Theor. 3. and 4.

.) that the peripheries of circles are in pro-

rtion as their diameters, and the circles them-

Ives as the fquares of thofe diameters ; it fol-

ows, that, as 2 is to 6,2832, or as i to 3,1416 : :

the diameter of any circle to its periphery j and

as 4 to 3,1416, or as i to 0,7854 : : the fquare

of the diameter to the area.

But, if you had rather have the proportions in

whole numbers, and the cafe propofed does not

require any great degree of accuracy \ then, in-

ftead of the foregoing, thofe of Archimedes may be

ufed, viz. 7:22 : : diam. : circumf. and 14:11:;
fquare diam. : area. Which proportions differ but

little from thofe above, as will appear from the

following example : wherein the diameter of a

circle being given 28, its circumference and area

are required. Here, according to the firft propor-

tions, I multiply 28 by 3,1416 for the circum-

ference, and the fquare of 28 (or 784) by 0,7854
for the area *, and there refults 87,964 and 615,75,
refpedlivcly. But, according to the proportions of
Archimedes^ the circumference will be found equal

to 88, and the area 616 j which differ very linle

from the former.

By knowing the proportion between the diame-

ter of a circle and the circumference, and between

the fquare of the diameter and the area, the con-

vex fuperficies of folid bodies may be determined.

Thus,
The convex fuperficies of a cylinder is found,

hy JirJl finding the circumference of the bafe, and then

multiplying by the altitude' of'the folid. Therefore,

if to that produdt, the area of the two circular

ends be added, the fum will be the whole fuper-

ficies of the cylinder.

N 4 To
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Of the Menfuration of Hjt

To find the convex fuperficies of a cone, muh
iiply half (he length of (be Jlant fide thereof by the »
circumference of the bafe.

The convex fuperficies of any fruftum of this
foiid is found, by multiplying the fum of the peri^ v
fhiries rf the tivo ends into half the length of the fS
f.antftdeof the frufium. -'.'1

To find the fuperficies of a fphere, multiply ]
the periphery of the greateft, cr generating, circle by
its diameter

:

Or, multiply thefquare of the diameter

b
The convex fuperficies of any fegment of a fphere *

is found, by multiplying the periphery of the greatejl

circle of the fphere into the altitude of the fegment.

The demonftration of thefe laft rules, for find-

ing the curve furfaces of fqlid bodies (which is not
given in the Elements, for reafons mentioned here-

after) is inferted at the end of this feftion.

Of the Mensuration of Sotips.
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ic'folid to be meafurcd, be the redangular

fallelepipedon AF, and let the cube I’, whofc

3e is one inch, be the meafuring unit ; alfo let the

ength AB, of the bafe AC, be 4 inches, the

^breadth BC 2 inches, and the altitude AH of the

1\lblid 5 inches : Then, becanfe the area of the bafe

j

^ ABCD is 2 times 4 (or 8) fquare inches, it is eafy

to conceive, that, if the folid were to be only one
inch high (inftead of 5), the content thereof would
be juft the fame number (8) of cubical inches}

becaufe then, upon the eight equal fquares into

•which the whole bafe ABCJJ is divifible, a cube of
one inch might be crefled, fo as to compofe a pa-

rallelepipedon on that bafe, of one inch high.

Therefore, feeing that the content of the folid, at

one inch high, is 8 cubical inches, the whole con-

tent at 5 inches high, muft confeqnently be' 5
times 8, or 40 cubical inches (fince the whole fo-

lid AF may be confidered, as ce mpofed of 5 fuch

heights of cubes, one ranged above another). And,
generally, whatever the dimenfions may be, it is

manifeft (frem 21 and 22. of 7.) that the parallel-

epipedon will contain the cube P, as many times

as the bafe ABCD contains the bafe of the cube,

repeated as often as the altitude AH contains the

altitude of the cube. Therefore the content of any

parallelepipedon will he found, by multiplying the arecf

of the bafe by the altitude of the parallekpipcdon.

Thus, for example, if the two dimenfions of the

bale be 16 and 12 inches, and the height of the

folid 10 inches; then, the area of the bafe being

J92, the content of the folid will be 1920 cubical

inches.

185

From the content of a parallelepipedon, thus

known, that of a prifm, or a cylinder, will like-

wife be known ; every fuch folid being (by 20. 7.

or 5. 8.) equal to a parallelepipedon of equal bafe,

and
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and altitude. Therefore, multiply the area &f%,
hafe (found by the rules for fupcrficies) into it

height of the prifm^ or cylinder^ and the predudl

ie the content.

Hence the content of any pyramid, or cone, is
'

alfo obtained •, being {by Cor. g.^to 8. 8.) equal t»

4 part of a prifm, or cylinder, of the fame Bale.'

and altitude. Therefore, multiply the area of th%\

hafe by 4 of the altitude.^ and the produbi will be

anfwer.

Every fphere being (by it. 8.) equal to 4 parts

of a cylinder of the fame diameter and altitude }

the content of any fphere will, therefore, be found,

by multiplying the area of its greateft, or generating,

circle into 4 of its diameter

:

Or (becaufe the area

of fuch circle is to the fquare of the diameter, in

proportion as 0,7854 to i), let the cube of the dia-

meter be multiplied by the fraSion ,5236 (=4 of

0,7854), and the produbi will be the content. Thus,

if the meafure of the diameter be 20, the cube

thereof will be 8000 \ which, multiplied by ,523^,
will give 4188,8 for the meafure of the fphcre*&

folidicy.

The manner of finding the

content of any fruftums of

the folids above determined,

is colledfed from Theor. 10.

and 11. B. VIII. Let the fru-

ftum (MN), firft propofed, be

that of a pyramid ; then, hav-

ing found the content of a

whole pyramid, of the fame

given bafe and altitude ; fay,

as any fide A of the lower end or bafe, is to its

corrdpondent B of the upper, fo is the faid con-
tent
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ent to a fourth^proportionai ; and, as A ia

^ain) to B, fo is the quantity laft found to an«

lier proportional : which two proportionals, add-

to the content firft determined, will give the

ru^; content of the fruftum. But when the op-
^3ofite bafes of the. fruftum are fquares, the rule

be more fimple, and put on a better form ;

;^For then the area of the bafe being A*, the con-

tent of a whole pyramid thereon, of the fame alti-

fe' tude with the fruftum, will be equal to the paral-.

lelepipedon C x A^, C being 7 of the given alti-

r tude of the fruftum. But A : B : : C x A* : C x
A X B 72 . 7.) and A:B::CxAxB;Cx B*.

Therefore C x CxAxB + ^xB’- (= C x
-1- A X B -b B*, l>y Sckol. to 20, 7.) is the true

content, in this cafe.

Hence, to find the content of the fruftum of arj

jquare-pyramid, add the product of the two fides of
the lower. and upper ends to the fum of their fquares^

and then multiply the a^regate by ^ of the pyr^-*

pud’s height.

From the con-

tent here found, that

of any conical fru-

ftum (PQ) is rea-

dily obtained ; be-

ing in proportion

to the content (C x

A* -f- A X B + B‘)
of the fruftum of a

fquare pyramid cir-

cumferibing it, as the bafe of the former is to the

bafe of the latter {by Cor. 5. to 5. 8. ), or as the frac-

tion ,7854 is to unity

:

And fo, will be equal to the

,7854 part of C X A* -f- A x B -f B* = E x

x\* -f AB -b B‘ ; by taking E = ,7854 x C= the

,'01
8

part of the whole given altitude. There-

fore

187
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from T^bcor. 1 1.

B. Vlll. a Rule'

for finding the

content ot any

fegment lAK of

a fphere, may
alfobe deduced:

For, it appears,

from thtnce> that

the fegment propofed, lAK, is equal to the dif-

ference between a conical fruftum FCDH and a

cylinder ECDG of the fame altitude, (landing upon
a bafe, whofe radius CA is equal to that (AO)
of the fphere itHelf. But the content of the fru-

Itum FCDH, if the two diameters CD^ FH be re-

prefented (as above) by A and B, and the ,2618

.
part of the altitude (D) by- E, will be = E x

A* -f> A X B -J- fe* (that is, equal to a parallelepi-

pedon whole altitude is E, and bale = A* >4- A x

B B*) : And the content of the cylinder ECDG
•will be = 3E X A*, or E x 3 A*. Therefore the

dilfcrencc (or the content of the fegment lAK) will

be = E X 2A*— A X B — B* (Schol. to 20. 7. and
yfv. 5. I.) But 2 A‘— A X B — B* is compolcd
of A*— A X B and A*— B* •, whereof the for-

mer part A*— A X B is = A— B x A 5. 2.)

= 2D X A (becaufe A —- B (or CD — FH) = FF
HG = 2AB or 2D); and the latter A*— B* =;

A — B X A -F B 7. 2.) 2D X 2A -f- 2IJ

;

Whence the fum of both will confequently be

^ X aA*— aD i and the content of the fegment
. itWf

Of the Menfuration of
fore, to find the content of any fruftum of a eone'y

add the product of the diameters of the two ends to

the fum of their fquares } then multiply the aggregate

hy the frufium's height^ and the produbly agawy by-

thefration yZSiZ.
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189Suferjlcies and Solids.

hfclf = E X 2D X 3A — 2D = ,5236 X D* X

3A — 2D (bccaufc 2E = ,5236 D).

Therefore, to find the content of otFf figment of a

/pberCt multiply the fquare of the figment's height by

the excefs of thrice the fphere's diameter above the

double of that height \ and then multiply by the frac^

tion ,5236.

The demonftration of the rules for determining

the fuperficial content of the cylinder, cone and

fphere, and of their feveral fegments, or fruftums, U
collcftcd from the two Lemmas here fubjoined.

L E M M A 1.

*Tbe upper fuperficies^ or the area of aU the fides of

c regular pyramid^ in which a cone may be inferibedt

is equal to a reSlangle under the perimeter of the baft

and half the length of the cones'sflantfide.

For, let BCDE,
Cifc. be the bafe

of the pyramid,

and BPGM that

of the inferibed

cone } and from

the vertex A to

the point? where

any fide DE of

the polyg.touches

the circle, let AP
be drawn . Then,
fince the triangle

ADE is = I^AP
X DE = X

DE } and as the

like holds ^d
with regard to

every other fide

I

L
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90 Of ' the Menfuratim of W
of the pyramid, it is evident that the fum of

the Tides, or the whole fuperficics of the pyrani^
(exclufive of the bale) will be equal to

DE -j- Ef 4- ; that b, equal to a redangl^

under and the whole perimeter of the bafe

COROLLARY I. 'i

Hence it will alio appear, that all the

of any fruftura B>g’ of the pyramid, will be equal;

to a rcftangle under half the length of each fide

and the fum of the perimeters of the two ends :

For, the area of the fide DEri being =r x

UE + dcy or X D£ + de (by 4. 2 .), the

area of all the Cdes will, therefore, be = 4-B^ x

DE + + EF i^c.

COROLLARY II.

Therefore, feeing that the foregoing conclufions

hold univerfally, whatever the number of the Tides

may be ; and as the pyramid, by increafing the

number of its fides, approaches nearer and nearer,

continually, to the infcribed cone, which is its li-

mit ; thence will the upper fuperficics of the cone
(as well as that of the pyramid) be equal to a red-
angle under half the length of its ftant fide and the
perimeter of its bafe. And the convex fupeificies

of any fruftum of the cone will, a'fo^ be equal to
a redangle under half the length of its flant fide
and the fum of the peripheries of its two ends,
or bafes ; Whence it likewife follows, that the coar-
vex furface of a cylinder Will be equal to a red-
angle under half its altitude' and. twice the peri-
phery of its bafe (or under the whole altitude and
once that periphery); becaufe then the two ends arc
equal.—From this Corollary, the rules for finding
the fupcrficies of the cylinder and cone, are given.

L E Af-
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L E M M A 2.

\ If a regular p^lygtn ABCDE, &c. of an even

'number of Jides, together with its infcribed circle

RQSq, be fuppofed to revolve about the (produced)

diamter RS, as an axis ; the fuperficies of the folid

generated by the polygon^ voill be equal to a rebiangle

under its axis AF and a right line equal to the cir-

cumference RQSq of the infcribed circle.

From the

center O, to Q
the point of
contaft Q, of

any fide BC,
let the radius

OQ be drawn;

alfodrawB^M^
QFj, CcL,
fsff. perpendi-

cular to AF,
and BN per-

pendicular to CL.'

Becaufe the folid generated by the plane B^cC
is the fruftum of a cone, the convex fuperficies

thereof, generatid by BC, is equal to a redlangle

under ^BC and the fum of the peripheries of the

two circles deferibod by B^ and Cc (by Cor.' 2 . to

the precedent) : But the fum of thefe two periphe-

ries, as QP is an arithmetical mean between Bb
and Cc, is equal to twice the periphery Qq ; and
therefore the convex fuperficies of the faid fruftum

equal to -J-BC x 2 periph. = BC x periph. Qo.
But, becaufe of the fimilar triangles OPQ, BN^,
we have BC : BN (be) : : OQ : PQ_: :

periph.

RQ^ : i^riph. Q^ (by 4- 8.)

;

and confequently

BC X periph. Q^ = x periph, RQSy = the fu-

perficics
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Of the Menfuration of
perficies generated by BC. By the very

gument, the fuperficics generated by any other

CD is = fJ X periph. RQSa : Whence it it

fed, that the fuperficies or the whole folid is

Ab be -{• cd i^c. X periph. RQSj = AF
periph. RQSj.

COROLLARY I.

Since the fuperhdes of the folid is, univerfally,

equal to AF x periph.RQSy, let the number of fides

of the generating polygon be what it will ; and as ^
the faid fuperficics, by increafing the number of

fides, approaches nearer and nearer, continually, to

the fuperficies of the inferibed fpher^, which is its

limit ; thence will the fuperficies of the fphere, it-

fclf, be aifo equal to a redangle under its axis RS.

and periphery RQSj : And the convex fupetfi-

cies of any fegment thereof will likewife be

equal to a redangle under its axis (or height) Rc
and the fame periphery KQSq ; fince it is proved,

that the correfponding fuperficies of CBAML, is

iinivcrfally equal to Ac x periph. RQSj.

COROLLARY II.

Hence it alfo appears, that the fuperficies of every

fphere is equal to four times its generating circle :

Becaufe (by 2 . 8.) the circle RQSj =^RS x^- periph.

KQSq = ^RS X periph. KQSq.

In deriving thefe conclufions, as well as thofe de-

pending upon the preceding Lemma, the Reader

muft have obferved, that fomeihing is affumed,

which is not demonftrated in any part of thefe Ele-

ments. But this will not, 1 imagine, be confidered as

a fault, by Thofe who know, that it is impoflible

to prove in a manner perfetlly regular and geome-

trical, that a ettrve furface^ of any lund, is equal

to
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Superficies and Solids,

to a plane-one of an affigned magnitude. Plane

furfaces are compared with one another, in virtue

of the loth Axiom \ in which, whatever relates to

the equality of plane figures, has its original. But
no principles have been yet admitted into the com-

mon, or lower Geometry^ whereby a curve furface

can be compared with a plane one ; nor even by
which the proportion of aiiy one curve-line to a

right-line can be known : Nor can it be demon-
ft rated by all the Geometry in Euclid's Element

that the periphery of a circle is lefs than the peri-

meter of its circumlcribing Iquare.—We can deter-

mine the proportion of folids bounded by curve-

furfaces, by deferibing other folids in, and about

them, fo as to difier lefs from them, than by any

afligned part however fmall. But in comparing

of the furfaces, this method fails ; becaufe, let the

number of fides of the inferibed, or circumferibed

folid be ever fo great, or let the folid itfelf ap-

proach ever fo near to the propofed one ; the two
furfaces, after all, will have no -part in common on
which a demonftration can be formed, but will

ftill be dillinct things. Before fuch a comparifon can

pofTibly be made, in a regular and fcicntific manner,

new principles muft be laid down : But thefe belong

to, and are belt fupplied in the Modern Geometry^

or Method of Fluxions.

O OF

L
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O F T H E
*

MAXIMA and MINIMA

O F

Geometrical Qmntities.

THEOREM I.

i_ Iffrom two given points A, B, on thefamefide of
an iiidefinite Uru PQ (in the fame plane with them)

V. two lines AE, BE be drawn to meet on^ and make
equal angles AEQ, BEP with the faid line PQ.J
the lines fo drawn., taken together, fhall be lefs than,

any other two AG, BG, drawnfrom thefame points

to meet on thefame line PQ^

“
3- «•

^Hyp,
* Cozifir.

For, let BNM be per-

pendicular to PNQ, and
let AE be produced to

meet it in M, alfo let

MG be drawn.

Then the triangles

MNE, BNE, having

the angle MEN (=
AECl‘)=BEN^MNE
= BNE% and NE com-
mon to both i have alfo

I

MN = BN, and ME =
BE
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Of the Maxima and Minima See. 195
BE } whence alfo MG = BG *

: But AM (AE 4*' 15 - »•

BE) is Icfs than AG -}- MG% or, than its equar^x 10.1.

AG + BG. ^E.D. ‘9* *•

THEOREM* II.

Of all right lines AP, BP •, AQ, BQ, that can he

drawn from two given points A, B, to meet, two by

two, on the convexity of a given circle thofe

two AP, BP taken together, Jhall be the leaf, which
make equal angles with the tangent MPN (or with

the radius ’at the point of concourfe P.

For, if to any point « in

the part of the tangent in-

tercepted by AQ_and BQ,
there be drawn A« andB«;
then will AP + BP be lefs

than A« 4- B« *, andA» -f
B« lefs than A(^4- BQ^**:

Confequently AP -|- BP
is lefs than AQ 4- BO.
^ED. ^

This dem'onftration holds equaHy true, when the

curve RPR is fuppofed of any other kind; pro-
vided all tangents to it, fall intirely without the

curve.
t

THEOREM III.

If, in a given triangle ABC, a pmt is to he dcr-

termined, fo that the fum of all the three lines d^awn
from thence to the three angles,Jhall be the leaft pojftble-, >

Ifay, the pofttion of that point muft be Juch, that all

the angles formed about it by thofe lines, pdll be equal
among tbemfelves.

sTheor.i.

‘ 23. I,.

O 2 If
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196 Of the Maxima and Minima

'If you deny it, then

let fome point E, at

which the angles BEA,
CEA arc unequal, be the

required one.
'

Upon the center A,
thro’ E, let th« circum-

ference of a circle RER
he deferibed ; and let D
be that point in it, where

the angles ADB and ADC are equal.

‘Thcor. 2 . Becaufe BD -j- CD is lefs than BE -f- CE
therefi-re is AD 4" BD -f- CD alfo lefs than AE +

^ Ax 6. I. BE _L CE ^ i which is repugnant. Therefore no

point at which the angles are unequal, can be the'

required one. ^ E. D.

^he fame otberwife.

Let the point P
be that, at which all

the angles APB,
A PC, BPC are

equal *
} and from

any other point Q,
upon the lines form-

ing them, let fall

the three perpendi-

culars Q<7, Qb, Qc.

I fay, firft, that the

fum of the three diftances Aa, B^, Cr, intercepted

by thofe perpendiculars, and the three given points

A, B, C, will be equal to the fum of the three

• The detinnination of the pofition of a point, at 'which, line

ira'wn from thru given points, Jball form any given angles, *

given among the Geometrical ConJiruQions, in the next feBion.

.

firft
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\ of Geometrical ^antities. 197
firfl diftances AP -f- BP + tor, if thro’

the interfedion M of Vc and ^Q, rv be drawn
parallel to Aj, meeting Eb (produced) in and

PS, parallel to <jQ^, in S ; it is,evident (becaufe the

angle v = ‘ BP<? = ^;P^^ = 4 of a right angle ") 1 cor. to

that the triangle Pt;M is equilateral j and that the 8 1.

right-angled triangles QMr, QMr, having Qh/lr^Hyp.

(= PM^ = -yiVl^j — QMr, have alfo dVl = rM ;

to which let MP M-y be added -, lb fhall rP = rv

= <?P -j- vS= <iP -f- ?b. And, if to the firfl: and laft

of thefe, AP-j- BP-)-Cr be (again) added •, then will

AP -f BP -p CP = Aa -j- Bb -f- Cc, as was of-

ferted

:

Whence the Theorem itielf is exceedingly

obvious : For feeing that the Turn AP -f BP •+ CP '

is but equal to the fum of the three bales Aj, Bi>,

Cc, it mull nccelTarily be lefs than that of the

three hypothenufes AQ, BQ^and CQ. ^ D.

THEOREM IV.

'The greateft triangle ABD that can p^fftbly be con-

tained under two right-lines, given in length, and any

otherright linejoining their extremes,will bewhen the two
given lines AB, BD make right-angles with each other.

For, let BC be D
equal to BD, and

the angle ABC ei-

ther greater, or Id's

than the right-angle

ABD; let alfo CF
be drawn parallel to A
AB, meeting BD
(produced, if nccefiary) in F, and let A, F, and A,
C be joined. ,

Then the angle BFC being a right-one ", it is evi-

dent that BC (BD) is greater than BF "

;

and there- » 20 i.

fore the triangle ABD, being greater than ABF * -Ax. 2.

is alfo gresCicr than its equal ABC. ^ E, D.

O3 THEO-
‘
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198 Of the Maxima and Minima

THEOREM V.

Of all triangles ABC, ABD, having thefame bafe

AB, ani the fum of their other Jides the fame^ the

ifofceles one ACB, is the greatejl.

Let CH be perpendi-

cular to AB, and DEF
parallel to AB, inter fedt-

ing HC (produced if need

be) in E } likewife let AE
and BE be drawn.

It is manifeft that the

» r6. and angles AEF, BED are A. ff B

•Th'or
AE + BE is lei's than AD -f-

‘ Hyp.
*» '

>

*3.1. triangle AEB, falling within the triangle ACB
* Ax. 2.1. muft be Itfs than ACB ''

; and therefore ADB (
—

» Cor. I. aEB *) muft alfo be left than ACB. ^ E. D.
to 2. 2. ^

C

THEOREM VI.

Of all triangles ABC, ABD Jlanding'upon thefame
bafe AB, and having equal vertical angles ACB,
ADB, the ifojcelts one ACB is the greateji.

r « 5.

Let ACDB be a

fcgmcnt of a circle,

in which the equal

angles ACB, ADB
are contained ^

; make
and 1 1 . 1

, CEG perpendicular,

and DE parallel, to

AB; from the center

O draw OD, and let

A, £ B, E be

joined, It is evident

• *r *’fn
bifefts AB*, but alfo pallbs

,,
through the center O Therefore, OP (OC) be-

ing
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9

^

andAx. 2 <

ing greater than OE *, the triangle ACB will alfo* 20. i.

be greater than AEB, or than its equal ADfi ^ ^ Cor.2.2.

^ £. D.

THEOREM VII.

Of all rigbt-linu DE, EG that can be drawn to

cut off equal areas ADE, AFG from a given triangle

ABC, that DE is the leaftt which makes the triangle

ADE cut off an ifofceles one.

Let AFG be

the circumfe-

rence of a circle

jpalTing through

the three points

A, F, G •» alfo

let PH be per-

pendicular to

FG, at the mid-
dle point P,

meeting the cir-

cumference in

H, and let FH
and GH be drawn The triangle FHG, being,

ifofceles is therefore greater than FAG or<Th*or.6.

than its equal * ADE : Whence, as the triangles ' Hyp,

FHG,,ADE are equiangular ^ the bale FG of the^%p
greater, mvrft confequently exceed the hafc DE of

the lefler. ^ E. D.

THEOREM VIII.

Of all right-lines EF, GH, GH that can be drawn
thro* a given point D, between two right-lines BA,
BC given in pofuion *, that EF which is bifebled by

the given point D, forms with them the leajt triangle

<EBF).

O 4 For,
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‘ 3. and

7. I.

‘ Hyp.
^ 15. I.

' Ax. 2.

« Ax. 6.

• I?. I.

* 24. I.

’ Car. to

Of the Maxima and Minima ^
For, ifEI, parallel

to BC, be drawn, meet-

ingGH in I; the ’’equi-

angular trianglesDbH
and DEI, having* DF
=r DE’jwill be equal ’'i

and DFH will there-

fore be lefs, or greater

than DEG ‘, according

as BG is greater or lefs

than BE. In the for-

mer cafe let DEBH
common, be added to

both} fo fhall FFB be lefs than HGB*'. And if,

in the latter cafe, DGBF be added, then will HGB
be greater than FEB“ } and confequently FEB (in

this cafe alfo) lefs than HGB. ^ E. D.

COROLLARY.
• If DM and DN be drawn parallel to BC and
BA } the two equal “ triangles DEM, DFN, taken
together (fmce EM = DN " = MB •’) will be equal

to the parallelogram DMBN ’
; and confequently

the parallelogram DMBN = fBEF ra’tBGH.
Whence it is manifeft, that a parallelogram is al-

ways lefs than half a triangle in which it is in-
fcribed, except when the bafe of the one is half
the bafe of the other ; in which cafe the parallelo-

gram is juft half the triangle.

SC HO.
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SCHOLIUM.
From the

precedingCo-
rollary alone,

it may be very

eafily made to

appear , that

the leafl: tri-

angle EGM
which can pof-

fibly be de-

fcribed about,

and the great-

eft ‘parallelogram EFB« that can be defcribed in,

any curve ABCD, concave to its axis AE, will be
when the fub-tangent FG is equal to half the bafe

EG of the triangle, or to the whole bafe EF of
the parallelogram ; and that the two figures will

be ia the ratio of two to one. For let HN be 'a

fide of any other circumfcribing triangle (EHN)
touching the curveJn C, and meeting FBr in r

:

Then, the curve Ming concave to its axis, the
point r will fall above B ; whence, if rm be drawn
parallel jo B«, then will EGM = 2BE “D 2rE “
EHN. Again, if IC, parallel to EM, be pro-
duced to meet GM in /), and CK and pq be drawn
parallel to AE ; then, alfo, will BE — 4EGM cr
pE c“ CE, as was to be jhewn.

201

THEOREM IX.

Of all right-lined figures, contained under the fame
number of fides, and infcribed in the fame circle, that

is the greatefi whofe fides are all equal.

Fori

y
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'Theor.6.

snd 11.3.

Of the Maxifna and Minima

For, if poffibUy let

fomc polygon ABCFE,
whofe TidesCFjEF are

unequaljbeihegreatcft.

Let CDE be an
ifoTceles triangle de-

fcribed in the fame
fegment with CFE

;

which being greater

than CFE the whole
polygon ABCDE W!ll

alfo be greater than

the whole polygon ABCFE ; which is repugnant.

Therefore the polygon is the greateft when the

£dcs are all equal.

THEOREM X.

Of all right-linedfigures^ contained under thefame
perimeter^ and number ofjides^ tie greate^ ist when
thejides are all eptal.

For, if ABCDE
be the greateft pof-

£ble, the triangle

CDE muft, mani-

feftly. be greater

than any other tri-

angle CFE upon the

fame bafe, whereof

the fum of the other

fides is alfo the

fame. But, by Theo-

rem V, the greateft triangie. When the ‘bafe and
the fum of the Ados are given, is that whofe fides

'

are equal:. Thetefoie DC and ED are equal, in

the fame manner it appears that BC = CD, fsfr.

^E.D.
T H E O-
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THEOREM XI.

S' i <*// the Jiies of « polygotiy except oney he givtx

and their pofition be requiredyfo as to make

^^ihe polygon itfelf the greateft pqj^le ; I fayy their

pofition muft be fuchy that two lines drawn from the

^ extremes of the unknown fide to any angle of the poly~

^ gony fballform a right-angle.

For, if you would
have the polygon
ABCDEF to be

the greateft poflible,

and yet ADF, fub-

tended by the un-

known fide AF, not

a right-angle :Then

let PSO be a right-

angle,contained un-

der PS = AD, and
OS = FD i and
upon PS and OS,
let the figures PS
RQ^and OST be

defcribed equilate-

ral, and equal, to ADCB and FDE *.
• ,o. 6.

The triangle PSO is greater than ADF'i there- 'Theor.a.

fore, PSRQbcing= ADCB, and OST = FDE • Conilr.

the whole polygon PQRSTO is alfo greater than

the whole polygon ABCDEF*, which is repugnant. 6- ».

COROLLARY.
ttence, becaufe the angle in a femi-circle is a

right-angle *
i it appears, that the greateft poly- *>3-3-

gon that can be contained under any propofed
number of given fides, and one other fide any how
taken,' will be, when it may be inferibed in a femi-

circle, whereof the iodetermined line will be the

diameter.

THEO.
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?Hyp.

* Theor.

II.

Of ih^ Maxima and Minima

THEOREM XII.

A polygon ABCDEA in a circle^ is greater than

ether polygon ?Q}\ST?ywbatever^wbofeJides are /^irj

fame both in length and number.

Let AF be the diameter of the circle, and

E, F ; alfo make the angle PTO= AEF, TO =
EF, and let PO be drawn.

Becaufe AB = PQ, BC = QR, CD = RS, DE
= ST, .and EF TO’', the polygon ABCDEF,
being inferibed in a femi-circle, will be greater than
the polygon PQRSTO *

; and, if from thefe, the

equal triangles AEF, PTO be taken away, there

will remain ABCDEA c~ PQRSTP. ^ E. D.
i

That the magnitude

of the greateft polygon,

which can be contained

under any number of

unequal (ides, does not

at all depend upon the

order in which thofc

lines are connefled to

each other, will appear,

thus. Let ABCDE be the greateft, one way, or
according to one order of the (ides ; and upon BD
let a triangle BDF be conftituted whofe fides DF
and BF are, refpcdively, equal to BC and DC

;

then, the triangles BCD, BFD being equal, the

whole
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of Geometrical ^antities.

tSie polygons ABCDE and ABFDE will likc-

be equal, notwithftanding their equal Tides

'^C, DF, are placed according to different

'‘Harders.

THEOREM XIII.

205

Of all polygons^ contained under the fame ferime-

tery and number offides ; that wbofeJides^ and angles^

are equals is the greateft.
• •

For, the greateft polygon that can be contained

under a given perimeter, is one whofe. Tides are all

equal *. But, of all the polygons of this fort, that * Theor.

is the greateft which may be inTcribed in a circle

Therefore the greateft of all, is that whofe fides ,2,”^’

are all equal, and which may be inTcribed in a

circle, or whereof the angles, as well as the Tides,

are all equal. ^ E. D.^

THEOREM XIV.

^he greateft area that can pojftbly be contained by

cne right-liney any how taken, and any other line or

lines, whatever, whereof the fum is given ; will be,

when two right-lines drawn from the extremes of the

unknown line firft mentioned, to meet any where in the

given boundary, make right-angles with each other.

For, if you would have the area ACDEBA, con-

tained by Tome right-line AB, and ACDEB where-

of the length is given, to be the greateft poflible,

and ADB, at the fame time, not a right-angle:

Then, let PSQ. be a right-angle, contained under

PS = AD, and QS = BD j and, having joined
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•Theor

,

-Hyp.

•Ax. 6.

f I}. 3.

0/ ihi Maxima and Minima
PQ, upon PS and QS conceive two figures

and QST to be formed, equal, and alike in all'

fpefts to ACD and DB£. Since the area PSQ.4
.
greater than ADB ‘

; it is manifeft, that the ari^

FRSTQP, conuined by the right-line (PQ) an«

PRSTQ.(:= ACDEB*) will a|fo be greater

the area ACDEBA *, •aohicb is regnant

:

There:*

fore the area ACDEBA cannot be the greatef

poflible, unleis the angle ADB be a right one

COROLLARY.
Hence, becaufe the angle in a femi^-circle is a

right-angle \ it is evident that the area will be the.

grcateft poflible, when the given length, or boun-
dary, forms the arch of a femi-circle j whereof the

indctermined right-line propofed is the diameter.

THEOREM XV.
Of all plant figures ABCD, EFQH, eentemei

under equal perimeters (or limits)^ the circle (ABCD)
is the greatefi.

For, if Ae diameter AC be drawn, and EFG
be taken equal to the arch ABC i then the area

ABCA will (by the precedent) be greater than the

area EFGE, contained by EFG and the rio;ht-fine

EG i and ADCA will alfo be greater than EHGE:
Therefore ABCD muft, ncccflatily, be greater than
EFGH.

C O R O L-
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of Geoptfitrical ^antities.

COROLLARY.
Hence it appears, that the ^eateft area that can

flibly be contained by a right-line AB, and a

urve-line ArB, both given in length j will be,

?hen the latter is an arch of a circle. For, let

A«B be any other curve-line, equal to AeB, and let

the whole circle A^BCD be completed ; which

will (it is proved) be greater than the mixed figure

A»BCD ; and confequently, by taking away the

common foment ABCD, there will remain /UBA
greater chan A»BA.

THEOREM XVI.

greatefi parallelepipedon that can ie contain^

under the three parts of a given line AB, any hem
taken^ voill be when all the parts are e^ual to each

alber.

For, if peMhle, let ^
C E D _

two parts AE, ED ‘ ®
be unequal. Bifeft AD in C ; then will the re6t-

angle under AE (AC -|- CE) and ED (AC— CE)
be lefs than AC* (or AC x CD) by the fquare of

CE Therefore the folid AE x ED x DB will alfoj

be lefs than the folid AC x CD x DB •*
\ which in 21. y.

contrary to bypothcfts,

COROLLARY.
Hence, of all redangular parallelepipedora, hav-

ing the fum of their three dimenfioos the fame, the

cube is the greateft.

THEO^
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2o8 the Maxima and Minima ^

THEOREM. XVII.

The greatejl parallelepipedon AC* x CB that can

poffiby be contained under the fquare of one part AC
I

gi"^'en line AB and the other part AC, any how:
' taken ; will be^ when the former part is the double of

the latter.

_
For, In Ac and

. /d' c c
Bf be any other A ^

"

parts, into which *

' Cor. to given line AB may be divided *, and let AC and

6. z. and Ac be bifeded in D and d. So Ihall AC* x CB =
7 ;

' 4AD X DC X CB ‘ c- 4AJ X dcxcE'^ (Ac* x cB

g ^ the precedent. ^ E. D.

THEOREM XVIII.

^he hypothenufe AB of a right angled triangle

ABC being given \ the folid BC x AQ* contained

under one leg BC and the fquare of the other AC,
will be the greatejl pojfiblei when the fquare of the

latter leg AC is double to that of the former BC.

For, if CD be con-

ceived perpendicular to

AB, and DE to AC *, it

•Cor. to willbcAC*(ABxAD'):

J 9 - 4- AB*::AD:AB"::DE:
BC "

; and confequently

•zt'7. AC*xBC= AB*xDE<'i
» Cor. 2. which (as AB* is given) will, evidently, be the great-
to6.

2. poffiblc, when Db, or its fquare ^ (DE*) is the

I K 4
greateft poffible. But DE* : AD* : : ’BC*(BD x

• Thcor. AB‘): AB*

:

: BD: AB'”i and therefore DE*x AB=
«7‘ AD* X BD®i which ('and confequently DE*) will be

the greateft poflible,when AD is thedouble of BD*
that is, when AC* (AU x AB) is the double of BC
(BD X AB). ^ E. D.

THE O-
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209of Geometrical Quantities*

THEOREM XIX.

*Tbe altitude BC of the greateft cylinder HG that

_ » pojfibly be infcribei in any cme ADE,- w one-third

'art of the altitude AB t/ the conef and the cylinder
^

\tfelf -y parts of the cone.

For, let gb t>e any ,

other cylinder infcribed

in the cone ; and it will

be, ,AC%x Bp : CG‘ x! - ^

BC :* r AC*-: *GG*r:
Af* cg^ :: Ac* xBc :

* eg* X Bf ; whence, by

alternation^ AC* x BC :•

Ac* x Be : : CG* x BC : ‘

c^* .xBf> and fo like- iB.

wife is the cylinder HG
to the cylinder but AC* x BC‘ is- greater * w\heor.
than Ac* x Be*, therefore HG is alfo greater than 17.

hg. Again, fince AC = 4-^^^ ^nd therefore CG * Ax. 4.

= 4-BE i we alfo have, cylinder HG : cone ADE ^

(or cylinder : CG* (4BE*>: *BE* :
; 4 : i. x

’

^ dD.
, and 3. 8.

.
' SCHOLIUM.

From this propofition, by reafoning as in the

Scholium ta Tbecjrem VIII. it will appear, that

the le^ cone that can be deferibed about, and the

greateft cylinder that can poflibly be deferibed in, any

iolid generated by the rotation of a curve, concave

toils axis, will be, when the fub-tangent is tw<>

thirds of the altitude of the cone, or twice the al-

titude of the cylinder and that the two figures

will be in the ratio of nine to four. From whence

the dimenfions of the greateft and lead cylinders

and cones, that can be deferibed in, and about folids

generated by curves, to which the method of draw-

"ingtangents is known, may be readily determined.

P
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CONSTRUCTION
«

Of a great Va»iett of

Geometrical Problems,

f - '

/j

I? •

B«Qg a &rther

APPLICATION of what h^been delivered,

in the Elementary Part of thia Work.

PROBLEM I.

In a given triar^le ABC, /a infcribt s fyuri^

DEFN.

CONSTRUCTION.

F
rom any Mint M,
in cither hae, upon
the bafe AB, let

fall the perpendicular MG

;

make MR perpendicular,

and equal, thereto, and let

ARE be drawn, meeting

the other fide of the tri-

angle in E ; then draw ED
' parallel, and EF and DN perpendicular, to A3 t

md the thing is done.

DE.
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GonfiruS^wt &c. iir

DEMONSTR ATIQN.
Let RS be dtaMm paHlIel ta EF: Then (h^ Jr

tn'dar triangks) RS (MG) rEF (: : AR r A£) : :

MR : DE : Therefore, as MG and MR ate equals
iy ConJint£fhn, EF and DE will Jikewiib be equal.

By the fame method a reftangle may beinferibed
in a triangle:, whofc fiefes (hall be in a givew ratio ;

HF MR and MG (inltead of being equal) be taken
in the gimi' ratio } the rellf of the Conftnittion be^
iog exa<aiy the fame. •

PROfiLfeM II.

/« d given triangle ABCj t» iirfcribe a reElangle

£FGH equal to ary given right-lined -J^ure not

exceedif^ po^ the triangle-,

CO NSTRUGTiON. .

On the bale AB (hy

6.) let a rcFlatigle ABPL
be conftituted = Q^; and
let LP meet the perpen-

dicular CD of the triangle

(produced) in K. Then

(h *7* 5*) ict CD be di- .

vided in ij fo that Cl x

DI = CD X DK (that is, Ii

let two femi-circles be dc-

feribed on CD and CK y drawing MN and NI pa-
rallel to CD and AB)

:

So lhall DI be the alti-

lode of the required reftangle.

DEMONSTRAT r O'N;

Since (%y Confir.j 'Cl x DI (= NI* i= MD*) ^
CD X DK,. thence will DI : DK : fCD : Cl :

:

AB’;
EF (ly 20. 5.); and confequendy Dl xEF 16.

4.) = ABxDK = Q. 4£.D.
P a That
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2lt TTte ConfiruEHon of
That the Problem will be impoQlble, when

is greater than half the triangle, is evident from
the Conftrudtion, as well as from the Theorem on

f. 200. It may alfo be obferved,that there is another ^
way, befides that ufed above, for dividing CD iri

the manner propofed ; which (though not morei
obvious) is, in point of concifenefs, rather prefer-

able i and is thus. Having (as before) found a
'

mean-proportional DM between CD and DK, and
bifefted CD in O i from M to CD apply MR =r
OD, and take OI = RD. So ftiall Cl x DI = OD*
—-Ol* 7. 2.) = MR*— ’RD'’(byHyp.)— 'DM} »
= CD X DK (as before).

PROBLEM III.

In a given circle APBQ, to inferibe a reblangU

^
equal to a given right-linedfigure RSTU, not exceed-

ing half the fquare of the diameter.

. CO NSTRUCTION,

Upon the diameter AB deferibe the redlangle

ABKI = RSTU (by 7. 6.) ; and from the point
C, where the fide KI interfefts the periphery of the

circle, draw CA and CB, parallel to which draw
BD and AD ; then will ACBD be the redlangle

that was to be conftfudled.

p E-
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r» Geometrical Problems,
IV

-• '

DE MONSTRATION.
-• ;#The Unes AC, BD, and AD, BC being parallel

Conftr.) and the angle ACB a right-one (by iZ-

the figure ACBD is a reftangle (by Cor. to 24.

andD isalfo in the circumference of the 'orcle.

^But ACBD =5 2ACB = ABKI = RSTU.

fp- That the Problem will be impoflible, when BK

i is greater than or when BI (RT) is greater

than tAB*, is manifeft from hence, becauie Ivl

will then fall intirely above the circle.

P
p R O B L E M IV.

. To draw a line KL parallel to a given live AG,

which (ball terminate in two other lines AB,’ AC,

given by pofttion^ fo as to form with them a triangle’

AKL, equal to a given rebiangle ADEF»

CONSTRUCTION.
Let FE, produced,

meet AG and AC, in p' G E X"

G andH i and, in AB, FT

take a mean-propor- /

tionalAKbetweenGH /

and 2EF i then draw
/

KLparallel to AG, and L

the thing is done.

demonstration.
The triangles AKL, HGA being equian^l^, it

will be AKL : HGA : : AK» (= GH x 2XF,p
Conftr.) : GH‘ : : EF ^ tGH (by y.^.)'.’. EF x AF

:

4GH X AF (= HGA) : Therefore, the confequents

being equal, the antecedents AKL and EF x AF
muft alw be equal. ^ D- ^ ^ ^

V '} P R O-
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PROBLEM V.

Betwem two lines AB, AC, given by pofitiotSy /#
apply a litu KL> equal to a ghcn line MN, fo that
the triangle AKL formed from thence., Jkall be of
given magnitude.

CONSTRUCTION.
Having bifeft-

cd MN in D, on
MD dclcnbe a

redanglc MDEF
(by 7. 6.) = the

jnagnitude given:

Alfd on ^^'N let

: 3 Hegmcnt of a circle be dcfcribcd (by 22. 5.) tq
contain an angle “ A j and Irom its interfe£tion

,>vith t-F, draw HM and HN ; then make AK =5
HM, AL = HN, and join K, L. So (hall the
bale Ki.ibe alfo = the bafe MN, and the triangle

AKL equal, and like in all refpcfts, to HMN i

which laft (by Cor. to 2. i.) is, manifelily, equal tQ
the magnitude given MDEF. ^ D.

problem VI,

Through a given point P, /<? draw a line EPD t$

meet two dnes A B, AC, given by pojition, fg that ibg

iriangU^ADE formedfrom thence^ Jball be ofa given
magnitude,

CONSTRUCTION,
DrawFPH parallel tp

AB, interleding AC in

F
j
and on AF, let a pa-

rallelogram AFHI bQ
formed, equal to the
given area of the trian-

gle : Make IK perpen-

dicular to Ai, ^^nd cqusd

10
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Geometrical Problems, *15
to FP } and from K, to AB, apply KD =: PH \

then draw DPE, and the thing is done.

DEMONSTRATION.
The triangles PHM, PFE and MDI> by rea-

fon of the parallel lines, are fimilar ; and there-

fore, fince the three homologous fides PH (KD),
FP (IK) and DI are fuch, as to form a right-an-

gled triangle {by Co^r.)t the triangle PHM on the

Bril of them, is equal to both the other two FPE
and MDI (3jy 29. 4.) : and, if to thefe equal quan-

tities, AFPMI ^ded j then will AFHI be alfo

;= ADE.

This Problem will be imjwflible, when KD (PH)
is lefs than KI (PF) ; that is, when the area given

is Icls than a parallelogram under AF and zFP.

PROBLEM VII.

from a given polygon ABCDEFH, to cut off a
part AIKFH, equal to a given reSangle MN, by a
Bne (IK), either parallel to a given line AQ, or

puffing through a given point P.

CONSTRUCTION.
LetBA and

EF be produ-

ced to meet in

G) and upon
ON kt a red-

angle OQ be

conftitutcd {by

7. 6.) equal t6

AGFH}then,
by Prob. the

4th,or 6th, ac-

cor^ng to the

calc propofed.
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6 The ConJlruSHon of
draw IK, fo as to make the triangle GKI = MQ,
and the thing is done.

The Dcmonftration whereof is manifeft from
the Conftruftion.

And, in the fame manner, the polygon may be
divided according to any given ratio ; becaufc, the
whole being given, each part will be given.

PROBLEM VIII.

To divide a given triangle into any propofei
number of parts (AKM, KN, LC) fo as to have any
given proportion to each other ; by means of lines

drawn parallel to one of theftdes BC of the triangle^

*
* » • •

CONSTRUCTION.
Let AB be divided

into parts, AE, EF,FB,
havings the fame given

proportion toeach other,

. as' the parts of the tri-

. angle are to have. Upon
AB let a lemi-circle

AHIB be defcribed ;

and perpendicular to

AB, draw EH, FI,

meeting the drcumfc-
rcnce in H and ‘I : From the center A, throucrhH and 1 , defcribe the arcs HK, IL, meeting ABInK and L ; then draw KM and LN parallel to BC,
<ind the thing is done.

DEMONSTRATION.
The triangles AKM, ALN and ABC, are in

proportion, to one another, as AK* (AB x AE),
AL/ (AB X AF) and AB* (by 19. and 24. 4.) ;

that is, as AE, AF and AB (by 7. 4.) Whence
(by divifm) the propofition is manifeft.

PRO-
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"Oeom^trkal Vrehlem*

PROBLEM IX.

p
5^j ^0 divide a given line PQ into any propofed numr
"^^er ofparts^ fo that Jimilar right-lined figures FMm*

' TLl, LQc) defcribed upon them, jhall have thefame
M^iven ratio among themfelves^ as an equal number of
fright -lines AB, AC, AD ajfigned.

ai7

CONSTRUCTION.
Upon the greateft AD of the given lines AD,

AC, AB, defcribe a femi-circle AEFD i and per-

pendicular to AD, draw BE and CF, meeting the

circumference in E and F j and, having drawn

PR, at pleafure, in it take PH = dift. AE, HI
= dift. AF and IK = AD •, draw KQ, and pa-

rallel thereto draw HM, IL i
which will divide

PQ, as required.

DEMONSTRATION.
VMm : LQj ; : PM* ; LQ^ (by 26. 4.) : : PH*

(= AE*= AB X AD, by 19. 4O : IK* (AD*) :: AB

;

AD (by 7.6.) In the very fame manner it appears,

that ML/ : LQ^ ; : "AC : AD. ^ E. D.

PRO-'
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P R O B L E M X.
,

To ditermhu the fcjitlm of a point P, fo that

tinei drawn from thence to the e.-' fremes of three right- ^
lines AB, CD, EF, given in knrjb and pofition°Jhall

j

form three t tangles ABP, CPD, EPF, mutually j

eq^ to each other,

CONSTRUCTION.
Let the given lines be produced to meet in G

G», Hr, equal each to CD: Complete the paral*

lelc^ams Gmpn, Hr/J; and let the diagonals Gp and
H/.be produced till they loeet in P, and the thing

is done.

DEMONSTRATION.
Let PA, PB, P»», &c. be drawn. The triangles

GP», GPw, having the fame bafe GP, and equal

altitudes (becaufe GM^« is a parallelogram) are

therefore equal to each other : But CPD= GP»,
and APB = GPw (ly Cor. to a. a.) ; whence CPD
and APB are likewife equal. And, from the ^ery
fame reafoning, it appears that CPD and FPE are

equal, ^ E. D,

P R O-
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P R O B L E M XI.

From two given pointf A, B, to dram two lints

AC, BC, to meet in a line DE of ary kindy given

h pojition i fo that the difference of theirfpnaresJball

be equal to a fquare given (MN*).

CONSTRUCTION.
Make AF perpendicular

to the line AB, and equal

to MN ; draw BF, which

bifeft with the perpendicu«

Jar GH ; and from its in-

terfedUon with AB, draw
HC perpendicular to AB,
meeting DE in Cj draw

AC and BC, and the thing

is done.

For BC* — AC* = BH*^ AH* (by 9. 2.) = FH*
*pAH‘= AF‘= MN*.

PROBLEM XIL
From two given points A, B, to draw two lines

AC, BC, to meet in a line DE of any kindy given by

pofition ; fo that thefum of their fquaresJhall be equal

to a givenfquarey MN*.

CONSTRUCTION.
Biie& AB with the

perpendictilar FG, in

which take FP= FA,
and draw APQ^=
MN i 00 AB (pro-

duced, if neceflary) let

fall the perpendicular

QR ; from A to FG
i^ply AH=sAR, and

aboqc
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"The ConJ^ruSiion of ^ !

about the center F, thro’ H,' let the circumferencis^^^

of a circle be defcribed; and from its.interfcdliorj®

with the given line DE, draw CA and GB, aiij^
the thing is done.

DEMONSTRATION.
L.et BH be drawq ; which being = AH = AR

=RQ (becaufe FP= AF)i thence will AC*^ js

BC*= AH* + BH* (by 20. t.) = AR* + RQ*=
AQ: = MN^ I

. iPROBLEM XIII.

From tiho given points A, B, to dr(tw tWQ lines

AC, BC, meeting in a line DE of any land., given by

'pojitiom fo as to obtain the ratio of two unequal right'

lines Mm, Nn ajfigned.

CONSTR UCTION.
Having joined the

given points, divide AB
in F (by 15. 5.) fo that

AF : BF : : Mm : N»

;

make A/ and paral-

lel to each other, taking

the former = AF, and

the latter = FB ; and thro’ their extremes draw

fbO, meeting AB, produced, in O ; from whence,

with the radius OF, let the femi-circlc FCG be de~

feribed, cutting DE in C ; then draw AC and BC,

and the thing is done.

DEMO NSTRATI O N.

Becaufc OA ; A/(AF) : : OF : F* (FB), we have

(by divijion) OA ; OF : : OF : OB ; or OA : OC :

:

OC : OB. And fo, the triangles OAC, OCB,
having one angle FOC common, and the fides

about it proportional, they muft, therefore, be fi-

milar
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{hy 1 5. 4.) i whence the other fides will alfo

proportional, or AC : BC : : OA : OC (OF) :

:

^yA/ : Fi> : : M»» : N« (}^ Conjlr,) E. D.
,

iVo/tf, When, in either of the two preceding Pro-,

^'blems, the circle defcribed, neither cuts nor touches
V the given line DE, the thing propofed to be done,

will be impoflible } as no two lines drawn from

i A and B, to meet above the circumference, can

:

poflibly have their ratio,- or the fum of their

fquares, the fame as two lines meeting in the cir-

cumference.

PROBLEM XIV.

From two given points A, B, to draw two lines

AC, BC, meeting in a right-line DE, given by por-

tion
»
fo as to make therewith two angles ACD, BCE,

whofe difference Jhall be equal to an angle given, bch.

'

/

CONSTRUCTION.
Make AFG perpendi-

cular to DE, and FG = ^
AG i and, having drawn

GB, on it let a fegment

of a circle GCB be de-

fcribed (ly 22. 5.) to con-

tain an angle equal to the

fupplemenc {beg) of the

given one bch ; and from its interfedion (C) with

pE, draw CA and CB ; and the thing is done.

For, if BC and GCH be drawn, then will ACD
'=GCD = ECH = BCE— BCH {bch).

In the fame manner, the Problem will be con-

ftruded, when, inftead of the difference of ACD
and BCE, that of ABC and BAC is given : Be-

caufe, when DE is parallel to AB, the latter dif-

ference
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fercDce is equal to the former } and, in aA ot

odes, differs from it bjr twice the given angle GC^
cxprelEng the inclination of the faid lines.—When
the fum of the angles ACD and BCE ‘is*given,

the angle ACB is alfo given : And here, nothing,

more is neceflary, than barely to defcribe, upon AB,
a fegment of a circle to contain the laid ^ven an-

^e ACB.

' t e M M A.

If, of any three proportional lines AB, DB, FB, tbi.

difference AF of the two extremes be bifeSied inG ; and

if on tbegrea^ A6y as a bale, a trian^e ABC be fw

formed, that its lefferfide AC Jball be to the diftance

MG of the perpendiatlaffrom the hifffing point G,

in the given rath ofAB to DB; then fhall the yreatef

Jide BC exceed the Itffer AC ^ the given line DB.

DEMONSTRATION.
Becaufc FM exceeds

AM by aGM, BM will

exceed it by aGM -f- BFi
and the redangle under

this excefs and the whole

bafe AB (== aMG x AB
4- BF x^AB) will therefore (2y. 9, 2.) be =r BC*-^
AC*. But {by bjpotbejis and 10. 4.) MG x AB =s

AC X BD, and BF x AB =s BD* : Therefore 2AC
X BD 4- BD*= BC*— AC* i and, by adding AC%
common, AC* 4- *AC x BD 4- BD* (or the fqyait

of AC+ BD, ^ 6, will be = BC* -, and, cot^

fcqucntly, AC 4* BD = BC. ^ A. T>.

This Lemma is not only of ufe in the Probleal

next following, but will m found a ready inftru-

ment in the folution of many others ; for which

icafon it is here put down.

PRO-
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PROBLEM XVI.

From two given points A, B, to draw two Unef*

AC, BC, fo as to meet in a right-line DE parallel

to that (AB) joining the /aid points^ and that the

tellangle (AC x BC) contained hy them,, Jhall be equal

to a reSangle given^ ADEF.

CONSTRUCTION.

Bifcft AB and AF, in

G and H and, having

drawn GI perpendicular

<0 AB, to it, from A, ap-

plyAO=AH i and from

the center O, through A
and B, let the circum-

ference of a circle be de-

feribed interfering DE in C ; from whence draw

CA aad CB, and the thing is done.

For, if CK be drawn perpendicular to AB, it

is evident (by 25. 3.) that AC x BC = CK x 2AO
= ADxAF. ^E.D,

PROBLEM - XVII..

Through a given point fo to draw a line FPE,
that the parts thereof PF, PE, intercepted by that

point and two lines AB, CD, given in pofition^ Jhedl

obtain ,a given, ratio,
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CONSTRUCTION;
Through P, to any

point in AB, draw
PG, in which (hy 13.

5.) take PH to PG,
in the given ratio of

PF to PE; draw HF
parallel to AB, niect- x

'
.

-
C.

ing CD in Fj then

.
draw FPE, and the thing is done.

For, the triangles PGE, PHF being equiangw-
lar {by 3. and 7. 2.) thence is PF : PE : : PH : PC :

And fo PF and PE (as well as PH and PG) are

in the ratio given. '•>

• • * \
I < * >

In this Conftrudion, it is neceflary that one
,

of
the two given lines fhould be a ri^byone

:

The
other may, it is inanifeft, be a line of am kind

whatever.
' — 'I •

' ; - .

"
"j

P R O E M xVlII. '

,
‘ \

through a given point to draw a line GH, 'tef-

tmnating in a right-line AB, and in a line CD of any

hnd,. given, both by poJition\ fo that -the reSiangU

under the two parts thereof PG, PH, Jhall be of a
given magnitude.® ^ y I I

. p
.

'
• \

-- CONSTRUCTION. V
T .. I

225

Having drawn EPF

nitude given: Upon PF,
as diameter, let a circle

be defcribed, interfering

CD in } then draw
GPH,- and the thing is

done.

-•A'i CL

tj;

Ts:

- Ti

« * ••

*

AU '•]B 'i:

D
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DEMONSTRATION.
If FG be drawn, the triangles PFG and PHE,

having FPG = HPE, and FGP (= a right-angle,

h *3* 3 ) = PEH, will be equiangular: And,
confequently (by 24. 3.) PG x PH =: PF x PE =s
the magnitude given. ^ E. D.

PROBLEM XIX.

Through a given point P, between two right-Unes

AB, AC, ghen by pjition^ fo to draw a line ED,
that thefam of the fegwents (AD + AE) cut offby it

from the two formery Jball be equal tu a given line

RS.

CONSTRUCTI
Draw PF and

PG parallel to AB
and AC j in BA
produced take
= AF, and
= RSj then divide

GN inDf^ * 7 * 5*)

itGDxND=rib that

tSae thing U done.

AM XAGs dmvDPE, «ad

DEMONSJ R AT I O N.
By fimilar triangles,GD : (— AP e= AM) :

:

FP (= AG) : FE ; and confequeody GDi< FET=s

AM x AG = GD X ND (by Can^.): Wjbiaee FE
= ND; and therefore FE+AF+ AD(AE-j*AiJ)
==ND-fAM-I-AD=MN=R&

It appears from the Coaftntdion, that ihe E^rtM

blcm will be impoBible, ,w‘hen (GN) tiie OBceb ogT

RS above PF and PG, exceeds the double of m
mean-proportioBal between dieie two qnantides.

PR O2
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P^ O ^L'E X2C.

^ ' ^hrtugb a given foint b^een '/«» pigb^Jhus

^B, AC, given by fo/ition^ f$ f0 dmw a line PEj
that the difference (AD~ A^\ figments sub tff

by it from the tw<t former, h efutl te a m<dfn

line RS. '

CQNSri^UCTlOK.
Dravr PF and PG pa-,

rallel to AB and AC ; in

AB take AM = AF, and
MN = RSj then (by i8.

5 .) let a line ND be added
toGN, fo that QP xNP,
PGx PF i draw DP£,a»^
the thing is done.

MQ. i B-

P.E MON STRATTON. ^

RtlC^c of the finoilar triangles PGD, EFP, we
bl.vc GD X FE =; PG X PF = Gp x ND (h
Gni/lr.) jnd confequenily FE =n NP ; whence Ap
.fr-AE?= —AF(AM) =sMN= RS. A,D,

PROBLENT XXI.'

$etutfe9 tttto rigbt4ints NBN, MBM, ghtn by

pofition, to apply a line DE of a given length, an4
tubicb (produced, if necejfary) fhall pafs through a
given point A, ejualfy difidnt from the feud given

lines,; .

0.2 con-
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CON ST RUCTION.
Let FG be the

length given ; and,

having drawn AB,
make the angles F, G
equal each to' ABD
(or ABE); and in AB
produced take AC (by

i8. 5.) fb that AC x

BC = HG* : From C
to NN apply CD =
HG ; then drawDAE
(DEA), and the thing

is dene.

DEMO.NSTRATIO N.

Becaufe AC : CD : : CD : BC Conjlr. and 10.

4.) the triangles CAD and CDB (having one an-

gle common, and the fides about jt proportional)

will be equiangular {by 15.4.): And therefore, fince

CDA = DBC = ABE (by bypotbeftsjy the circumr

ference of a circle may be defcribed through all the

four points C, D, B, E 1 1. 3. ^ 19. 3.) And
fo the angle DEC, Handing on the fame fubtenle

(DC) with DBC, will be equal to it ; and, confe-

quently, equal to EDC. Therefore the ifofceles

triangles EDC, FGH being equiangular, and hav-

ing CD = HG, their bales ED and FG will alio

be equal. ^ E. T>.

PROBLEM XXII.

In a given circle ABDC, to apply a chord AB
equal to a given line RS (lefs than the diameter) and
which Jhall pafs through a given point P.

CON-
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Geometrical Problems^

CONSTRUCTION.
^ Infcribe CD = RS,

upon which, from the

<xnter O, let fall the

perpendicular OF ; alfo

draw OP, upon which let

a fcmi-circle be defcribed,

and in it apply OE=OFi
laiUy, through P and E, _

let AB be drawn j
which

will, manifeftly, be equal to CD (= RS, hy 3. 3.)

as being equally diftant from the center, by con-

ftruftion.

When the point given is placed without the cir-

cle, the conftrudtion will be no-ways different.

229

' PROBLEM XXIII.
^

Through a given point P, fo to draw a line AB,

that theparts thereof AP, BP, intercepted by that point

and the circumference of a given circle^ Jha^> t>ave a

given difference^ DE.

CONSTRUCTION.
From the center C, draw

CP, upon which let a femi-

circle PQC.be defcribed, and

in it apply PQ_equal to half

PE, producing the fame, both

ways, to meet the circumfe-

rence in A and B : So lhall

A^rr BQ {by 2.3); and

therefore PB (= _ ...
= AQ -FPQ = AP + aPCD s=AP -f-

BE, whteh

V>as to be done*

0^3 PRO-
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PROBLEM XXIV.- _
From a given point P, fo the cireamfereti^ ef a

gi^en circle L\ to draw a fight-litit PBA, jb a$ to

be divided in a given ratio ^ a UtK R^S ^ uy kini»

given in pofition. ,
;

CONSTRUCTION.
«

To any point D in the

cittumfercncc, draw PD,
which divide at £ in the

ratio given j and, having

drawn FC and the radius

CD, parallel to the latter

draw EF, rriceting the for-

mer in F i from whente,

to RS, apply FB = FE
^

then through B draw PA« ^nd the thing is done.

DEMONSTRATION.
Let CA be drawn. Then, bccaufe of the pa-,

rallei lines CD, EF, it will be, CD (AC) : EP
(FB) : : FC : PF i and fo the triangles PAC, PBF
will likewife be equiangular (by i6.^) And there'

fore PB : BA : : PF : FC ; : PE : ED (by j«. 4.}

a £. D.

PROBLEM XXV,
^Through a given point P, to draw a Im OfJ,

terminatir.g in the circumference of a given chrefe

BGA, and in a Hne MN of any hna^ grb'eii ^
pofition ; fo that the re^angU under the two parff

thereof PG, Pii, fibeill ^ ^ tt^ivefi tnt^Hitutie,

CPN.
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CONSTRUCTION.
Through P draw

the diameter AB, in

which let PD be fo

taken 7. 6.) that

PA X PD = the mag-
nitude given. From
any pointE in the cir-

cumference, draw EP
and the radius EC j

and, havingjoined BE,
draw DF parallel to

BE, and from its in-

cerfedUon with PE,
draw FO parallel to EC, meeting PB in O { fronk

whence, to MN, apply OH =OF-, and through

P draw HG for the line required.

DEMONSTRATION." .

Let PH be produced (if ncceflary) to meet
circumference of the circle in 1 \ and let C, 1 be
joined.

The lines OF, CE being parallel, thence will

PO : PC ; : OF (OH) : CE (Cl) ; and therefore

OH and Cl will likewile be parallels {h 16. 4.)
Therefore PH : PI: ; PO : PC : : PF : PE : : PD
PB ; whence, alternately, PH : PD : : PI : PB : :

PA : PG {by 11, and 10. ^ ; and confequently

PH X PG= PD K PA.

PROBLEM XXVI.

From the eircumference of a given circle C, to «

line MN ^ any kind, given by pojition, fo to draw a
right-Une EJF, as to he both t!^d and fardlel to a
pvtn right*ihu PQ.

Q 4 CON.
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CONSTRUCTION.
From the center C,

draw CD equal and
parallel to PQ-, and,

from D to MN, ap-
ply DF = the radius

CB i draw CE equal
and parallel to DF

;

then,EF being drawn,
it will [by %6. i.) be
equal, and parallel to CD ; which was to be done.

PROBLEM XXVII.
From the point of interfeblion P of two given cir-

cles Oand C, fo to draw a line PR, that the part
thereof QR intercepted by the two peripheries^ Jhall
pe equal to a given line AB.

^

CONSTRUCTION.

^

Upon the line OC A'
joining the two centers,
let a femi- circle ODC
be deferibed, in which
apply OD = tAB j

and parallel thereto,

draw PR, and the thing

is done.

D E M O N S T R A t 'i olS.

•
parallel to CD, be drawn, meet-

ing PR in L and F. Then, the angle ODC being
{by 13, 3.) and PR parallel to DO,E and

t will aifo be right-angles, and EF=DO (by 24.1):

a’
= -i-AB, it IS

manifert that 2 PE (PR) 2PF (PQ) = AB, or
fhatqR = AB.

PRO-
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PROBLEM XXyill.

Frm a given point P, in the line pajpng through

centers of two given circles C and O ; fo to draw

a line PD^ that the farts thereof DE, EG, inter-,

cepted by tbofe circles^ fhall he in a given ratio (viz.

^ asp is to q).

CONSTRUCTION.
Take CH to OR, as p to j ; and Cl to ORt

as PC to PO : Upon HI let a femi-circle be de-

fcfibcd, interfering the circle CDE in K j through

233

which point draw IKL, and make CL perpendicu-

jar thereto *, at which diftance, from the center C,

let a circle ML be deferibed ; Then, if from P a

line PD be drawn to touch this circle, the thing

is done.

DEMONSTRATION.
Let CD, CK, HK, FO be drawn, and a!fo CM

and ON, perpendicular to PD, and HQ^to CL.
The right-angled triangles CDM, CKL, having

CD = CK, and CM = CL, have alfo DM = LK
= QH (fince, by 1 3. 3. the angl? FIKI, as well as L,
Is a right-one). Moreover (by Condrublion) Cl ;

OR (9F) ; ; PC : PO : : CM (CL) : ON -, and fo

the triangles CIL, OFN (having their fides pro-

portional ) muft be fimilar ; and confequcntly

OFN alfo fimilar to CHQ : whence, as QH (or

DM) : FN : ; CH : FO (OR) '• '.p'. Q (by C<^nf.r.)

^F.D.
•

^ PRO-
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PROBLEM lX!X.

Ts drtw a Une EC, to imda with

m line MN pa£ir^ through tht wmmm tenttr O of

two given drcits MEN, KDF, fo that the farts

thereofCD, ED, intercepted by that line mi the

peripheries, flsall obteun a given ratio. • i

CONSTRUCTION.
Let QpM be the given

angle, to which £CM fliall

be equal : In OM produced,

let KA be fo taken, as to be

to the radius OK in the given

ratio of £D to CD; upon
which let a legment of a circle

ABK be deferibed to contain

an angle equal to QOM*, and,

from its interfeftion with the

cirde MEN, draw BA
;
pa-

rallel to wluch, draw the ra-

dius OD i and then, through D, draw EC paral-

lel to Qp.

''

9- I

)

DE MONSTR ATION.
LetBK, BO, EO be drawn, and alfo £P par^lel

to DO, meeting OQ^and OM in Q^and P.

Then, the triangles AKB,POQ, having ABK
— POQ^f^ ConjlruSlien), and KAB = OPQ^(^
7. 1.) have their external angles 0KB, EQO alio

equal (^9. 1) : Therefore, becauie EQ^(=OD)
“ OK, and EO = BO, thence is OQ^s= KB fy
17. i) i and therefore, as the triangles POQ, ABK
are equiangular, PQ_ is alfo = AK : But (^cauic
of the parallel lines) CD: ED ;; DO (OK) : PQ
(AK). %E.D.

PRO.
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PROBLEM XXX.
• To,dttemine a fmnt P, fo that three perpen£cU'-

%rs drawn from thenee* to as mat^ right- lates AB,
AC, BC, given hy pa/itiont Jball obtain the ratio of
three given Unis m, n and p, refpeQively.

CONSTRUCTION.
ake AE C

ajid BF each jn
-

= m, and n X \
drawEM and ^ *)< \
FN mraJlel P / \p
to AB i in L/ \
which take ^ ^
Eg= «, and / M ' I \ \
FH > i /y/ I

^ n\
thro* G and \ . I

ttdrswAP‘A I K B
ahd BP, and
the point Of concburfe F, will le vcdaiA tats

fb he ietmnmd.

235

DEMONSTRATION.
Upon the fides of the triangle ABC let fall the

perpendicalart GL,OX, PR, PS-, and let GJ,
parallel to AC, be drawn.

The angle LEG being = LAK = GlK (Cor.

u to y.i,) and L andK being both right-angles

the triangles EGL and GIK are hmilar;

and therefore IG {m)

:

EG («) : : GK ; GL ;

:

PQ_:
PR (by 11. 4). And, in the very fame manner,

•W :p ; ; PQ^: P$. ^E. D.

After t!he f*ihe ww, the Problem may bc.coo-

ftrufled, When the lines drawn from P are re-

tjuired to make ahy given angles with thfc lift^

ppon which they fall,

PRO-
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PROBLEM XXXI.
^

*To determine a point P, fo that three

PB, PC, drawn from thence to three given points
' B, C, fiall obtain the ratio of three given lines a, b? ^
etnd c, refpeSlively. '

. . «

CONSTRUCTION.
Having joined the

given points, in AB
take'AF= and AI
= c \ make the an-

gles AFG and AIK
equal, each, to'ACB

;

and from the centers

F and G, with the ra-

dii b and AK, let two
arcs be dcfcribed, in- ^
terfefting inH *, from

which point draw HF
and HA \ then draw BP to make the angle ABP
= AHF, and it will meet AH (produced) in the

point P, required.

demo NST RATI O N.

Let BP, CP, and GH be drawn.

The triangles ABP, AHF being equiangular, it

will be, AP ; BP : : AF {a) ; FH [b) ; alfo AB :

AP : : AH : AF j and AB : AC :

:

AG : AF (be-

caufe ABC and AGF are likewife equiangular, (by

Conflr.). Now, feeing the extremes of the two laft

proportions are the fame, the four means AP, AC,
AG, AH (by 10. 4.) will therefore be proportionals;

and fo, the triangles ACP, AHG being equiangular

(by 15. 4.) it will be AP : CP ; ; AG ;GH (AK) ;

;

FA (fl) ; AI (f).

PRO;
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Geometrical Problems, m
PROBLEM XXXII.

determine the pofttion of a point P, at which,

'lines drawn from three given points A, B, C, Jhall

make given angles, one with another,

CONSTR UCTION.
DrawAB, upon which

92. 5.) let a fegment of a cir-

cle APB be defcribed, capa-

ble of containing the given

angle which the lines drawn
from A and B are to in-

clude } and let the whole

circle be completed 1 make
the angle ABD equal to that

which the lines drawn from
A and C are to include ; and from the point D,
where BO meets the circumference, through C«
let DP be drawn, meeting the circumference in Pt
which is the point required.

For, AP and BP being drawn, the angle APC
will be= the given angle ABD ii. 3.) both

ftanding on the lame arch AD: And APB is alio

of the given magnitude by conllruftion.

PROBLEM XXXIU.
^

'At^ two unequalfegments AB, CD of a right-Une

AD being given, as well in pojition as length •, to de-

termine a point V in a line MN of any kind, given

by pofttion ; at winch the two angles APB, CPD, fub-
tended by thofe fegments, Jhall (tf pojftble) be equal to

iocb other.

: 1 •-

CON-.
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CONSTRUCTION.
^

•

Make aftd Or
parallel to each other,

taking the former =a

BA, and the latter

DC ; ai¥i thro* their

cxtreniea draw mO, o
loeedng DA produ-

ced, in O : TakeOF
a mean -proportional

between OB and OC •, and from the center O,
with the interval OF, let a circle FG be deferibed \

which (when the Problem is poffible) wl)l c.15 (w
touch) MN, and the point ot ipteriefUon P, wi||

be that retjuired.

DFMON 5 T)8.AriON.
i

• • * *

I-«t PO, PA, PB, PP, PC, and PD be drawn.*
• OD : Dr (DC) : ; OB : Ba (BA), it will

be (by iivijkft) CH> : OC : : OB :OA ; and epofte

quently OD x OA= OC x OB == OP* (by Cop^r^J.

Therefore, feeing that OA : OP OP : OD, arid

that the angle O is common to both the triangles

OAP, OPD, thefe triangles pwft b? equiangular

(by 15- 4-) and confequently APF= OFF (QFP)—OPA (OpP) =3 dpf (hS' *)•

fame manner,' becaijfe OB : OF'; : OP : OC, tj^

angle BPF wi|l be = CPF i andi fon^cqv^pn^i&

APB alfo 1= CPD. ^5. D.
V

‘

•
. .

PRO^
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Geometrical Prohlems*

^ PROBLEM XXXIV,
TvA right-lines AB, AC Being nven^ Both in

length andpfttion\ from the foint of their coneottrft

A, fo to draw another tine AI, that two perpeKdku~

tars IP, IN, falling from the extreme thereof upon

the two given linest jhall cut off alternate fegmentr

BP, CN in a given ratio each to the line AI fo
drawn,

CONSTRUCTION.
Let the g^ven n

ratio of AI, BP ^
andCN be that L.

of the lines /i,
'

q and r, refpcc-

tively.TakeBE

c and CL
= r t. making. .

BD, EG, CD
andLG perpen-

dicular to AB
and AC, fo as

to meet io D and G ; Draw DA and DG, and
from G to ADi apply GH z±p^ and pafalM thereto

draw AI, meeting DG produced (if needful) in I,

and the thing is dine.

D E M,0 NSTRATION,
Becauie of the parallel lines, AI : GH : ID :

GD) : : BP : BE i whence, alternately,' AI r BP :

:

GH (p) : BE {q). In the very fame manner AI :

::p-r. ^E.D,

*39

PHO-
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f40 ConftruSUon of

PROBLEM XXXV,

Between two lines AG, 'BH,'given both in

tion and lengthy to draw a line MN, whichJhall beij

in a given ratio to each of thefegments MG, NH “

cut offfrom the two given lines. I

CONSTRUCTION.

Let the given ratfo of

MN, MG and NH be

that of r, m and », refpec-

tively t In AG and BH
take G^ = », and

= n i and, having drawn

GH, parallel to it draw'

hi i to which, from

apply fK = r i draw

GaN, meeting BH in

N, and parallel to

draw MN, and the thingfs done.

# •

demonstration.
a

*

Bccaufc of the parallel lines, it will therefore be
MN : GM : ;

(r) : G^ (w) ; and likewife

MN : fK (r) :

:

GN ; GK :

:

NH : ;

which laft {by alternation) is MN : NH : : r

:

.

*

PRO-:

» •
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Geometrical Problems, .241

• PROBLEM XXXVI.
f

To draw a lint DF, to cut three other lines AB,
AG, BC, given by pofilkn i fo that the two farts

thereof i intercepted by tbofe lines^ Jhall be

refpebiively equal to two given lines^ de> cf.

CONSTRUCTION.
Upon the

right-lines df^

\ U' ef let two fcg.

ments of cir*

I cles, dafy eefy

be deferibed,

to contain an-

gles, rcfpec-

tively equal

to BAG and
BCG : Then
(byProb.zy.) draw/**, fo that the part<7C, intercepted

by the two peripheries, (hall be equal to AC
;
join

«, dy and take AF = <2/, AD = ad j then draw
DF, and the thing is done.

I

DE MONSTRATION.
The triangles FAD, fady having AF = af,

AD = ad. and Aw: a (by Cof^uition), are equal ia

ail refpefts ; and therefore (if ce be drawn) the

triangles FCE,/«, having F = /, FCE =/«, and
CF =* cfy will alfo be equal and alike : Therefore,

'£seing the wholes DF, dfy and the parts FE, fe ate

.equal, the remaining parts D£ and do mult likdi^

wife be equal. ^ E. D.

R P R

o
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242 TIjc ConJlruElion of

! PROBLEM XXXVII.
. . ^

Through a given point P, to draw a line DPF, v.

to cut three lines AC, CB, ABb, given by pofition •,

fo that the parts thereof DE, EF intercepted l?y thofe

Unes^ jhall obtain a given ratio.

CONSTRUCTION.

In CA pro- „
duced, take AT
to CA in the

given ratio ofDE D
toEF; and, hav-

ing joined B, T, A
draw PQ paral-

lel thereto-, and
from its interfec- ^
tion with BC,
.draw QN parallel to CT ; alfo draw AR parallel

to BC : And in RB take RH (by 18. 5.) lb that

NH X RH = PQ^x TR : Then draw AH, and
DPEF parallel to it, and the thing is done.

DEMONSTRATION.
» Bccaufe (by Conjlr. and 10. 4.) NH : TR : :

•PQ : RH ; : QE : AR (by 14. 4.) it follows (^by

alternation) that NH : QE : :TR : AR : : TB : BC
(by 12. 4.) : : BN : BQ: Therefore EH (when
drawn) will be parallel to QN or AD (by Cor. to

12. 4) i and fo DEHA being a parallelogram, we
have again (by fiinilar triangles) as DE (AH) :

EF : : IH : IE : : AT : AC. ^ E. D.

When the fegments AD, BE, cut off from the

^ven lines AC, BC, are required to be in a given

ratio (inftead of DE and EF), the conftrudion will

• ’

_ be
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Geometrical Problems. 243
be the fame ;

provided that CT be taken to BC
in the'ratio^iven. For, then AD (EH) : BE :

:

K CT : BC.

K PROBLEM XXXVIII.

To ^draw a line ABCD to cut four other lines

MONP, NQ, ROT, SMT, given by pofuionj foK that the three parts thereof BC, CD, intercepted

V by tboje lines, may obtain the ratio of three given

r tines m, n, arid p, refpetlively.

P CONSTRUCTION. ,

K '

'

' ''* f
'

F From any point S
/ in NP araw D

y fbg parallel to

TMS, interfer-

ing N(^ in b i

and,having taken

bg to bf in the

given ratio of n

to m, draw N^E

:

Moreover, hav-

ing taken OH to

MO in the given

ratio of « to p, draw THG ; and from (G) its in-

terfedtion with NE, draw GI and GF parallel to

MP and ST, refpedKvcly, cutting NQ_ and TR
in B and C thro’ which two points draw ABCD,
and the thing ts done.

DEMONSTRATION.
By fimilar fAB : BC : : BF : BG :

:

bf\ bg::m:ni
triangles) BC:CD: :CG:Cj[::OH : MO::»:/.

R a PRO-
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244 ithe ConJlruBion of

PROBLEM XXXIX.
' draw two lines CA, CB, from a given point

C, to terminate in two other lines PM, PN, given

by poftiion,, and which, together with the line AB,
joining their extremes, Jlsall form a triangle^ ABC,

' fimi\ar to a given one, abc.
V

* CONSTRUCTION.
Upon ah let a

fegmcnt of a circle

apb be dcf^ibpd,

to contain an an-

gleequal toMPN,
and let ^he whole
circle be complet-

ed ; draw PC, and
ftllb ae, making
the angle ^<?tf^;=CPN, an(^ interfisfting the peri-

phery in e i and thrpugk e draw ep, meeting the

periphery in^^ make the angles PCA and PCB
relpcdively equal to pca^ and peb \ then join A, B,

and the thing is done.

DEMONSTRATION.
If pa and pb be drawn ; then will the angle bae

(CPB) = cpb, both Handing on the fapie arch

be i therefore, APB being alfp = apb (by Conjlr.),

the remaining angles APC and ape muft confe-

quently be equal 5 whence, as PCA = pea, and
PCB = peb (by, Conjlr.}, the triangles ^PC, ape,

and BPC, bpc are equiangular ; and therefore AC :

etc (: i PC : pe) :

:

CB : eb. And fo the

ABC, abi, having the Odes about the equ^j ?qgles

ACB, acb, proportional, they, Vc like to each other

*5- 4)- D.

PRO-
V
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Geometrical Problems. 24S

PROBLEM XL.
To defcribe a triangle PQR, equal and _^niilar to

a given triangle pqr, vohicb Jljall have its angular,

points placed in three right-lines ABC, BD, AEy
given ^ pojition.

CONSTRUCTION.
Upon the tv»o fides pq, pr, let two fegments

of circles pbq^ par be dcfcribcd, to contain angles

refpectively equal to CBD and CAE : Then draw
pa (by Frob. 27.) fo that the part thereof ba^ in-

tercepted by the two peripheries, fhall be eq*al to

= bp^ BQ = bqy AR = <ir, and let PQ, PR, and
QR be drawn for the fides of the triangle re-

quired.

DEMON’STR'ATION.
The triangles PAR, par ; PBQ, pbq^ being equal

and alike in ail refpefis (by Conjlr.)^ not only the

jGdes PR, pr j PQ, Pq^ but the angles QPR, qpr^y

will be equal ; and, confequently, th^ two trian-

alfo equal and like to each other.

t



ConftruSiion of

PROBLEM XLI.

To defcribe a trapezium fimilar to a given on^

efgh, having its angular points placed in four right-

lines CN, BM, AL, CBAK given by pofttion.

CONSTRUCTION.
Let three points />, y, r be found, from whence,

as centers, fegments of circles may be deferibed,-

upon (?/, eg^ eh^ to contain angles equal to the

three given angles KAL, KBM, KCN, refpec-

tively i draw pq^ in which, produced (if neceflary)

wke qs to qp in the proportion of BC to AB y

and, having drawn n/, make ec perpendicular

thereto, interfeding- the three circles in a, c.

Take AE : AB i : ae :ab-, and make the angles

CEH, CEG,* and CEF, refpedively equal to ceh^

ceg, and cef \ then let H, G and G, F be joined ;

and, I fay, the trapezium EFGH will be fimilar to

the given one efgh.

PE-

(
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GeQ7netrical Problems, 247.

DEMONSTRATIONx
Let afy bg, cb, be drawn, and alfo pw., qv, per-

pendicular to €c. So fliall ab = eb— ea =. 2ev"~—

2ew — 2VW ; and be =. ec — eb — 2et — 2ev =
2vt

:

And therefore ab : be : : vw \ vt \

:

pq : qs (by

13. 4.) : : AB : BC (by Conjlr.).
'

Again, feeing the

triangles EAF, m/j EBG, ebg\ ECH, are, re--

fpedively, equiangular {by Conjlr.) it will be EG :

eg : ; EB \ eb :: AE : ae {by Conjlr. and Compojition)

: ; EF : ef(by 14 4); and fo the triangles GEF,|'<r7
(having the fides about the equal angles proportional)

are fimilar. And, in the very fame manner, the two
remaining triangles EGH, egb (and confequently^

the whole trapeziums EFGH, efgh) will appear to

be fimilar. ^ E. D, • - -•

PROBLEM. XLII.

To deferibe the circumference of a circle tbyough

iv)o given points A, B, wbicb Jhall touch a right-mi

CD given by pojition. •*

. %

C O N S T R U C T I O N.

Draw AB, which

bifeft in E by the

perpendicular EF,
meeting CD in F
from any point H
in EF, draw HG
perpend icular toCDj
and, having drawn

BF, to the lame ap- ^
ply HI = HG, and .

' ,

parallel thereto draw BK, meeting EF in Kj
from the center K, with the radius BK, let

qIp be deferibed, and ‘the thing is done. .

R 4

thea
a cir-

DE^
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2^9 ' Tie ConJlruBion ef

DEMONSTRATION.
Join K, A, and draw KL perpendicular to CD j

Thsn, ^cauie of the parallel lines, HG ; HI : c

KL : KB 2j. 4 .) » whence, as HG and HI arc flr
•quaL, KL and KB are equal like wife: But it is 'llrr

evident, from the Conftruftion, that K.^ is = KBj -i.

therefoie KB 3= KL = KA. ^E.D.

Becaule two equal lines HI, H/ may be ap-

plied from H to BF (except, when DIH is ^
ipght-angle) the Problem will therefore admit of
•wo folutions. But when a perpendicular let fall

from H upon BF is lefs than HG j the Problem will

W iropoffiblc. And the like is to be underftoodl
^

in the conftrudion of the fubiequent Problems. .

PROBLEM XUII.

X<kdef<rih tht arcutnference of a circk through et

given point A, which Jhall touch-two rigbt-linei BC*
BD given by pofition.

CONSTRUCTION.
Prom the point

of concoui^ B
of the two given

lines, draw BA ;

and alfo BN, to

bifefl the angle

C8D from any
point E ia BN,
upon BC, let fall

the pcrpendicu-

]ac bF, '

aivd( to

BA apply EG=
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Geometrical Problems.

parallel to which draw AH,
,
meeting

.*sWW&,jit,then from the center H, with the i

BN ia

interval

let a circle be deferibed, and the thing is

DEMO NSTRATION.
Upon BC and 1^ let fall the perpendiculars

and HK ; which are manifeftly equal, be-

fcaufe (by Conjlr.) the angle HBI = HDK : More-
over, as £F and EG are ^al, isi and HA are

alfo equal ai. 4). ^ E. D.

24^

PROBLEM XLIV.

7*0 deferibe a. circUt which fiall touch a given

circle AaM, and two right-lines BC, BD, given

portion.

CONSTRUCTION.
Draw PQ parallel to BC, at the diftance; of the

radius Aay and through p<^ of ooncoarih

B of the two given lines, draw NBP, bife^Hi^

the angle CBD„ and rocetit^PQ in P} moreover,

from any point £ in PN, upon PQ, let fall the

C

Q
peipeiH
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250 'The ConJlruSUon of
perpendicular EF, and from the fame point, to

PA, apply EG = EF i draw AH parallel to EG,
meeting the periphery of the given circle in M,
and the right-line FN in H, from which laft

point, as a center, through M, deferibe the cir-

cumference of a circle ; and the thing is done.

DEMONSTRATION. S
.

,

Draw HS perpendicular to BD,‘ and HK to ^
P.Q, interfeding BC in I. I

Then, becaufe EG and EF are equal (hy Conftr.), 1
HA and HK (by 21. 4.) are likewife equal; from
which take away KI = AM (Aa), and the re-

mainders HI, HM will be equal : But, it is evi-

dent, that HI
. is HS, becaufe BH bifeds

3

the angle IBS ; therefore HI = HM = jiS.

A < .

P.R O BEEM, XLV.,

To deferibe the circumference of a circle through

two ^ven points ’A,*'B, and which jhall alfo touch

another, circle Qdb, gkoen in pofttion and magniy

tftde. . . : . /• , .
• .

CONSTRUCTION.
• « *.

Bifed the given drltance AB with the perpendi-

cular DE, in which (by Prob. 15.) let the point C

Digitized by Google



Geometrical' Problems.

be fo determined, that CO (when drawn) lhall ex-

ceed CA by the radius Od of the given circle.

Then that point, it is manifeft, will be the center

of the circle to be defcribcd.

PROBLEM XLVI.
'

'''•

through a given point A, to defcribe the circum-

ference of a circUy which fhall touch o given circle B,

and alfo a right-line ^Q^iven by pofition.

251

CONSTRUCTION.

Make AH perpendi-

cular to PQ, and BD to

AH } and having drawn

AB, in it take BF a

third-proportional to AB
and the radius B^, and

let AF be bifefted in G

:

Then draw MN {by Prob.

35.) fo that MN, NH,
and MG may be in the fame given* ratio, among
thcmfelves, as BD, BA, and hd : And at M and

N let two perpendiculars be erefted on AB and

AG *, which will interfedt each other in the center

C of the required circle.

DEM O N S T R A Tl'O N.
i, . X.J

c- Let CA and CB be drawn, and alfo CK per-

pendicular to PQ; Becaufc MN ; NH : : BD

;

BA (by Conjir.) : : MN : AC (by 22. 4.), thence is

NH (CK) = AC. And fince (by ConJlr.) NH
(AC) : MG : : BA : BJ, it. is 'alfo manifeft, from

the Lemma on p. 222. that BC s= AC -f- hd.

^
. . .. . .. PR O5
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*th& CdrtJltuBidn of

PROBLEM XLVir.

defcribe a circle Oamb^ which Jhall touch two
given circles A£a, BFb, and olfo a rigbt~line CD,
given by pfition.

CONSTRUCTION.

From the radius BF of the greater circle, take

away ¥h equal to the radius AE of the lefler i

and from the center B, with the interval de-

feribe the circle ^hv\ alfo draw FQ^ parallel to

CD, at the diftance of ¥h or AE : Then, by the

laft Problcrtii let the crater O-of a’drdebe found,

whofe circumference fliall pafs thro* A, and touch

PQ aad Bi^; and the fame point O wiU, likewiics

be the crater of the required ckcle Oamb.

DEMONSTRATION.
Draw 0», perpendicular to PQ, cutting^CD in

afl all5 let OA and OB be drawn interfeSdng the

circles
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Qeom^trkal PrMms* 9$2
circles A and B in a and v: Then, fincc (iy Qonfir.)

AO = 1/0 = «0,
and Aa (AE) =; bv {Vh) —nm^

let thefe laft be rejiwftivdy taken from the for-

mer, and there wifi remain Oa Oi = Om.
^E.D.-

PROBLEM XLVni.
;

<

T9 defcrthe the circumference of a circle through a

given point A, which fhall touch two other circles B
und C, given in pojition and magnitude.

CONSTRUCTION.

To the centers of the

given circles, draw AB
and AC i in which take

"Bb =z a. third-propor-

tional to AB and the ra-

dius BE i and Cr = a

third-proportional to AC
and the radius CF ; bi-

fcft Ab and Ac in G
and H, and let Fr be

drawn parallel to AB,
meeting BC in r. Then
(by Prob. 34.) draw AO, fo thatOM andON being

drawn perpendicular to AB and AC, the three

lines AO, GM and HN (hall have the fame given

ratio among thcmfclves, as AB, BE and Fr. Then

fhall the point O be the center of the required

, circle : For, fince Conftr.) AO : GM : : AB :

BE ; and AO : HN (: : AB : Fr) : : AC : CF •, it

is manifeft, from the Lemma on p. 222. that OB
= AO-i-BEiandOC= AO-FCF.

U
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254 ConflruSiion See,

In the very fame manner, a circle may be
feribed to touch three given circles *, the

amounting to no more than. To find a

whence lineSy drawn to three given

given differences: Since a point

ways be the center of the required circle, as

when the three given circles are to touch that

imvardfyy as when they are all required to touch

it outwardfy.

The End of the Geometrical Constructioks.’

NOTES
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NOTES
Geometrical and Critical

O N T H E

Elementary Part of this Work.

y^XIOM lo. Book I. What is here laid

down, as an Axiom, would, more properly,

have been made a propcfition, had it ad-

mitted of fuch a demonftracion, as is perfeftly

confiftent with geometrical ftridtnefs and pufity.

But the laying of one figure upon another, what-

ever evidence it may afford, is a mechanical con-

fideration, and depends on no Pojlulate.

Theor. 4. and 5. Book I. There is fcarcc any
thing more obvious to fenfe, and at the fame time

more difficult to demonftrate, than the firft, and
moft fimple properties of parallel lines. Even
when we have (in Theor. 4.) proved the poffibility

of the exiflence of fuch lines, we cannot from
ithcnce infer, that their diflance from one another

is every-where the fame ; without having recourfc

. to an Axiom, which, though very evident to

fenfe, cannot be demonftrated. Thefe difficul-

ties wholly arife from our not having any ptopor-

ties, previoufly demonftrated, whereby the progrefs

of a right-line, produced out, can be traced, with

refpeft to its diftance from fome other right-line

afligned j
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Notes geometrical and criticaf^^^

afTigned \ nothing Icfs being remiircd here,

the proportionality of the (ides of equiangular ti*

angles which is not proved before the tniddl^

the Fourth Book, and which depends upon*^
very principles.

/

Sebol to Tbeor. 5. Book I. As there are (evera

conditions requifite to make up the definitioni of^

a reftanglc and fquare, itwas neceflfary to (hew here,

that the feveral properties aferibed to thofc figures,

are not incompatible one with another.
.
Euclid is

very ftrift in ^is particular, and never undertakes ^
to demonftrate any thing relating to a figure, till

he has proved the poflibility of the exiftcnce of
fuch figure by an actual cooftru6lion. p

1

Tbeor. 22. Book I. This propofition, which is

not in Euclidy is of confidetable ufc, being often

wanted in determining the Maxima zni Mfumd^
in mathematical enquiries.

‘tbeor.'i^. Book I. This Theorem, though not

in Euclid, is alfo very ufcful, at leaft, to oor defign

:

by it we are not only enabled to divide a right-

line into any number of equal parts, without the

help of proportions, but alfo to demonftrate that

moft important propofition, That the homologom 1

Jides of equiangular triangles are proportional. It is

true, the method purfued here, is not cxaftly con-

formable to the idea of proportions delivered in

the 6th Def. of Euclid's 5th Book. But, even

in that light, the demonftration will be equally

cafy, without inferring it from the proportionality

of triangular (paces.

Tbw.
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*tbeor. I. BookW. This propofition, which is not

entioncd by Euclid^ may be thought unneceflary

;

it muft either be

!emonftVated, or af- -o C
fumed, as it is wanted

ip almoft every pro-

polkion of the fecond

b§)k : By means of

it, we alfo arrive at a

general, and very eafy

demonftration of that

important Theorem,
1‘hat allparallelograms

(AEFD, aefd) which ftand upon equal hafes^ and

have equal altitudes^ are themfelves equal

:

For, when
it is known that thefe parallelograms AEFD, ae/d

, are equal, refpeflively, to redangles A BCD, ahcdy

of the fame Safe and altitude (which is proved in

Prop. 2.) it is alfo manifeft that they muft be equal

to one another, as their equal redanglcs AHCD,
abed are Ihewn {by Theor. i.) to be equal, the one

to the other. I'his determination is more general

than that given by Euclid, in the 36th Prop, of his

firft book i where he demonftrates the equality of

parallelograms, whofe equal bafes are in the fame

ftraight line : Which may, perhaps, be thought fuffi-

cient for the whole ; becaule, if the bafes are not

in the fame right-line, one of the two figures may
be conceived to be removed, and fo placed, that its

bafe (hall be in the fame right-line with the bafe of

the other.—But, that thefe were riot Euclid's fenti-

m'ents, is evident from this-, He hints at no fuch

thing : And had he approved of this fort of de-

monftration, his 36th Prop, would have been in-

tirely ufelelp ; as nothing more (after the 35th)

Xould be necelfary, in order to a general demun-

ftratkui,-tban barely to place one bafe upon, the

S other.

257
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Notes geometrical and critical.

'other. But it is certain, that this is a kind of 6c-^i
monftration, which Euclid never has recourfe to^^J
when the thing in hand can be done without ifc

For which realbn I cannot help wondering a littlei^^

that that very accurate Geometer, Frofejfor Simfon j
of Glafgow, Ihould make ufe of tt, where (I ap- - J
prehcnd) Euclid would not. The place, I

now particularly in my eye, is the addition (for "

it cannot properly be called a corollary) made
by him to the firit propofition of the fixth book :

Which addition would have been quite unneceflary,

had what is above remarked, refpeding the equa-

lity of parallelograms, been fully eftabUlhed io

ihe fecond book: For then the demonfttation, that

parallelograms, having equal altitudes, are as their

bafes, would nothing differ from that whereby pa-

rallelograms, rtanding between the fame parallels,

are proved to be in proportion as their baJfes.

‘Theor. 9, II, 12, 13. Book II. Thefe fourTheo
rems, tho’ not in Euclid, are of very confiderable

ufe, particularly the two firft of them.

Theor . I. Book III. This eafy propoTuIon is add-
ed in order to give the learner a proper, and more
precife idea of the quantity of an angle, and of its

divifion in practical ufes.

Theor. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Book III. Thefe feven

propofuions comprehend all that is moft mate-
rial in the firll kventeen Theorems of Euclid's

3J book.—As there is no where, in this author,

lo long a run of propofuions together that are ids
entertaining to learners, or of Icfs real importance,

ilian the greater part of the faid Theorems ; I

thought it would be of ufe to reduce the fubltancc

of them into a Icfs compafs : And I flatter myfelf,

that 1 have not fuccceded ill, in tins particular.

Theor..
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Theor. 24, 25, 26, 27, 28. Bock III. Thcfe

^if?l,^heorems, which are all of very confiderable ufe,

not, I flatter myfelf, appear Jefs plaia by

p'being proved independent of proportions, as the

demonftrations here given are, not only more con-

cife, but depend alfo upon fewer principles.

,
12. and 13. Book IV. The explication here

given, is not ftridtly conformable to the idea of
ancient Commentators., but is delivered in a fenfe

fomewhat more general. With them, the cotnpo-

ftion and divifion of ratios., extends to thofe cafes

only, where the fum, or difference of each antece-

dent and its confequent, is compared with the con-

fequent. When the antecedent is compared with

its excefs above the confequent, this they call the

converfton of ratios. But in fuch cafes where the

antecedent is lefs than the confequent, and where

the fum, or difference of the antecedent and con-

fequent is required to be compared with the ante-

cedent; it does not appear that any terms have

been given to fignify fuch a comparifon. Profejfor

Simfon thinks, that the definitions we have, are not

EuclitPs, but an addition by Theon ; which to me
appears highly probable : This at leafl; feems clear,

that thefc definitions ought, either, to have been

extended to a greater number, or elfe to have been

rendered more general. For this reafon I have,

after the example of modern Geometers, • given the

fignification of thofe terms, fo as to include all the

feveral cafes : And this, I thought, might be done
with the greater propriety, as the truth of whatever

is here underffood, depends upon the fame demon-
ifration.

259

^heor. 20, 21, 22, 23. Book IV. All thcfe Theo-
•lems, iho’ not in Euclid, arc of confiderable ufe ;

S 2 by
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by the two former, the demonftration of fevcral

others is rendered more eafy ; and the latter have
been applied, to good purpofe, in the analytical!

determination of ibme difficult geometrical pro

bletns.

Prob. 3, 4, 5, 6. Book V. In the demonftrafions

here given, it may be thought, that I have af-

fefted an unneceflary exaftnefs, by making them
depend on Axioms alone. But I was willing that

thefe fundamental propofitions Ihould have the

fame foundation and evidence, as they appear to

ftand upon in Euclid \ without referring to any

thing derived in virtue of the 4th Poftulate. But,

whether I judged well, or ill, in this particular, is

of little confeouence, as the demonfl rations here

given, are not lefs plain, and but very little longer,,

than they otherwile would have been.—The Pro-

blems themfclves might, indeed, have been given

along with the Theorems, as they became necel^

fary, according to the method purfued by Euclid ;

whereby any objeftion, of this fort, might have

been avoided. But, befides feme fmall convenience

to the learner,- there is a real advantage in having

the Problems all together, after the Theorems

;

fince, from a great choice of properties, ready de-

monftrated to our hands, we are often able to ar-

rive at a ffiorter and better conftrudfion, than

could poflibly be given from fuch properties alone

as are antecedent to Euclid^ folution of the fame
Problem

j his method of writing having obliged

him to introduce the leading Problems as foon as

poffible, in order to evince and cltabliffi the con-
fiftence of his definitions, and to oj^en his way in

a regular manner to the many ufeful Theorems
thereon depending. And it is for this reafon alone,

that many of his Conflrudions are rwt fo well

adapted to pra(5tice, as thofe in coigmon ufe.

Upon
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Upon which account, fomc have been precipitate

^^enough to biame him j not feeing, or eonfidering,

^ that fuch Conftru6Uons, tho’ not I'uiced to anfwer

every purpofe, were the moft proper for his plan,

h and the beft that could be given in the places

1 where they ftand.

^Preb. 8. Book V. The reafoning in this propo-

fition, to prove that the two circles will cut each

other, may, to fome, appear needlefs. Profejor

Simfon (at p. 359. of his Euclid) has been a little

fevere upon me, on this head, for attempting to

fupply, what I thought, a fmall defeft in Euclid.

Who is fo dull (fays he) tho’ only beginning to

“ learn the Elements, as not to perceive that the
“ circle deferibed from the center F, tsfr.” It is

not without a real concern that I here fee this

able Geometer drop his own charadter fo far, as

to exprefs himfelf in a manner fo very ungeomtri-

cal. If the thing is, indeed, eafy to be perceived,

it rnufl be fo, either, as an immediate objedl of the

fenfes, that is, in plain terms, by infpedlion ; or

clfe it muft be in confequence . of geometrical rea-

‘ fonings antecedent to the thing itfelf. Now 1 am
clear that he would not be thought to mean the

former \ and, as to the latter, nothing had been

given from whence the evidence of the inference

could be fo clearly feen : For, tho’ it is proved,

that any two fides of every triangle are greater

than the third lide, it would be abfurd to urge that

conclufion in the cafe before us ; becaufe the quef-

tion here, is, whether a triangle, under certain

fpeciBed conditions, can, or cannot be formed ?

and, therefore, to conclude any thing from the

properties of triangles, would be ridiculous, and
nothing lefe than begging the queftion. That the

determination propofed limits the Problem, no body
will difpute : But then, b it not neccellary that

S 3 this
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this fliould be proved, in Elements of Geometry*

^vhere a reafon lor every thing is, or ought to bg

given ? From this confideration, I cannot intireJy^

approve of the emendation propofed by this Editor

to £«fA<2’s 24th Prop. Book I. For, tho’ the addi-

tion there made, does indeed reftrain the propor-

tion to one cafe-, yet this ought to have been,^---^

monftrated, by fhewing that the point F (vid, p. 29*')

muft in confequence of fuch rcllriction, neceffatily

fall below the line EG ; but this is not done.

Many other inftances might be produced to Ihew,

that this gentleman, who often appears a little too

hafty and fevere in his cenfures, is not, himfelf,

every-where equally guarded. In Prop. I. Book III.

he bids you to draw a ftraight-line within a circle,

without fpecifying that it muft terminate in the

circumferetice ; and, what is a great deal worfe,

he here very improperly ufes the word within j

when the propofition itfelf is laid down in order to

prove, in the fubfequent one, that fuch line muft
neceflarily fall within the circle. Thefe are, it is

true, but little matters ; but lefs than thefe have
fallen under this gentleman’s notice. At p. 358.
M. Clairaut is glanced at, for an inadvertency of
this fort. And, in the note at the head of p. 415.
it is faid, “ The words, for a Jlraight line cannot
“ meet a firaight-line in more than one pointy are left

“ our, as an addition by fome unlkilful hand •, for
“ this is to be demonftrated, not aflumed.’’ Now
can k pofiibly fhew any want of (kill in an editor,

to refer to an Axiom which Euclid himfelf had laid

down (Book I. N° 14.) and not to have demon-
ftrated, wlwt no man can demonftrate ?

^
Pich. 16, 17, 18. Book V. Thefe three Pro-

blems, tho’ not fo frequently wanted ^as fome of
the preceding ones, are neverthelefs of very confi-

-deiabic pie. The two laft of them are the fame,

.
• in
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^ in efFedb, with the 28th and 29th of Euclid's 6th
" book ; but are here put down in a manner rather

i more commodious.

Axiom^ p. 13 r. This Axiom is fubflituted in*

ftead of the common definition of equal folids,

H which, I really think, is too bad to be the work
of Euclid. It is not a definition, but a propofition,

whofe truth or falfhood ought (as a very judi-

“ cious writer oblerves) to be demonftrated, not
“ aflTumed.” Neither is it at all conformable to

Euclid's manner of writing, where he eftablilhes the

foundation whereon the equality of plane figures is

grounded ; which he does, not by means of a de-

finition, but from the application of two of the

moft fimple figures to each other \ fo that, from

the coincidence of their bounds, their equality may
appear manifeft. And this method we have pur-

fued in treating of folids ; without which a clear

and diftindt idea of their equality can be no more
obtained, than of the equality of plane figures in-

dependent of the 4th Prop, of the firft book, which
is our loth Axiom. I Ihould have faid a good
deal more on this head, but I find that Profejfor

Simfon has already placed this matter in fo firong

and clear a light, as to render any farther apology,

or comment unneceflliry here. Tho’ I mull: con-

fefs, that, had this gentleman’s work come into

my hands • before the elementary part of my own
had

263

* ^his did not happen till the middle oj' laji November
^

nuhett

Being in toivn in company nvith my hcotjeller, and being prejid by
him to Jinipt ; / acquainted him that ‘every thing nxias actually
ready, except the Preface, •which nvould coJP me fame pains, fence
it •would he necejfary to ob viate feme objections, particularly •with
regard to the reajbnsfor my rejefiing Euclid’j defenition ofequalfo-
Itds, and building upon a difeecent foundation. On •which, be im-
mediately let me know, that Mr. Rob. biiufon had already cleared
' • ^4
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had been intirely printed off, the definition of

milar folids, which I have given, from EucUdy would"
have been delivered under a form fomewhat dif-^.

ferent. For, tho’ it involves no abfurdity, as*^i£

row ftands, yet there are certain cafes (but fuch in-

deed as do not occur in any Elements of Geomen 3^^
where it will not afford the precife idea it ought""

to convey.

Pofiulatwriy p. 1 3 1. The unfatisfaftory and in-

conclufive demonliration given to Euclid*s ad Prop.

Book XI. (by Euclid himfclf, or fomc lefs fkilful Edi~

tor) feemed to render fomething of this fort necef-

fary. In that demonftration it is taken for granted,

that one part of the triangle, at lead, mud be in

the fame plane. But it has been very judly ob-
ferved, that a curve-furface may be bounded by
three right-lines : Nor does it feem eafy to form a
clear idea, that even a part of any one of the three

lines will be in the fame plane with one of the

others, unlefs by conceiving a pdane to be turned

about upon the one, till it meets with, or falls

upon fome point in the other. And I have the

fatisfadion in this particular, to fee my fendments
cxaftly agree with thofe of a very good judge,

whofe name, 1 have, more than once, had occafion

to mention in thefe notes. It is true, he makes
that a 1 heorem, which I lay down as a Podulate.

But, fince a plane can no more be turned about
upon a line, than a line can be drawn from one
point to another, it feemed to me, that the one

5

t

up that point
; and exprrfftd his furprizt that a ’work offo much

repute, ’wherein (he told me) mrf vwn name luaj mere than enet

mentioned, had not come into my hands. A copy of ’which J re-

ceived from him the next morning. In confequence 'whereof I
changed my f.rji defgn of 'writing a long Preface ; thinking it •would

he better to gi>ve <wbat / had to offer, in notes, after the example of
fhis Editor.

yvas
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was as properly a Poftulate, as the other. How-
ever, whether this be, or be not allowed, is imma-
fterial, as the degree of evidence is precifely the

fame. There is, indeed, one reafon, why this Theo-
rem, or Poftulate, ought to have preceded that gen-

tleman’s demonftration of Prop. i. Book XI •, It is

there wanted : For, in the Corollary on which
that demonftration is made to depend, the lines

AB, BD, BC are fuppofed to be all in the fame
plane ; which ought by no means to be afllimed in

the ift of the nth. Euclid's loth Axiom, which
that Corollary is intended to fupply, and by which
the propofttion is ufually demonftrated, is not li-

mited by any fuch reftridion.

265

‘Theor. 12. BookYW. This propofition is added

on account of its ufe, being the foundation on
which the whole art ofperfpetHve in a manner de-

pends.

^heor. 25. Boiok VII. From this Theorem, which

is very extenfivc in its application, feveral others

of confiderable note may be deduced ; one, or

two of which, for the fake of the learner, I lhall

here derive, and put down by way of example.

Let A, B, C, D denote four lines in continual

proportion.

Then, ^ a . R - . r • r’ I follows (from

1 A ; B ; ! A B, 1
A* : B* :

:

CBA : CBD :

:

A : D 22.

•j.) or that, of four lines in continual proportion,

the cube of the firft is to the cube of the fccond,

as the firft line is to the fourth.

Again, let, A:j::B:^::C:e (where A, a\

B, ^ ; C, c, may be fuppolcd to reprefent the

homologous fidcs of two fimilar parallelepipe-

dons).

Then,

y'
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{

A :a : B 1

A : : : C : f > it alfo follows,

A : : A : <* J

Then
fince

that. A’ : a’ : : BCA :hai or, thatfimilar pa-

rallelepipedons are to one another, as the cubes of
their homologous fidcs.—The proportionality of fi-

milar parallelepipedons, defcribed upon propor-

tional lines, is alfo included in the fame Theorem;
being no other than that cafe of it, where the pro-

pofcd ratios are ail equal.

T'ieor. 5. Book VIII. The demonftration of this

Theorem might have been delivered under a form
fomewhat different, by alTuming two other folids

(without regard to figure) the one lefs, and the

other greater than the propofed parallelepipedon

IP, and proving that cylinder muft, alfo^ be greater

than the one, and lefs than the other : which is

done by means of Lem. i. that is, by taking P/w,

or P/, I'o fmall a part of I P, as to be lefs than the

difference between the given parallelepipedon and

either of the faid folids : from whence the de-

monftration will proceed on, in the fame manner
in which we have given it. But, as thefe ad-

ditional confiderations would have increafed the

number of fchemes, and lengthened the procefs,

without adding one jot to the degree of evidence,

it was thought proper, for the fake of the learner,

to omit them.

L’heor. 8. Book VIII. This Theorem is not fo

ufeful as the Corollaries that follow from it, which
are all of very great importance : In the 3d and
4th of them, the proportion of all kinds of prifms

and pyramids is affigned, without the affiftance

of the ufual demonftrations given for this purpofe ;

which, iho’ fufficiently evident in themfelves, are

often found a little perplexing to learners, on ac-

count
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count of the fchemes, wherein fo great a number
,

of lines is neceffary.

Nothing, in the courfe of thefe notes, has been

faid relative to the Theorems on proportions, tho*

fo nice and critical a fubjefb, and tho’ the method.

,
I have therein purfued may Hand in need of fome
apology. But, indeed, the whole of what I have

' to offer on this head, was too much to be com-
prized in the compafs of one fingle note, and
could not fo properly be delivered in feveral de-

tached ones ; For which reafon, I Iball here throw
together all that I have to advance on that fub-

jeS.

^ There are two objefbions that may be brought

againft the method in which proportions are treated

of in this work ; the one, grounded on the impof-
’ Ability of dividing every magnitude into equal

parts i and the other, on the incommenfurability
' of two or more magnitudes of the fame kind,

when compared with each other. . The firft of

thefe objeftions appears, to me, to have very little

weight. For, tho* a magnitude may be fo con-

ftituted, that the divifion of it into an afligned

number of equal parts cannot be, aClually, effefted

by any geometrical conftrudlion
j
yet it is no lels

evident, for that reafon, that every fuch magnitude

has not really its third, fourth, or other afligned

part, tho’ we are at a lofs how to take it ; or, in

other words, it feems very clear to conceive, that

in every propofed magnitude, whatever its figure

may be, a lefs magnitude is contained, which, re-

peated an afligned number of times, fhall be equal

to the magnitude given. If, as the moft rigid

judges allow, every plane figure is equal to fome
fquarc, and every folid equal to fome parallelepipe-

don ; then the parts of the fquare, or parallelepi-

pedon, which are adlually determinable by a geo-

metrical

267
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metrical conftruftion, will alfo be like parts of

figure firft propofed, and fuch as we conceive

be taken.
*

I'he other objedion, depending on the incom-
menfurability of magnitudes, is a matter of real dif-

ficulty, which we have taken fome pains to ob-.

viate, in the Scholia to ourjd and 7th Theorems.. '
^

Euclid, himfelf, feems to have been not a little em- -^4

barraflcd with it, if we may be allowed to judge f!

from the different methods he has left us in his 5th

and 7th books •, the former whereof, which is

fuited to include the bufinels of incommenfura-

bles, being nothing near fo eafy and natural as the

latter : It has, it is true, the advantage of being ge-

neral i but, that the principles whereon it is ground-

ed, are neither fo fimple, nor fo evident might be

wiihed for, the many difputes about them, fince

Euclid’s time, by Geometers of the firfl rank, will

in a great meafure evince. And farther, it feems

fufiiciently plain, from Euclid’s own authority, that

he himfelf was not intirely pleafed with his own per-

formance on this head ; or that he was convinced (at

lead) that it had not every advantage:. For, other-

wife, it will be very digicult to account for his

having demonftratcd many things in his 7th book,

by another method, whole demonftrations had been
actually given before, in the 5th, under a different

form. For thefe reafons, when I fee the extrava-

gant commendations that have been lavilhed on this

f th book of Euclid, I am no farther convinced by
them, than that great men may fometimes launch

out too far in behalf of opinions which they have
’ adopted. And I believe that, whoever has read
the notes on the 5th book, by that great reftorer

of Euclid, Profejfor Simfon, will be apt to conclude,
that thofe high encomiums are a little mifapplied.

Indeed, if all that is advanced in thofe notes be
allowed of, I think the author of them has proved

too
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too much ; and this fuperb fabric of proportions,

reared wiih fo much art, ftands upon a tottering

foundation. It is not by choice that 1 go out of

my way to play the critic \ but as the writers againft

the vulgar and indiftinrEl notion of proportions (as

they term it) are very fevere in their cenfures, and

aflume a great fuperiocity, from the boaftcd accuracy

cf tbyr reafoningSt it may be neceffary to fhcw my
reader, that, tho’ what he is here taught on proper-*

tions, is liable to fome objerftions, the method
which fome fo greatly prefer, has alfo its difficul-

ties i and that there are other objeSiions to it befides

its obfeurity. And this I fhall make appear from

this learned Commentator’s own authority and con-

ceffions ; and in order thereto, (hall firft refer to his

note on Prop. lo. which proceeds thus. *• It was
“ neceflary to give another demonftration of this

“ propofition, becaufe that which is in the Greek,

“ and Latin, or in other editions, is not legitimate.

“ For the words greater, the fame, or equal, lejfer,

“ have a quite different meaning when applied to

“ magnitudes and ratios, as is plain from the 5th

and 7th definitions of Book 5. by help of thefc let

“ us examine tlie demonftration of the loth Prop.
“ which proceeds thus, He then goes on,

in a long note, to fliew the infufficiency of a de-

monftration, which had been received, by all, as

perfedtly genuine and fatisfadlory ; and at lad comes
to this conclufion. *• Wherefore the loch Propo-
“ fition is not Efficiently demonftrated. And it

“ feems, that he who has given the -demonftration
“ of the loth Propofition, as we now have it, in-

“ ftead of that which Euclid or Eudoxus had given,
“ has been deceived in applying what is manifeft,

* “ when underftood of magnitudes, unto ratios,

“ vi%. that a magnitude cannot be both greater
“ and Id's than another. That thofe things which

are equal to the fame are equal to one anotiier.

“ is
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IS a moft evident Axiom when underftood o;

“ magnitudes, yet Euclid does not make ufe of it

“ to infer that thcfe ratios which are the fame to
“ the fame ratio, are the fame to one another j

“ but explicitly demonftratcs this in Prop. 1 1 . of
“ Book 5. The demonftratioa we have given of the
** icth Prop, is no doubt the fame with that of
“ Eudoxus or Euclid^ as it is immediately and di-
“ reftly derived from the definition of a ^eater
“ ratio, viz. 7th of 5.”

Here the weight of the objeflion fells on its not
having been proved, that, of three given magni-
tudes A, B, C, the ratio of A to C could not, at

the fame time, be both greater and Icfs thap that

of B to C. But, if in the demonftration, here re-

je£led as infufficient, there is any real flaw, it is

chargeable on the definition of a greater and Icfs

ratio, as the reafoning from it, is clear, ftrong, and
perfedlly fcicntific. And I would feriouQy alk the

Contemners of the vulgar and confufed notion of
proportions, if a definition, by which it cannot
be known, whether the ratio of the firll to the fe-

cond of four given magnitudes, may not, at the

fame time, be both greater and lefs, than that of the

third to the fourth, is really calculated to afford

thofe very accurate ideas, • they pretended to ? This
Commentator has too much penetration not to be

aware of the force of this objedlion, which he has

attempted to obviate in one particular cafe. But
the new propofition given by him, for that purpofe,

ought to have preceded the loth, and to have been

demonftrated independent of it. This he alfo

feems apprized of, when he fays, that “ it cannot
“ be cafily demonftrated without the ioch,as he that

tries to do it wiU find.” But, be this as it will,

I am not at all clear that his “ demonftration of
the loth, is the fame with that of Eudoxus or

‘‘ Euclid.". Euclid or (if you pleafe) Eudoxus^ docs

never
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^Ij^-iftever (that I know of) refer to any definition, till

fo-;it has been proved, either by an actual conftruftion,

Kv. or by fome demonftration previous to that in hand,

[

that fuch definition involves no. abfurdity, or con-
• ditions that are incompatible one with another. If,

• therefore, it was concaved pofiible, that the defi-

nition of a greater and lefs ratio, could involve fo

..|i^
great an abfurdity, as that, by iit the ratio ofA to

^ C might at the fame time be both greater and lefs

than that of B to C ; this point, according to the

method •’prefcribed by Euclid, ought to have been

cleared up, not by means of propofitions derived in

virtue of that very definition, but by others ante-

cedent thereto, and independent thereupon. And,
to me, the 8 th Prop, fcems the proper place for the

doing of this, where it fnight be eafily introduced,

either in the Prop, itfelf, or by way of Corollary.

It is there proved, that if, of three magnitudes A,
B, C, the firft A is greater than the fecond B, then

certain equimultiples of A and B may be taken fuch,

that being compared with fome multiple of C, the

multiple ofA lhall be greater, and that of B lefs than

the faid multiple of C. Whence, by the definition of

a greater ratio, the ratio of A to C is greater than

that of B to C. To which might be added—And,
bccaufe A is greater than B, no equimultiples of

A and B can poflibly be fo taken, that the multi-

• pie of A (hall be equal to, or lefs than fome mul-
tiple of C, and that of B greater than the fame

;

becaufe A being greater than B, the multiple of A
is ever greater than that of B, and therefore alfo

greater than that of C, which is equal to, or lela

than the multiple of B. Wherelore the ratio of A
to C cannot (by the definition) be lefs (as well as

greater) than the ratio of B to C.

But, notwithftanding ail that has been proved on
this head, either here, or by that gentleman him-

felf, the fame objedion occurs again in Prop. 1 3.

where
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where it remains in its full force. For, tho’ it be;3
allowed, that ** there are fome equimultiples of C
“ and E, and fome of D and F fuch, that the

'

“ multiple of C is greater than the multiple of D,
“ but the multiple of E not greater than the mul-
“ tiple of Fj” yet it is not demonftrated, nor in

''

any fort {hewn, that other equimultiples of thofe

quantities cannot be taken fuch, that the very con-

trary (hall happen.—If the demonftration of the

loth Prop, has beenjuftly rejefted by this gentle-

man himfelf, as infufiicient, becaufe the impoiil-

biiity of a contrary ccnclulion had not been (hewn ;

can it be thought that this 13th Propofition is, at

this day, fufficicntly demonftrated, where the fame
objeftion occurs, and that in a much greater lati-

tude ? 1 have a much better opinion of this Edi-

tor’s difeernment, than to imagine, that his pafling

this matter over in filence, proceeded from his not

being aware of the difficulty but it feems to me,
that his great diflike to the vulgar idea of propor-

tion (fo often teifified in the courfc of his notes)

would not }>crn 3 it him to borrow any thing from

thence, however evident, and though this objec-

tion, that ftrikes deep at the very root of propor-

tions, might by means thereof be very eafily re-

moved. I fay, the very root of proportions is

deeply ftruck at in this objeftion \ becaufe both

the alternation and equality of ratios {ex a-quali fc.

dijl.) are grounded on the faid 13th Prop, and
which, therefore, till the objeftion is removed,

muft be allowed to (land upon an uncertain foun-

dation.

The principle hinted at above, whereby the dif-

ficulty might be obviated, is, that if a magnitude
of any kind be given, or propounded, there may
(or can) be another magnitude of the fame kind
which ffiall have to it any ratio afligned. This

alTumption Mr. Profeffor will by no means adrruc of
(tho'
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(tho* £«f/»</himfelf, in Prop. 2. of his 12 th book, has

ufcd it) ; and, in a long note on Prop. 18. is angry

with Clavius for having recourfe to it \ affirming

“ That the demonftration (given by means thereof)

“ is of no force and that “ the thing itfelf can-
“ not (as far as he can difcern) be demonftratcd by

the preceding propofitions, fo far is it from de-
** ferving to be reckoned an Axiom, as Clavius,
** after other Commentators, would have it.” That
the aiTumpiion cannot be generally demonftratcd

by the preceding propofitions (nor even by all the

propofitions in the Elements) I readily aflent to :

but then, becaufe a thing, exceedingly obvious in

its own nature, cannot be demonftratcd, is it there-

fore lefs proper for an Axiom ? I fhould rather

take the other fide of the queftion, and maintain

that nothing ought to be made an Axiom, which
can be demonftratcd. But we are not, it feems,

allowed to have any idea of proportion but what
is contained in the 6th and 8th (or, as this Author
makes them, the 5th and 7th) definitions of £«•
elides 5th book. And, in his note on the new
Prop, marked A, He is again difpleafed with Cla~

vius, for thinking it fufficiently evident, from the

nature of proportionals, that if, of four proportional

magnitudes, the firft antecedent is greater than its

confequent, the fecond antecedent will alfo be

greater than its confequent. “ As if there was>
“ (fays he) any nature of proportionals antecedent.
** to that which is to be derived and underftood
“ from the • definition of them.” Now I cannot-

help thinking, with Clavius, that there was a na-

ture, or idea of proportion antecedent to that

given in the 6ch and 8ch definitions of Euclid**’

fth book : For, that mankind, long before the

time qI'

E

uclid, had fome way to fhew, or exprefs,

in what degree one magnitude was greater or lefs

than another, cannot be doubred : And this was
T the
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the firfl, and natural idea. of proportion:

1 look upon thofe definitions, as refinements, ^
only, on the fmiple and natural idea, in or^, M
der to take in the bufinefs of incommenfiirables \

*

whereby the original notion ia fo much obfcured, ^
that it requires fome (kill, even to fee that k ia

at all contained in thele definitions. 1 intirely agreo

with this gentleman, that every demonfiration

ought to be ftriftly derived from principles before

ellablilhed : But then, whether is it more eligible,

to have recourfe to an Axiom founded (as all other

Axioms are) on the evidence of fenfc and reafon,

or to an obfeure and perplexed definition, which
may, for any thing that has been proved to the

contrary, involve an abfurdity ?

That there is fomething very ingenious and (ubtle

in the dodrine of proportions, as delivered in

clia\ 5th book, cannot be denied. All that I con-,

tend for, is, that the principles on which k is built

are obfeure. and not io firmly eftablilhed, as to au-,

thorize its partifans to aiTun^ that great fiiperiorky-

they lay claim to, in point of geometrical (Iri^nefs. .

1 have intimated above, that the principle is re-

jedled, by which the confiftence of the definition pf a

greater and leis ratio might be eflabldhed, without

much difficulty : But I would not be thought to meao, •

that the fame thing cannot poOibly be efi^ed any
ocher way, becaufe I am fatisfied that it may be done
from the confidcration of multiples alone: But ade-
monfiratioo of this fort is not eafy.—Were I to v«a*
of proportions from the plan laid down in the 5th

book of Euclid. I would intirely reject the lOth and.

13 th propofitions, and everything elie founded on the

definition of a greater and lefs ratio, as being of no
other ufe in the Elements, than to open the way to

thofeimportancTheoremson thealternationand equft*

lityofratios} which may be better demoofiratedwich.-

out them, from the definition of equal ratic^ alone

}

which.
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which, from the conditions, of it, can admit of no

abfurdityi and whpfe confiftence is evinced in Prop*

15. and ftill more clearly, in the firft of the fixth.

In the 14th of the 5th, whereon the alternation

of ratios is grounded, it is necefiary to demonftrate,

“ That if, of four proportional magnitudes, ofthe
“ fame kind. A, B, G, D, the firft be greater, than

the third, the fecond fhall be greater than the

“ fourth; and if equal, equal ; and if lefs, Icffer.”

Which may be very eafily done, independent hotlt.

of the lothand »3th, in the manner following,

. Firft, let A.be^ gieater than C.

Of A and C (by Prop. 8.) kt fuch equimultiples

be taken, that the multiple of A Ihali be greacnv

and that of C lefs, than fume multiple of B ; let £
and G be any two fuch equimultiples of A and C,
and F the multipk of B; £0 that £ (hail be greater

than F, and G lefs than F ; and let H be the fame
multiple of D, as F is of B. Therefore, becaufe

£ and G are equimultiples of the firft and third,

and F and H alio equimultiples of the fecond and
fourth; and feeing thit (by l^p E is greater than

F ; it is evident, from the definition of equsd ra-

tios, that G muft likewife be greater than H

:

Therefore much more fliall F (which exceeds G) be

greater than H ; whence alfo B fliall be greater than

D(iy Ax. 4.) Band D being like parts of F and.H.
When A is lefe than-C, it will be demonftrated

in the fame manner, chat B is alfo left than D. Buc
when A is equal ,to C, no new demonftration is

neceflary ; fince neither the loth nor the 13th have •

any thing to do in this cak.

Again, in the 20th Prop, (in which the loth and
13th alfo enter) we are to prove, “ That if there be

•V . “ three
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fhrcc magnitudes (A, B, C) and other three (D,
** E, F) which taken two and two have the fame ra-
“ tio (A : B : : D : E, B : C : : E : Fj if the firft(A)
“ be greater than the third (C), the fourth (D) (hall

“ be greater than the fixth (F)j and if equal, equal

;

“ and if lefs, lefler.*' Which may likewife be done
without the alTiftanceof either the loth or the 13 th,"

, in the fame manner, above fpecified.

For, if A be greater than C ; then of A and C
(by Prop. 8.) fuch equimultiples may be taken, that

the multiple of A ftall be greater, and that of C
lefs, than fome multiple of B ^ let G and 1 be two
fuch equimul-

tiples f of ' A ^
I f-

and C, and let ^
Hbethemul- I

— < y~

tiple of B, fo 3) jz
thatG (ball be ^ ' •

greater than K M” .

H, and I lefs
' ^

than H ; moreover take L the fame multiple of
E, as H is of B *, and K and M the fame equimul-
tiples of D and F, as G and I are of A and C.
Therefore, fince of the four proportionals A, B, D,
£, equimultiples G, K of the firff and third, and

equimultiples H, L of the (econd and fourth, are

here taken, it is manifeft, from the definition of
equal ratios, feeing G is greater than H (by Hyp.)

that K muft alfo be greater than L. And in the

very fame manner, becaufe B, C, E, F are propor-

tionals, and H is greater than I, L will likewife be

greater than M : Therefore much more (hall K,
which exceeds L, be greater than M. And con-

fequently (by Ax. 4.) D (hall alfo be greater than F.
—When A is lefs than C, the demondration is the

fame : The other cafe, when A is equal to C, does

not require, nor indeed admit of any improvement.

4
t -•

FINIS.
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